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section iil-water-supply. 

CHAPTER I. 

SOURCES OF SUPPLY. 

It is obvious that, from whatever source a supply of water is obtained, the 

origin of the supply must be the rainfall. The various forms in which it 
appears, may be classified as follows:—1, Rain-water; 2, Surface-water; 3, Lake- 
water; 4, River-water; 5, Spring-water; 6, Shallow-well water, or subsoil water; 
7, Deep-well water. 

Pure water can only be obtained by distillation, and is colourless when in 

small quantity, but in bulk is of a blue tint; it is transparent, insipid, and 

inodorous. 

The nearest approach to pure water in nature is good rain-water; but owing 

to the great solvent and absorbent power of pure water, it readily dissolves or 

absorbs the various solids and gases with which it comes in contact; and 

consequently rain-water contains various foreign matters which are always 

present in the atmosphere, the chief of which are atmospheric air and carbonic 

acid gas. Rain-water is purest in country districts, but in the neighbourhood 

of towns it becomes contaminated with soot, carburetted and sulphuretted 

hydrogen, ammonia, and many other matters. 

The quantity of rain which falls in different districts varies greatly, according 

to their geographical position, their altitude above the sea, their distance from 

the sea, the conformation of the ground, the direction of the prevailing winds, 

the temperature, and other circumstances. Plate VI. shows the average annual 

rainfall throughout the British Isles. For further information upon this subject, 

the reader is referred to Symons’s British Rainfall,1 which is published annually, 

and gives the rainfall at upwards of 4000 places in the United Kingdom. 

The fall of rain is very unequally distributed throughout the year, as will 

be seen from Table VII., which gives the average monthly fall at Greenwich for 

1 Now compiled by Dr. H. R. Mill. 
193 



194 WATER-SUPPLY. 

the ten years from 1896 to 1905. The figures in the Table are the mean 

results obtained from three gauges fixed at the Royal Observatory, the top of 

the gauges being five inches above the surface of the ground, and 155 feet above 

Ordnance Datum, that is to say, above the mean level of the sea. 

Table VII. 

AVERAGE MONTHLY RAINFALL AT GREENWICH OBSERVATORY, 1896-1905. 

Year. Jan. Feb. March. April. May. June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Whole 
year. 

inches. inches. inches. inches. inches. inches. inches. inches. inches. inches. inches. inches. inches. 

1896 *658 •385 3*004 •567 •264 1-908 1-041 1-993 5-499 2-772 1-186 2-935 22-212 
1897 1*586 2-345 3-269 1-558 1*213 1-929 •714 2-804 2638 *486 1*078 2-117 21-737 
1898 *662 1-174' 1-369 •914 2*574 1-730 1-301 •836 •287 3*118 2-399 2-228 18-592 
1899 2-473 1-845 •583 2*887 1-631 •760 1-735 •356 2-166 2-313 3-710 1-415 21-875 
1900 2-238 3*433 •917 •935 1-357 2-789 1-378 2-040 1-134 1-543 1*970 2*246 21-980 
1901 •738 •835 2-090 1-755 1-800 1-439 1*630 2-035 1-347 2-617 •693 2-984 19-963 
1902 •632 •756 1-345 •423 3313 3-114 1-087 2-904 1-669 1-201 1-287 1-470 19*201 
1903 2*108 1-329 2-179 1-857 1-983 6-059 5*146 4-849 2-258 4-564 1-921 1-290 35-543 
1904 2-480 2-457 1-255 •980 1-894 *883 2-350 1-251 1-397 1-718 1-631 2-254 20*550 
1905 1-069 •702 3-571 1-717 1-367 4*233 •975 2-610 2-298 •902 3-020 •612 23-076 

Mean, 1-464 1-526 1-958 1-359 1-739 2-484 1-735 2-167 2-069 2-123 1-889 1-955 22-472 

The quantity of water collected in a rain-gauge decreases as the height of 

the gauge above the ground increases, as is shown by Table VIII., which gives 

the results of the observations taken at the Observatory at Greenwich for the ten 

years from 1896 to 1905, with gauges varying in height above the ground from 

5 inches to 50 feet 8 inches. 

Table VIII. 

AMOUNT OF RAINFALL AT GREENWICH OBSERVATORY AT DIFFERENT 

HEIGHTS ABOVE THE GROUND. 

Year. 

Height of Gauge above Ground. 

5 inches. 10 ft. 0 in. 21 ft. 6 in. 38 ft. 4 in. 50 ft. 8 in. 

inches. inches. inches. inches. inches. 

1896 22-212 21-844 20-084 17-745 13-697 
1897 21-737 21-353 19-614 17-963 14-625 
1898 18-592 18-404 17-008 14-897 11-172 

1899 21-874 21-695 19-537 17-473 13-838 
1900 21-981 21-536 19-573 16-999 12-634 

1901 19-963 19-625 18-123 15-713 12-778 

1902 19-201 19-185 17-939 15-448 12-094 

1903 35-543 35-153 32-999 28-748 23-230 

1904 20-550 20-426 18-896 16-858 12-836 

1905 23-076 22-866 20-621 18-421 13-010 

Mean, 22-472 22-208 20-439 18-026 13-991 
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Although the rainfall at any given place decreases, as the height above the 

ground at which it is collected increases, yet in any given district the quantity 

is found to increase as the height of the ground above the sea-level increases; 

thus, in the year 1905, the rainfall at Cardiff (which is 45 feet above the sea) 

amounted to 2873 inches; at Pontypridd (which is 400 feet above the sea), 

42'54 inches; and at Treherbert (which is 670 feet above the sea), 6776 

inches. 

One very important matter as regards water-supply is the duration of 

droughts. Dr. H. R. Mill has prepared tables (published in British Rainfall for 

1905), which show the frequency and duration of droughts at seventy-three 

stations spread over the British Isles, for the eighteen years from 1888 to 1905. 

He defines as an absolute drought, one which has lasted for 14 consecutive days 

absolutely without measurable rain; and as a partial drought, one that has 

lasted 28 consecutive days, the aggregate rainfall of which has not exceeded 

0-01 inch per diem. In the spring of 1893, there was an unusually severe 

drought, especially on the south coast of England; the longest period of absolute 

drought was 73 days in London, and the longest period of partial drought was 

128 days at Romford in Essex. 

The water which falls in the form of rain is disposed of in three different 

ways:— 

(a) Absorbed by the surface on which it falls. 

(b) Evaporated. 

(c) Discharged from the surface on which it falls, into reservoirs, tanks, 

ponds, rivers, and streams. 

The quantity absorbed depends on the temperature, the nature of the surface 

on which it falls and of the underlying ground, and the previous amount of 

rainfall. The quantity evaporated depends on the temperature, the moisture of 

the air, the nature of the surface and whether bare, cultivated, or planted with 

trees. The quantity discharged depends on the temperature, the moisture of 

the air, and on the smoothness, inclination, and the more or less absorbent 

nature of the surface upon which it falls. As a rough-and-ready calculation, it 

is estimated that a third of the rainfall is absorbed, a third evaporated, and a 

third discharged from the surface upon which it falls; but these proportions 

vary very greatly according to the special circumstances stated above. 

In British Rainfall for 1895 will be found in detail the results of the 

observations made by Messrs. John Dickinson & Co. at the Apsley Mills, Hemel 

Hempstead, for the 12 years from 1884 to 1895, of the relative proportions of 

the rainfall which percolated through 3 feet 3 inches of sand, of chalk, and of 
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196 WATER-SUPPLY. 

earth, and of that which was lost by evapora¬ 

tion. Table IX. gives the mean results for the 

twelve years, and also for the driest and wettest 

years. These results will only apply to level 

ground; where the ground is inclined, a certain 

proportion of that, which would have percolated, 

will be discharged from the surface. 

The relative permeability of different descrip¬ 

tions of ground may be stated as follows, in the 

order of their permeability, namely:—Sand, 

gravel, marl, chalk, clay, rocks, gault. 

The amount of rain collected from a roof will 

depend in a great measure on the material with 

which the roof is covered; if with lead, zinc, 

copper, or galvanized iron, or Doulton’s glazed 

stoneware tiles, nearly the whole of the rain will 

run off. With ordinary tiles from 3 to 20 per 

cent will be absorbed or evaporated, and with 

slates from 1 to 5 per cent; the amount in each 

case depending upon the heaviness of the rain¬ 

fall, the temperature of the air, and the inclina¬ 

tion of the roof. The first rain which falls upon 

a roof, washes off all the dust, soot, dead leaves, 

&c., which have accumulated since the previous 

rain, and is not fit to be received into a storage 

tank without passing first through a filter. It 

is, however, very difficult to construct a filter 

which shall satisfactorily deal with rain-water; 

and a “rain-water separator” has been contrived 

by Mr. Roberts of Haslemere, which allows a 

regulated quantity of rain to run off to waste, 

and when this has passed, the rest is automa¬ 

tically turned into the tank to be stored for use. 

A rain-watep tank, intended to store the whole 

of the available rainfall, should contain at least 

1 gallon for every square foot of the surface of 

ground covered by the roof, and for every 8 

inches of annual rainfall; that is to say, in a 
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district with an annual rainfall of 32 inches, a storage-capacity of 4 gallons 

should be provided for every square foot of roof-area. 

The crust of the earth consists of a series of strata (varying from loose sand 

to the hardest and most compact rock), which, for our purpose, may be divided 

into those which are pervious, and those which are impervious to the passage of 

water. If the whole of these strata existed at any one spot and of their greatest 

thickness, they would form a succession of parallel beds of an aggregate depth 

of between 5 and 6 miles. In nature, however, owing to the action of heat, 

water, volcanoes, earthquakes, and other causes, this crust has been broken up 

and disturbed in such a manner that the strata have generally become inclined, 

causing many of the lower beds to appear upon the surface, changing the 

original level surface into a succession of hills and valleys, and in many cases 

obliterating altogether some of the beds. 

Considered with regard to the question of water-supply, this condition of the 

strata composing the earth’s crust is of the greatest importance; for the porous 

strata thus brought to the surface absorb the rain falling upon them, and thus 

become subterranean reservoirs charged with water, which is retained in them by 

impervious beds of clay and other argillaceous strata, upon which they rest; the 

further progress of the water being thus arrested, it collects in the porous strata, 

until it rises to the lowest point round the margin of the impervious stratum, at 

which point it escapes in the form of a spring. When the impervious stratum 

is in the form of a basin, as is very frequently the case, a permanent natural 

reservoir is formed, from which the water may be lifted to the surface by pumps 

or other mechanical means. 

The surface of the water in a porous stratum is seldom horizontal, for it will 

always decline towards any point at which it can escape by gravity, or from 

which it is being withdrawn by pumping, or other similar means. The inclina¬ 

tion of the water towards this point depends upon the more or less porous 

nature of the stratum, and upon the rate at which it escapes, or is withdrawn. 

The size of the collecting: basin does not depend upon the area of the valley or 

basin visible on the surface, but on that of the basin formed by the impervious 

stratum below, by which the water is finally arrested. Thus in fig. 98, the 

surface-valley only extends from a to B, whereas the water-collecting basin 

extends from c to D, being that formed by the gault underlying the chalk and 

upper greensand, both of which are water-bearing strata 

The localities in which spring’s should be sought are wherever there is the 

outcrop of a porous stratum resting upon an impervious bed; as, for instance, at 

the outcrop of the chalk or upper greensand resting upon chalk-marl or gault 
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clay, as at c and d in fig. 98; the lower greensand resting on the Weald clay; 

the oolite resting on the Kimmeridge clay; the coral rag resting on the Oxford 
clay; and so forth. 

In many cases the strata have been fissured in a plane more or less vertical, 

A 

a, London clay; b, chalk; c, upper greensand; cl, gault. 

and the strata on one side of the fissure have been raised or thrown up to a 

higher level than the corresponding strata on the other side. Such a fissure is 

termed a fault, and is frequently filled with a material impervious to water; 

such a case is shown at a, in fig. 99, where the chalk has been thrown up on one 

A side of the fault B. The rain 

falling upon the chalk will 

accumulate until it rises to 

the level of the clay at b, and 

will there escape as a spring. 

Some springs are inter¬ 

mittent—that is to say, they 

flow after a rainy season, but 

cease to do so after a spell 

of dry weather. The expla¬ 

nation of this intermittent 

action is sometimes as fol¬ 
lows: a (fig. 100) is an impervious bed, upon which the porous bed, b, rests, 

cropping out from beneath a superficial bed of clay, c. At D, the porous bed 

absorbs the rain falling upon its exposed surface, and also that draining from 

the impervious bed above, until the water has risen to the level e e, when it 

overflows the raised lip f, and escapes as a spring at the lower outcrop of 

the pervious stratum at g, and, acting as a syphon, it continues to run, until 

it has drawn down the water in the hollow depression h; when this has become 

Fig. 99.—Section of Strata showing a Fault. 

a, London clay; b, chalk; c, lower greensand; d, gault. 
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Fig. 100.—Section showing Formation of Intermittent Spring. 

a, boulder-clay; i, sand and gravel; c, clay. 

exhausted it ceases to flow, and the spring remains dry until fresh rain has 

again filled the depression up to the level e e. 

The purity, or otherwise, of spring-water will depend upon the distance 

which it has traversed, and the nature of the strata through which it has passed. 

Consequently, it may vary from 

nearly pure water, to a water 

containing so large a proportion 

of mineral matter as to be quite 

unfit for use for dietetic pur¬ 

poses. 

Where the upper stratum 

consists of clay, or other im¬ 

pervious material, having a 
porous stratum beneath it, it will be necessary, in order to reach the water, to 

sink a well or make a bore-hole through the upper stratum, as at E, fig. 98, 

where the supply is derived from the chalk, or at f, where it penetrates 

to the upper greensand. And the same course will be necessary where the 

porous stratum reaches to the surface, but the water-level is some distance 

below. The level to which 

the water will ascend in 

such a well or bore-hole 

will depend upon the rela¬ 

tive levels of the ground 

where the well is sunk, and 

of the lowest point at which 

the water from the porous 

stratum can escape. When 
the level of the lowest point of outcrop of the porous stratum is above the 

surface of the ground where the well is sunk, and where the water is prevented 

from escaping by an impervious stratum covering the surface, the water in the 

well will not only rise to the surface, but will overflow, as shown in fig. 101; 

such a well is termed an artesian well. 

Wells are distinguished as shallow wells and deep wells, the former term 

being applied to wells which derive their supply from the superficial strata, 

at no great depth below the surface, while the latter term is applied to wells 

which pass through one impervious stratum and are supplied by water which 

has traversed a considerable thickness of ground, and is upheld by a lower 

impervious stratum. 
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One frequent means of supply is impounding the rain-water falling upon 

the upper part of a valley. Where the ground is of a sufficiently impervious 

character, and the surface is of a suitable configuration, this method may be 

adopted with advantage. In every case, however, where water flows over the 

surface of the ground, it will be more or less charged with foreign matter, 

depending upon the nature of the surface; cultivated lands, which receive 

dressings of manure, being obviously those which pollute the water to the 

greatest extent. 

Rivers and lakes derive their supply almost entirely from surface-water, 

which has in most cases flowed over cultivated land, and although most rivers 

and lakes are also fed by springs which find vent in their beds, the spring-water, 

in its passage through the soil, will dissolve any soluble substance which this 

may contain, and will wash out fine particles of insoluble matter, and will thus 

become charged with foreign matter, both in solution and suspension. 

The water from shallow wells and from rivers should always be regarded 

with suspicion; and, in fact, all water intended for dietetic purposes should be 

subjected to careful chemical analysis and bacteriological examination before 

being adopted for use. 

CHAPTER II. 

THE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF WATER. 

The weight of a cubic foot of distilled water at the temperature of 62° 

Fahr., and with the barometer at 30°, has been variously estimated. The 

Board of Trade has fixed the standard weight at 62-2786 lbs.; Prof. Everett, 

however, gives it as 62'356 lbs., and this agrees with the average of several 

observers. Ordinary water has, however, a somewhat higher specific gravity 

than pure distilled water, and it is usual amongst hydraulic engineers to take the 

weight of a cubic foot of water as 62-5 lbs., which is sufficiently accurate for all 

practical purposes. The weight of water is rather more than 814 times the 

weight of an equal volume of air. The weight of a cubic foot of water at 62° 

as estimated by Prof. Everett is, as stated above, 62-356 lbs., but, as the 

temperature is lowered, it contracts in bulk until it has fallen to 39'2° Fahr., 

when the weight of a cubic foot will have increased to 62‘425 lbs.; as the 

temperature is further lowered, the water ceases to contract, and begins to 

expand, until at 32°, the freezing-point, a cubic foot only weighs 62-417 lbs. 
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In the actual act of congealing, a sudden and still greater expansion, amounting 

to one-eleventh of its previous volume, takes place, so that a cubic foot of ice at 

a temperature of 32° only weighs 57’2 lbs. per cubic foot. It is this property of 

sudden expansion in the act of congealing, which frequently bursts water-pipes 

in times of severe frost. 

A standard gallon of water weighs 10 lbs., and taking the standard weight 

of a cubic foot of water as fixed by the Board of Trade, there would be 6‘2279 

gallons in a cubic foot, and one gallon would contain 277'463 cubic inches; it is, 

however, usual to consider that there are 6'25 gallons in the cubic foot, and 

277'123 cubic inches in a gallon. 

Water is so nearly incompressible that an additional pressure of one atmo¬ 

sphere, or 15 lbs. per square inch, only reduces its volume ’000047, or about one 

twenty-thousandth part. This property of water is taken advantage of in the 

construction of the hydraulic ram, which will be hereinafter described, by means 

of which the momentum of a moving body of water is utilized to raise a portion 

of the water to a higher level. It is also the cause of the shock occasioned by 

the sudden stoppage of water in motion, which under certain circumstances 

results in the bursting of the pipes by which it is distributed. 

Water, in common with all other fluids, possesses the property of perfect 

freedom of motion amongst its particles, and the power of transmitting pressure 

freely in all directions. Consequently it conforms its shape to that of the vessel 

containing it, filling every portion situated below the level of its surface, and 

pressing against every part of the internal surface of the vessel with a force 

proportional to the depth of that point below the surface of the water, and in a 

direction perpendicular to the surface of the vessel at that point. 

The height of the surface of the water in an open vessel above any given 

point in the same is termed the hydrostatic head, and the pressure produced 

upon an unit of surface by that head is called the hydrostatic pressure at that 

point. The weight of a cubic foot of water being 62’5 lbs:—if a=the area of 

any given surface in square feet, 7i = tlie hydrostatic head in feet (that is, the 

depth of the centre of gravity of the surface below the top of the water in feet), 

p = the hydrostatic pressure in pounds per square foot, and P = the total amount 

of the pressure of the water upon the given surface in pounds, we shall have 

p =62-5 h.(1) 
and P = 62*5 ha.(2) 

Thus, in fig. 102, abcd represents a vessel of irregular shape, filled with 

water to the level ab; and ef is a horizontal line which touches or intersects 

the internal surface of the vessel in the several points G, h, i, j, and k; then ae 
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will be the hydrostatic head at those points, and the hydrostatic pressure of 

the water at each of those points will be identical, and will act in each case 

perpendicularly to the surface at that point, as shown by the arrow; namely, 

downwards at G and h, horizontally at I, and 

upwards at J and K. 

When a surface under water is horizontal, 

the pressure upon it is everywhere uniform, 

and the total amount of that pressure over the 

whole surface is found by formula 2; but if the 

surface is vertical, or inclined, then the 

pressure upon any part of the surface will 

vary according to the depth, and the total 

pressure acting in a direction perpendicular to a given surface will be equal to 

the weight of a column of water whose base is equal to the area of the surface, 

and whose height is equal to the depth of the centre of magnitude of that 

surface below the top surface of the water; and there is a particular point of the 

pressed surface, called the centre of pressure, at which if a pressure equal to the 

total pressure of the water over the whole surface be substituted for the same, 

and applied in a direction perpendicular to the surface, the mechanical effect will 

be identical. The centre of pressure of a rectangular surface, one side of which 

coincides with the surface of the water, is situated at two-thirds of the whole 

depth of the lower side of the surface. In the case of a triangular surface, if 

the base of the triangle coincides with the surface of the water, the centre of 

pressure is at one-half the depth of the apex. 

B The foregoing propositions are true whether 

the surfaces are vertical or inclined; in the 

case of a horizontal surface the centre of 

pressure coincides with the centre of gravity, 

whatever may be its form. 

Let abcd, fig. 103, be a reservoir, ab 

D being the surface of the water, and let E G e6 ga 

represent a valve in the vertical side of the 

reservoir; let a = the area of this valve, 8 = the depth of its centre of magni¬ 

tude, and (i = the depth of the centre of pressure below the surface ab, and 

let P = the total pressure of the water upon the surface of the valve; then we 

have 
P=62-5 ci8.(3) 

Now, if we suppose the surface of the valve to be divided into a number of 

Fig. 103.—Diagram of Water-pressure. 
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horizontal laminae of equal breadth, eg, e1gv e2gv.e5 </., e6g6, and let 

s2.s6 = the depths of the centres of magnitude of these laminae below ab, 

and lv lv.l6 = the horizontal distances of the same centres from the vertical 

line a c, and l = the horizontal distance of the centre of pressure from the same 

horizontal line; then we have 

8 = 

d = 

and l — 

&i$i + a2$2. .... 4- a686 
a 

2 + . ...+a6S62 afif + afif. ... + 
^1^1 d- ^2^2 . • •. + 

+ ^2^2- .. + CIqIq&q 

a8 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

If, instead of the surface of the valve being in a vertical plane, it is inclined, 

the foregoing formulas will apply, the distances 8^...^ being measured along the 

inclined surface, from the line of intersection of the same with the surface of the 

water; only in formula 3 we must substitute 8 sin 6 for 8; 0 being the angle 

which the inclined surface makes with the surface of the water. Formula 3 then 

becomes 
P = 62-5 aS sin 0.(7) 

CHAPTER III. 

METHODS OF SUPPLY. 

1. SURFACE- WATER. 

The simplest method of supply is where the water is taken directly from a 

river or stream, or from a pond or lake. If the river or lake is at a sufficient 

height above the place to be supplied, it is only necessary to lay a pipe to 

convey the water to the place by gravitation. In taking water from a river or 

stream, it is desirable to take it as near the source as possible, because there is 

less likelihood of pollution. The water from a river or lake should always be 

carefully examined before being adopted as a source of supply, because it is in 

most cases chiefly derived from the surface-water draining off the land, which is 

always more or less liable to be polluted. 

It is also necessary to gauge the flow of the river or stream, in order to ascer¬ 

tain whether it is sufficient to allow of the quantity required being abstracted 

from it without interfering with the interests of the riparian owners lower down 
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the stream. If the river is of considerable volume, a length of two or three 

hundred feet should be selected, where its course is straight, and uniform in the 

area of its cross-section. At the upper and lower extremities of the portion 

selected, ranging-rods should be set up on each side of the river, and an observer 

with a stop-watch should be placed at each to observe the exact moment at which 

a float passes each point. If then the distance in feet between the upper and 

lower ranging-rods be divided by the number of seconds which elapsed between 

the float passing the upper and lower rods, the result will give the surface- 

velocity of the stream in feet per second. The ratio which the surface-velocity 

bears to the mean velocity over the whole cross-section of the river, is so com¬ 

pletely dependent upon varying circumstances, such as the comparative depth 

and width, and the direction and force of the wind, that no fixed rule can be 

given. In cases where an exact result is desired, the velocity 

should be measured at varying distances from the centre of 

the stream and at various depths. 

For ascertaining surface-velocities, an orange, or a potato 

cut in half, forms as good a float as can be used. For mea¬ 

suring the velocity below the surface, a very convenient form 

of float is shown in fig. 104. It consists of a rod of wood ab, 

the upper part round and the lower part square in cross- 

section; two saw-cuts are made at right angles in the square 

part, and two plates of zinc, CD and ef, each about 2 feet 

long and a foot in depth, are inserted in these cuts; the 

plates are prevented from dropping out by tying string round 

the bottom of the rod. The round portion of the rod is passed 

through a hole in the circular float G, the buoyancy of which is sufficient to cause 

it to float with its surface just above the water, and it is fixed at such a height 

as will bring the centre of the zinc plates to the depth required. With this 

float very accurate results can be obtained. 

Another very convenient mode of measuring the velocity of a stream is by 

means of an electric-current meter, which consists of a two-bladed screw, fixed 

on a shaft, the revolutions of which are recorded above water by an electric 

current. The great advantage of this method is that the velocity at any moment 

is seen without raising the instrument, so that a great number of observations at 

different parts of the section, and at different depths, can be taken in a short 

time, and the mean velocity derived from them with great accuracy. The rate 

of the meter, that is to say, the number of revolutions which the screw makes in 

a given time for any given velocity of stream, is first determined by experiment. 

Fig. 104.—Float for Mea¬ 
suring the Velocity of a 
Stream below the Surface. 
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Having ascertained the mean velocity of the stream, the next step is to 

determine the area in square feet of the cross-section, which must be done by 

taking soundings at equal distances, and multiplying the total width of the 

stream by the mean depth; the volume of water passing per second in cubic feet, 

is found by multiplying the mean velocity in feet per second by the transverse 

sectional area in square feet. 

In small streams, the volume of the How is most conveniently measured by 

constructing a weir for it to pass over. An ordinary weir consists of a horizontal 

sill over which the water flows, the sides being vertical. In the case of a rec¬ 

tangular iveir,—that is, a weir having a level sill and sharp edges,—if q = the 

quantity of water discharged in cubic feet per minute, c = the coefficient from 

the table given below, b = the breadth of the weir, w = the width of the stream, 

and h = the head of water above the sill of the weir, measured some distance 

above the same, all in feet; then 

q = cb\/hs.(8) 

When b = tv, that is, when the weir occupies the whole width of the stream, 

c = 214; the values of c, when b is less than w are given in the table below, 

namely: 

Values of — 
w 

Values of c 

1-0 0-9 0*8 0*7 0*6 0*5 1 0*4 0*3 0*25 

214*0 211-0 208*0 204*4 201*5 198*5 194*9 191*9 190*1 

The above formula supposes the water to flow over the weir from a still pond, 

but if the water approaches the weir with a velocity equal to v feet per second, 

let lh = 0-01553 u2; then 
4-c6{V(A + A])*-^V.} .(») 

In the case of a drowned iveir, if h2 — the height of the surface of the water 

on the lower side of the weir, above the sill of the weir, in feet; then 

q=c b (h+^g h - A2 .(10) 

When the stream is very small, it is convenient to use a triangular notch; 

if the angle made by the two sides of the notch is 90°, let h& = the height in 

inches of the surface of the water above the lowest .noint of the notch the notch 

being sharp-edged, and the pond still; then 

j = 0-306 %//t35.(11) 

The quantity of water required daily for a domestic water-supply will depend 

upon the number of persons to be supplied, and upon the character of the 
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establishment. In a middle-class house, where no horse or carriage is kept, and 

exclusive of water required for a garden, the quantity of water required per head 

per diem will be approximately as follows, namely:—Cooking, 075 gallon; 

fluid as drink, 0'33 gallon; ablution (including a daily sponge-bath), 5’00 

gallons; washing house and utensils, 3'00 gallons; washing clothes, 2’92 gallons; 

flushing water-closet, 3'00 gallons—that is to say, a total of 15 gallons per head 

per day. In a large establishment, where a carriage and horses are kept, the 

allowance should be from 20 to 30 gallons per head per day. 

In determining the sufficiency or otherwise of a stream to afford the 

quantity of water required in any particular case, it is necessary to ascertain 

the minimum dry-weathep flow. Where the dry-weather flow would be insuffi¬ 

cient, and the power is possessed to throw a dam across the stream, a large 

reservoir may be formed in order to impound the water in time of floods. In 

the construction of the dam, very great care must be taken to render it capable 

of sustaining the pressure to which it will be exposed. 

Up to recent times dams for impounding’ water were constructed of earthen 

embankments, with a slope of 3 to 1 on the inner face and 2 to 1 on the outer 

face; the inner face was usually paved, and a wall of clay puddle was inserted 

in the middle of the embankment, with the view of rendering it water-tight. 

Dams so constructed may stand for many years, but a time will come, when the 

water, having found its way through the puddle-wall in ever so small a quantity, 

gradually washes away the puddle, until without warning the embankment gives 

way, occasioning a disaster usually attended by serious loss of life and property. 

Clay puddle is a most treacherous material, very useful for temporary purposes, 

but should never be employed in permanent construction. At the present day 

engineers usually employ concrete in place of clay; and the most recent dams 

have been constructed either of concrete or rubble masonry. 

In order to ensure perfect safety in dams constructed of concrete or masonry, 

no part of the structure should be exposed to a tensile strain; to ensure which 

condition it is necessary that the resultant of the pressure of the water when the 

reservoir is full, and of the weight of the dam itself, above any given horizontal 

plane, shall be within the middle third of the breadth of the dam at the level of 

such plane. If h = the height of the dam in feet, b = the breadth of its base in 

feet, w = the weight in pounds of a cubic foot of the material of which the dam 

is composed, and c = the maximum pressure in pounds per square foot to which 

this material may be safely exposed; then 

and c = (A62*5 + w) 

(12) 

(13) 
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If the dam is of concrete, w may be taken at 142 pounds, and we have 

.(14) 

and c - 204*5 h.(15) 

Fig. 105 is the transverse section of a concrete dam, the profile of which is 

determined from formula 14, the breadth being in all parts two-thirds of the 

depth from the surface of the reservoir when full; the section is a triangle with 

its inner face vertical, and its outer face 

inclined to the vertical at an angle of 

33° 42'. The theoretic section would 

give no breadth at the top of the dam, 

as shown by the dotted line. It is, 

however, convenient to have a path on 

the top, and some thickness is neces¬ 

sary to render the upper part of the 

dam water-tight; therefore the top may 

be made from 6 to 10 feet in width, 

carried down vertically until it coin¬ 

cides with the sloping face. In a con¬ 

crete dam of the section shown, the 

value of c,—that is, the maximum pres¬ 

sure upon the concrete,—at a depth of 

30 feet, would be 6135 pounds per square foot; at a depth of 50 feet, 10,215 

pounds; and at a depth of 100 feet, 20,430 pounds. 

In an impounding reservoir, it is necessary to provide an overflow-channel, 

by which flood-water may escape after the reservoir is full. In the case of an 

earthen dam, this is a matter of some difficulty, and it is usual to make the 

overflow-channel in the solid ground at one end of the dam; but when the dam 

is of concrete or masonry, the overflow-weir and channel may be constructed 

in the dam itself. It is important that the channel should be large enough 

to allow of the escape of the heaviest flood which can occur. Let r = the 

heaviest rainfall in inches per hour which has been known in the locality, ci = the 

area in acres of the catchment basin, l = the length in feet of the overflow-weir, 

d — the maximum depth in feet of the water flowing over the same, n = a fraction 

expressing the proportion of the rainfall which will find its way into the reservoir, 

and q = the quantity in cubic feet per minute flowing over the weir, then 

q = 60-5 rna.(16) 

and Z = 0-2827 .(17) 

VOL. I. 14 
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If d = 2. then 

The value of n will depend upon the extent of the catchment basin, the greater 

or less inclination of its surface, and the more or less pervious character of the 

soil, as explained in Chapter I. Professor Unwin in the article on Hydro¬ 

mechanics in the Encyclopedia Britannica gives, on the authority of Tiefen- 

bacher, the following estimate of the flood-discharge of streams in Europe:— 

Table X. 

FLOOD-DISCHARGE OF STREAMS. 

Description of Country. Cubic feet per second 
per square mile. 

Equivalent to inches 
of rainfall per hour 

running off. 

In flat country,. 8-7 to 12-5 
17-5 to 22-5 
36-2 to 45*0 
50*0 to 75-0 

0-013 to 0-019 
0-027 to 0-035 
0-056 to 0-070 
0-077 to 0*116 

In hilly districts,. 
In moderately mountainous districts,,.. 
In very mountainous districts,. 

For comparatively small areas these quantities are obviously much too small. 

Occasionally in England a rainfall of two inches in the hour has been recorded; 

and assuming that only half the rain¬ 

fall finds its way into the reservoir, 

the quantity discharged per acre would 

amount to 60-5 cubic feet per minute; 

equal to 645 cubic feet per second per 

square mile. 

Fie;. 106 is a transverse section of 

the rubble-masonry dam of the Vyrnwy 

reservoir, which supplies Liverpool 

with water; and in this case the whole 

dam forms the weir over which the 

flood-waters are discharged, the road¬ 

way across the dam being carried on 

arches, through which the flood-waters escape. 

To make a dam secure, it must be carried down until either solid rock, or a 

stratum of clay, or other material impervious to water, is reached, as is seen in 

fig. 106. 

The pipe for drawing the water from the reservoir must be led from it at 

the lowest level to which it is intended to draw down the water. With an 

Fig. 106.—Section of Rubble Dam, Vyrnwy Reservoir. 
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earthen clam, it is so difficult to prevent the water creeping along outside the 

pipe, that it is usual to drive a tunnel through the solid ground for the reception 

of the pipe. If, however, the 

dam is of concrete or masonry, 

the pipe may be taken through 

it with perfect safety. 

Fig. 107 is a vertical sec¬ 

tion, and fig. 108 is a plan, 

showing a convenient arrange¬ 

ment for the valve-chamber, 

when the dam is of concrete 

and the inner face is vertical. 

The water is admitted to the 

valve-chamber a, through a 

pipe B which is built into the 

wall of the chamber; this pipe 

has a valve c to regulate the 

discharge, and its outer end 

in the reservoir is protected 

by a rose pierced with small 

holes so as to prevent the entrance of foreign substances. It is not unusual to 

have more than one pipe for admitting water to the valve-chamber, placed at 

different levels; as the nearer the 

water is drawn from the surface, the 

less liable it is to contain deposit. 

D is the supply-main, which is carried 

through the solid concrete. 

Where the supply is derived from 

a spring, an underground tank should 

be constructed at such a level as to 

allow the water from the spring to 

fill it by gravitation. For small 

tanks, it is most economical to con¬ 

struct them circular on plan, but large 

tanks are usually made rectangular 

with straight sides. The side-walls of the tank have to resist the pressure of 

the earth on the outer side, and of the water on the inner side. The centre of 

pressure of all kinds of earth is (as in the case of water) at two-thirds of the 

Fig. 108.—Horizontal Section of Valve-chamber on line EE. 
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height of the wall below the top; and putting y> = this pressure in pounds, 

h = the height of the wall in feet, and c = a coefficient, we have 

p = ch2.(19) 

The following table gives the values of c for the various descriptions of earth 

named:— 
Table XI. 

WEIGHT, &c., OF VARIOUS KINDS OF EARTH. 

Nature of the Earth. Weight of a cubic 
foot in pounds. Value of c. 

Fine dry sand, 94 to 119 15-67 to 12-94 
Loose shingle, perfectly dry, 106 12-06 
Common earth, perfectly dry and pulverulent, 94 8*82 
The same, slightly moistened, or in its natural state, 106 5-60 
Earth the most dense and compact, 125 6-21 

The greatest strain upon the wall is when the tank is empty, when the 

pressure of the earth tends to overthrow it. This tendency is resisted by the 

weight of the wall. Let h = the depth of the floor of the tank below the surface 

of the ground, d = the horizontal distance of the centre of gravity of the wall 

from the inner face of the wall, both in feet, tv = the weight of the wall in 

pounds, and c = the coefficient in the table above; then, in order that the wall 

may not be overthrown, 
ch3 

wd must be greater than — .(20) 

When the tank is filled with water, let \ = the height of the same in feet, 

and pi = the pressure in pounds tending to overthrow the wall outwards; then 

^ = 31*25 V.(21) 

For a tank above the surface of the ground, if 6 = the breadth of the wall 

at its base in feet, in order that the wall may not be overthrown by the pressure 

of the water, 
w (b-d) must be greater than 10*42 h3.(22) 

When, however, the tank is underground, the dimensions of the wall may 

be determined by formula 20, for the resistance which the ground offers to any 

pressure to which it is exposed, is very much greater than its active pressure 

tending to overthrow the wall. 

When the tank is underground and covered, ventilation-pipes should be 

inserted in the roof, and their upper extremities should be protected by wire 

cages to prevent birds building nests in them. 
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Fig. 109 is a vertical section of an underground concrete tank, showing 

the details of its construction. The outer face of the wall should never be made 

sloping, but should diminish in thickness by set-offs as shown. The best 

material for the construction of tanks is concrete, which if properly made is 

perfectly water-tight. The 

floor should be a sheet 

of concrete 12 inches in 

thickness, and the roof 

should consist of a sheet 

of the same material 4-| 

inches in thickness, hav¬ 

ing embedded in its lower 

surface a sheet of “ ex- 

metal”; and over 

this should be spread from 

18 inches to 2 feet of soil 

to keep the tank cool. The 

usual mode of covering 

tanks is with segmental brick arches, but the flat covering of concrete, sup¬ 

ported upon piers of concrete one foot square, placed at distances from centre 

to centre of about 12 feet, is far superior, as it brings no thrust upon the side- 

walls, and occupies less space. 

Fig. 109.—Vertical Section of Underground Concrete Tank. 

2. WELL-WATER 

In all the foregoing cases, the water is met with on the surface; when, how¬ 

ever, the water-bearing stratum is situated at some distance below the surface, 

the water can only be reached by sinking a well, or boring. 

Wells are of two descriptions, namely, shallow wells, which derive their 

supply from the strata near the surface; and deep wells, which derive their 

supply from a water-bearing stratum beneath the uppermost impervious stratum. 

The water from shallow wells is very liable to be polluted, and should there¬ 

fore be carefully examined from time to time. Before the importance of the 

purity of the water used for dietetic purposes was recognized, wells were inten¬ 

tionally made so that the subsoil-water should percolate through the sides of 

the well, which were constructed with bricks laid dry. Now, however, in the 

construction of wells, every endeavour is made to exclude the water near the 

surface, which is liable to be polluted from manure spread over the land, from 
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decaying vegetation, from cesspools and leaky sewers, and from other causes. 

With this object, if the well is constructed of brick or stone, the joints should 

be made with Portland cement, and the outer surface should be rendered with 

the same material. The best material, however, for the construction of wells is 

concrete, which is more homogeneous, and more impervious to water, than either 

brickwork or stone. Where the well is carried to any considerable depth, it is 

best to construct it with cylinders of cast-iron, wrought-iron, or steel. 

Fig. 110 gives a plan and section of a well constructed of concrete. It 

should be founded upon a cast-iron curb of the form shown, made in segments 

and bolted together. The outer surface of the 

concrete should be rendered with cement, made 

perfectly smooth, and payed over with grease. 

The friction of the ground against the sides of 

the well causes a resistance to its descent, and 

after it has attained a certain depth (depend¬ 

ing upon the nature of the soil), it will become 

earth-bound. When this occurs, water should 

be poured round the outside to diminish the 

friction, and the well should be loaded. If the 

concrete well becomes earth-bound before it 

has reached the depth required, an iron or steel 

cylinder may be sunk inside it, and when this 

becomes earth-bound, a smaller cylinder may 

be sunk inside the larger one, and so on until 

the requisite depth, to which the well has to 

be lined, has been reached. The annular spaces 

between the several cylinders should be filled 

with concrete, so as entirely to exclude the 

water from the surrounding ground. Fig. Ill is a vertical section of a well 

thus lined. 

The usual practice is to carry the lining of the well down until all the water 

liable to pollution is excluded, and then to carry down a bore-hole to the water¬ 

bearing stratum from which the supply is desired to be obtained. The ex¬ 

pediency, however, of doing this must depend on the nature of this lower 

stratum. If the water generally permeates the rock, or if it is obtained from 

sandy beds, then the well should be carried down; if a very large supply is 

required, then the well should be carried down, and headings or galleries should 

be driven horizontally to intercept the water over a larger area. Where, however, 

Fig. 110.—Plan and Section of Well constructed of 
Concrete. 
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the water comes from horizontal beds, such as flints in the chalk, or from fissures 

in the rock, a bore-hole often yields a sufficient supply. The bore-hole for a 

certain distance down should be lined with a steel tube, into which, if the water 

does not rise to the top of the tube, a lifting-pump should be fixed, by means of 

which the water can be raised to the level required. The pump is similar in 

construction to that shown in fig. 114, the pump- 

rod being connected to a crank-shaft at the top 

of the well. In this case the whole of the work 

is-done on the upward stroke, when the column 

of water is lifted; to equalize the work, it is usual 

to have on the shaft a second crank at right 

angles to that to which the pump-rod is attached, 

and from this second crank to suspend a weight, 

equal to half that of the column of water lifted 

by the pump. If the water rises to a sufficient 

height in the well itself, it is better to have three 

pumps worked from a three-throw crank, and 

discharging into one rising main, as the flow of 

water in this will then be much more equable. 

In localities where the water within from 

15 to 30 feet of the surface is suitable in quality 

for a domestic supply, what is termed an Abys¬ 

sinian or driven-tube well may be very economi¬ 

cally and conveniently used. It consists of a 

wrought-iron tube, varying in diameter from 

ll to 3 inches (depending upon the quantity of 

water required), and shod with a solid point so 

as to prevent any dirt from entering the pipe 

while it is being driven into the ground; the lower part of the pipe is pierced 

with numerous holes, through which the water contained in the ground finds 

its way into the pipe, when it has reached the water-bearing stratum. An 

ordinary suction-pump, similar to that shown in fig. 113, is then connected to 

the upper end of the tube, and a supply of water can be drawn from the ground. 

Fig. 111.—Vertical Section of Well 
constructed of Concrete and Iron Cylinders. 
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CHAPTER IV. 

METHODS OF RAISING WATER. 

The hydraulic ram is a simple machine, which may be used for raising water 

from a stream in which there is sufficient fall. The principle of its action is as 

follows:—ab, fig. 112, is a pipe supplied with water from the stream at a 

higher level; at the lower 

termination of this pipe 

there is a weighted valve 

c, opening inwards; there 

is also a branch-pipe d, 

having a valve E open¬ 

ing outwards, and dis¬ 

charging into an air- 

vessel f, from which the 

supply-pipe or rising 

main g is led to the point 

to be supplied. The water 

contained in the pipe a b escapes from the valve c, until it has acquired sufficient 

velocity to close it; water being practically incompressible, as soon as the valve 

c closes, the momentum acquired by the volume of water in the pipe a b expends 

itself by opening the valve e, and forcing a certain amount of water through it 

and the rising main G. As soon as the water in the pipe a b has expended its 

force and becomes stationary, the weighted valve c opens, when the water again 

begins to flow down the pipe a b, until its momentum closes the valve c; and 

so the operation is repeated. 

If f= the difference of level in feet between the water at a and at the escape- 

valve c, w = the number of gallons of water which escape per beat from the 

valve c, h = the height in feet to which the water has to be supplied, q = the 

quantity of water in gallons which will be supplied per beat, and c = a coefficient 

which varies from 0-55 to 0'70, we have 

fw 
q-C-^r . 

li 
.(23) 

The pipe a b should be about twice the diameter of the delivery-pipe g, and 

its length from 2-g- to 3 times f. The height to which the water is raised may 

be from 20 to 30 times f, and f should not be less than 8 feet. 
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Fig. 113.—Section 
of Lifting-pump. 

Pumps for raising1 water may be divided into (a) lifting-pumps, (6) force- 

pumps, (c) centrifugal pumps, and (d) chain-pumps. 

(a). A section of a lifting-pump is shown in fig. 113. It 

consists of a cylinder or barrel a b, from the lower end of which 

a pipe BC, called the suction-pipe, is led into the 

stream or reservoir of water from which the supply 

is to be obtained; at B is a valve opening upwards, 

and in the barrel is a piston D, usually termed a 

bucket, which perfectly fits the barrel, and contains 

a valve opening upwards; e is the delivery-pipe. 

Upon pushing the bucket D downwards, the air 

contained in the barrel between D and b is expelled 

through the valve in D; upon moving the bucket D 

upwards, a partial vacuum is created, and the pres¬ 

sure of the atmosphere upon the surface of the water 

at o, causes the water to ascend the pipe B c, expel¬ 

ling the air. After a few strokes the air in the 

barrel and suction-pipe is replaced by water, after 

Fig. 115.—Section of 
Force-pump. 

which each upward stroke of the bucket discharges, 

through the delivery-pipe E, a quantity of water 

E nearly equal to that contained in a length of the 

barrel equal to the stroke of the bucket. L 

When the water is required to be delivered at a A 
. 

F 
1 

higher level than the top a of the barrel, a water¬ E 

13 tight cover is bolted thereon, through which the 

rod working the bucket passes, a stuffing-box being 

==a, provided to prevent leakage, as shown in fig. 114. YJ 
lhe height to which water can be raised by this 

Fig. 114.—Section 
of Lifting - pump, 
with high Delivery- 
pipe. 

arrangement is only limited by the strength and 

power of the pump. The valve at B, however, must 

not be placed more than 25 or 30 feet above the 

surface of the water in the well. 

(6). Fig. 115 is a section of a force-pump, the 

letters having the same significance as in the two 

former figures; but the bucket is replaced by a solid 

Fig. 116.—Section 
of Force-pump,with 
Plunger. 

piston, and the delivery-valve is placed at the entrance to the delivery-pipe E, 

and the water is ejected during the down stroke of the piston. Fig. 116 

shows another form of the force-pump, in which the piston d is replaced by a 
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m 

* 

eJ 

plunger F, which passes through a water-tight stuffing-box in the top cover of 

the barrel a b. The plunger is preferable to the piston, because the packing in 

the stuffing-box can be renewed without disturbing the machinery; whereas in 

the case of the piston, when the packing has to be renewed the piston must be 

removed from the barrel. 

The four pumps shown in the figures 113, 114, 115, and 116, are termed 

“ single-acting ” pumps, because the water is only delivered during the up stroke 

in the two former, and on the down stroke in 

the two latter. 

Fig. 117 shows another form of force-pump, 

known as the plunger-and-bucket pump. The 

diameters of the barrel a b, and of the plunger 

F, are so proportioned that the sectional area 

of the former is twice that of the latter. The 

bottom of the plunger is connected to a 

bucket d, with valves opening upwards, and 

a rising main or delivery-pipe H is connected 

both with the top and the bottom of the bar¬ 

rel ab, having valves opening outwards both 

at E and at G. When the plunger is raised, 

the water contained in the annular space 

above the piston is forced into the delivery- 

pipe H, through the valve G, and on the down 

stroke half the water contained in the barrel 

below the bucket passes through the valves in 

the bucket, again filling the annular space, while the other half is forced through 

the valve e into the delivery-pipe h. This form of pump is termed “ double¬ 

acting”, as the water is sent into the delivery-pipe both on the up and down 

strokes, the advantage of which is that a more equable flow is obtained. 

Fig. 118 shows a modification of the double-acting force-pump, which 

consists in substituting a solid piston for the bucket d, and providing a pipe J, 

connecting the top and bottom of the barrel with a valve K opening outward at 

its lower end. 

The double-acting pumps shown in figs. 117 and 118 only deliver half a 

barrelful of water each up and down stroke, but by the arrangement shown in 

fig. 119a barrelful of water will be delivered both on the up and down strokes 

of the piston. 

The intermittent action of the pumps just described is objectionable, in 

Fig. 117.—Section 
of Plunger-and- 

bucket Pump. 

Fig. 118.—Section of 
Double-actingForce-pump, 

with Solid Piston. 
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consequence of the shock which results from the sudden stopping and starting 

of the column of water in the suction and delivery pipes, at each stroke of the 

pumps. To obviate this, and to produce as uniform a flow as possible, an air- 

vessel should always be introduced upon the delivery-pipe, as near to the pump 

as possible; and a similar air-vessel should be placed on the 

suction-pipe close to the pump, whenever the water is drawn 

from any distance. As the air gradually escapes from air- 

vessels, a pet-cock should be introduced at the highest and 

lowest points of the air-vessel, both of which should be 

opened previous to starting the pumps. One of the best 

and simplest forms of air-vessel is a vertical pipe, equal in 

diameter to the suction or delivery pipe upon which it is 

placed. 

If c = the capacity of the air-vessel in cubic feet, d = the 

quantity of water delivered per stroke in cubic feet, h = the 

head of water in the rising main in feet and n = a coefficient, 

then we have 
c=nhd.(24) 

With one single-acting pump, n = 0'0434; with two single- 

acting pumps, or one double-acting pump, n — 0'0239; with 

three single-acting-pumps, n = 0-0145; and with four single- 

acting pumps, or two double-acting pumps, n = 0-0108. 

Where there are the means of supporting it, and its appearance would not 

be objectionable, a stand-pipe (that is, a perpendicular pipe equal in diameter 

to the rising main, open at the top, and connected to the rising main at the 

bottom, as near to the pump as possible, and rising above the level of the tank 

into which the water is pumped) may be employed instead of an air-vessel. 

In order to obtain the greatest amount of efficiency from pumping-machinery, 

the following points should be attended to:— 

1. The suction-pipe should be as short as possible; in fact, if the pump can 

be placed below the level of the water, it will give the best results. The greatest 

vertical length possible for the suction-pipe is about 30 feet, and when approach¬ 

ing that length it is desirable to have a valve at the bottom of the pipe opening 

upwards, which is termed a foot-valve. And if the water is liable to contain 

leaves or other floating matter, the bottom of the suction-pipe should be pro¬ 

tected by a rose pierced with holes. 

2. The suction and delivery pipes should be as large as possible, and are 

best when they are the same size as the pump-barrel. 

H 

—'c 
Fig. 119.—Section of 

Improved Double-acting 
Force-pump. 
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3. The valves should afford as large a passage for the water as possible, and 

should have a limited beat. 

4. The longer the stroke of the pump the better, as at each change of stroke 

there is a certain loss from the return of water through the valves, before they 

close. 

5. As few bends should be made in the suction and delivery pipes as pos¬ 

sible, and where they are unavoidable they should be made as easy as possible. 

(c). Besides the different forms of pumps above described, there is the centri¬ 

fugal pump, which consists of revolving vanes within a case, which draw the 

water in at the axis, and expel it by centrifugal force at the circumference. 

(d). There is also the chain-pump, which consists of an endless chain passing 

round two pulleys, and having fixed upon it, at regular distances, discs which fit 

loosely a vertical pipe; when the pulleys revolve, the upward movement of the 

discs carries the water up the pipe, and delivers it at its upper end. 

The various sources of power utilized to work pumps or other machines for 

raising water, may be enumerated as follows:—the fall of water, windmills, 

manual or animal labour, steam-engines, gas and oil engines, hot-air engines, and 

dynamos. 

The simplest form in which water-power is utilized to raise water is the 

hydraulic ram, which has been already described. Where a weir can be con¬ 

structed to pen back the water so that a fall of a few feet can be obtained, either 

a water-wheel or a turbine may be used; these are more economical, as far as 

use of water is concerned, than the hydraulic ram. 

Three different forms of water-wheel are in use, namely, the undershot, the 

breast-wheel, and the overshot. The undershot is merely a wheel with floats 

similar to a paddle-wheel, and is only used with very low falls; it is actuated 

only by the impact of the water. In the case of the breast and overshot wheels, 

a series of buckets are formed on the circumference of the wheel, which become 

filled with water; the weight of the water is the motive power. If H = the 

horse-power equal to 33,000 pounds raised one foot high per minute, q = the 

quantity of water used in cubic feet per second, and h = the head of water in 

feet, then we have in the case of the undershot wheel, 

H = 0-034 qh.(25) 

q= 29-4?..'.(26) 

In the case of the breast-wheel, 
H — 0-068 qh.(27) 

2=14-7?.(28) 
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And in the case of the overshot wheel, 

H = 0-077 qh.(29) 

2= 12-95“.(30) 

There are various forms of turbines, but the best is the “ Vortex ” turbine, 

designed by Professor James Thompson. One great advantage which the 

turbine possesses over a water-wheel, is that it is able to work in time of 

floods, when the rise of the backwater would prevent a water-wheel from 

working. With a well-designed turbine, 

H = 0-09 qh.(31) 

2-H-ll i.(32) 

Wind-power is sometimes adopted, but a great drawback is its uncertainty, 

and the possibility of the absence of wind for some days. When wind-power is 

used, it is necessary that the capacity of the tank or reservoir, into which the 

water is pumped, should be equal to at least three days’ consumption. It may 

be taken that in this country the wind blows on the average with a pressure of 

one pound per square foot for eight hours in the twenty-four. If the annular 

type of wind-engine be used, the power obtained would vary according to the 

diameter, from about a quarter of a horse-power when 10 feet in diameter, to 

4 horse-power when 30 feet in diameter. 

Power is estimated in foot-pounds per minute—that is to say, the number of 

pounds which can be raised one foot high per minute. The power of a man 

pumping water may be taken at 2600 foot-pounds; and that of a horse working 

with ordinary horse-gear, 20,000 foot-pounds. In estimating the power of steam 

or other engines, the horse-power is taken at 33,000 foot-pounds per minute. 

The indicated horse-power of an engine is the power developed in the cylinder, 

from which the power absorbed in overcoming the friction of the several moving 

parts of the engine has to be deducted, and the remainder is termed the brake 

liorse-power, and is that which the engine is actually capable of exerting. 

The steam-engine requires constant attention, and is therefore not so con¬ 

venient or economical for small powers as oil or gas engines; but the latter do 

not work so quietly, and are not so easily started. 

The high speed at which both turbines and dynamos work makes them better 

suited for driving centrifugal pumps; if used to drive ordinary reciprocating 

pumps, it is necessary to reduce the speed by gear-work, or straps and pulleys, 

which occasion a loss from friction. 

In estimating the power required to raise water by pumping, an allowance 
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must be made for the friction of the pumping machinery, for the loss of water at 

the end of each stroke by its escape through the valves before they close, and 

for the friction of the water passing through the rising main. If h = the 

height the water has to be lifted, hx = the head required to overcome the resist¬ 

ance of the water passing through the rising main, both in feet, q = the quantity 

of water to be lifted in cubic feet per minute, a = the loss of water returning 

through the valves in cubic feet per minute, f= the frictional resistance of the 

pumping machinery, and h = the brake horse-power of the steam-engine or other 

motor; then 
h = 528 (1+/). (/m-Aj) . (q + a).(33) 

f will vary from 0-2 to 0’35, and a from 0'06 to 0T0; the value of hl will be 

found by formula (39) page 200. 

CHAPTER Y. 

THE CONVEYANCE OF WATER 

There are two forces which may be employed to produce motion in water; 

namely—-first, the natural force of gravity, by virtue of which each particle 

tends to move to a lower point; and secondly, pressure produced by some 

mechanical means, in which case each particle tends to move towards a point 

where the pressure is less. 

Two different kinds of conduits may also be used for its conveyance from 

place to place; namely—first, open channels, in which case only gravity can 

act; and secondly, closed pipes, in which the motion is created by pressure, 

whether that pressure be caused by the weight of the water itself or by 

mechanical means. 

The motion of the water is opposed by the resistance caused by the friction 

of its particles against the sides and bed of the open channel, or the surface of 

the closed pipe. This resistance will be directly proportional to the wetted 

surface or perimeter, and inversely proportional to the area occupied by the 

water; that is, if a = the area filled by the water in square feet, and p = the 

wetted perimeter in feet, then a is termed the hydraulic mean depth. 

Up to within a recent date, the formula generally employed by engineers 

for calculating’ the flow of water not under pressure was that proposed by 

Eytelwein, which, when reduced to its most convenient form, is as follows:— 
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0 = 5651-9 

2 = 5651-9 

(34) 

(35) 

In these formulas, a = the area in square feet of the channel filled with water, 

p = the wetted perimeter in feet, l = the length in feet in which the surface of 

the water falls one foot, v = the mean velocity in feet per minute, and q = the 

quantity of water discharged in cubic feet per minute. 

It will be observed that in these formulas no account is taken of the 

roughness or smoothness of the wetted surface. More recent observations, 

however, have shown that the nature of the surface should be regarded, and 

that Eytelwein’s formula in some cases gives too low a value for v and q. The 

observations made by Darcy, Bazin, Ganguillet, and Kutter show that the value 

of the coefficient, by which vi should be multiplied, depends upon the 

hydraulic mean depth and the nature and condition of the wetted perimeter, 

and, in the case of open channels, upon the inclination of the surface of the 

stream. 

Rutter’s formula for the velocity of water flowing in an open channel may 

be expressed as follows:— 

'■-s V'l (w&).<"> 

in which v1 = the mean velocity in feet per second, S = the hydraulic mean depth 

in feet, l = the length in which the surface of the water in the channel falls 1, 

a = 41’6605 +'0028076 l, and n and m are coefficients, the value of which are 

given in the following table:— 

Table XII. 

VALUE OF COEFFICIENTS FOE CALCULATING THE FLOW OF WATER 
IN OPEN CHANNELS (RUTTER’S FORMULA). 

Nature of Channel. 
Value of 

n. 
Value of 

ra. 

Regular channel lined with well-planed timber,. 

„ ,, rendered with neat cement, . 
„ „ „ „ 1 part sand and 3 parts cement,. 
„ ,, lined with unplaned timber, . 

,, ,, ,, „ brickwork or ashlar masonry,. 

,, rubble masonry, . . 

•009 
•010 
•Oil 
•012 
•013 
•017 
•020 
•025 
•030 

•035 

201-27 
181*13 
164-66 
150-94 
139-33 
106-55 

90-57 
72-45 
60-38 

51-75 

Irregular channel in firm gravel, . 

Canals and rivers, in moderately good order, and tree from boulders and weeds, 
„ „ having boulders and weeds occasionally,. 

„ „ in bad order, overgrown with vegetation, and strewn with 
boulders,. 
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Putting a — the area of channel filled with water in square feet, and q = the 

discharge in cubic feet per minute; then 

q = 60 vl a.(37) 

To give the velocity and discharge through pipes under pressure, Darcy’s 

formula is to be preferred to Kutter’s. Let v = the velocity in feet per minute, 

l = the length of the pipe in feet, d = the diameter of the pipe in feet, h = the 

difference of level in feet of the water at the two extremities of the pipe, q — the 

discharge in cubic feet per minute, and c and e — coefficients whose values 

depend upon the condition of the internal surface of the pipe; then 

* = C l(d + 0-0833) .(38) 

2 C V l(d + 0-0833) .(39) 

With clean iron pipes, c=3390, and e — 2662; and with rusted pipes, c = 2400, 

and e= 1885. 

The above formulas suppose the pipes to be in one straight course; if bends 

are introduced, the resistance is increased; if i2 = the radius of the centre line 

of the bend, r = the radius of the pipe, v1 = the velocity in feet per second 

through the pipe, c = a variable coefficient, n = the number of degrees that the 

pipe changes its direction, and h = the head in feet required to overcome the 

resistance of the bend, then 
h = cnvx2.(40) 

In circular pipes, 

And in square pipes, 

e= -000011304+ '00015938 

c= -0000107 + -00026786 

Ail 
Ail 

The following is a convenient formula for calculating the horse-power re¬ 

quired to pump water through pipes. Let P = the horse-power required, l = the 

length of the pipe in feet, q = the quantity of water in cubic feet per minute, 

and a5 = the diameter of the pipe in inches; then 

P=-00009688 dA.(41) 
d‘5 

In leading a pipe from a reservoir or tank, it should be formed with 

a bell-mouth. If d = the diameter of the pipe, the opening into the tank should 

equal 1‘25d; the length of the curved portion, measured on the centre-line of 
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the pipe, should equal 0-625d, and the radius of the curved side should equal 

l-625d 

In some cases it may be convenient to convey the water from a distant 

source to the point at which it is required to be supplied by means of an open 

channel, but generally the water will be conveyed in pipes under pressure. 

The material for these pipes may be wrought-iron, cast-iron, steel, lead, or 

copper. For very small pipes, either lead or wrought-iron may be employed, 

depending upon the nature of the water to be conveyed. It is found that some 

waters dissolve lead, in which case iron pipes should be used. Wrought-iron 

pipes should be galvanized,1 and cast-iron pipes should be coated with Angus 

Smith’s preparation to preserve them from rusting. To prevent the action of 

the water on lead pipes they are sometimes lined with tin, but the practical 

difficulty in the use of tin-lined pipes is to preserve the perfect continuity of 

the tin in the case of soldered joints and branches. 

There is much difference of opinion amongst chemists as to the precise cause 

of the action of water upon lead. In a paper read by Professor Percy Frankland 

before the Brighton Congress of the Sanitary Institute in 1890, on “Lead 

Poisoning by Soft Water-supplies”, he says: “ It is unquestionable that one and 

the same water-supply may have the power of acting upon lead at one time, 

and become inactive at another. If we inquire into the cause of this activity, 

we find that opinion at the present day is even more divided than in the past; 

according to some authorities it is due to the presence of acidity in the water, 

according to others the cause is to be sought in an insufficiency of dissolved 

silica, whilst others again see, in the absence of a certain proportion of dissolved 

carbonic acid, the secret of the lead-dissolving power.” 

Dr. Thresh, in his work on Water and Water-supplies (1896), says: “What¬ 

ever may be the nature of the action which takes place, the waters which act 

most freely upon lead are soft waters, such as rain-water, upland surface-water, 

and the waters of certain lakes; and if the uplands from which the water is 

collected be covered with peat, the plumbo-solvent action of the water will at 

certain seasons be most energetic. Few hard waters 'exert any action upon 

lead.” 

All very soft waters, and those which possess little or no permanent hard¬ 

ness, should be carefully examined from time to time as to their power of dis¬ 

solving lead. Dr. Frankland observes: “If the quantity of lead taken up by 

the water diminishes from day to day, and soon falls to an insignificant amount, 

1 Small wrought-iron pipes are better lined with a continuous tube of tin, as it is almost impossible to ensure 

a perfect coat of zinc being deposited, by the galvanizing process, throughout the entire length of a small pipe; the 

zinc coating, moreover, is at the best very thin, and is easily dissolved by water which acts on lead.—Ed. 
Vol! I. 15 
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it may be safely assumed that the water will exert no permanent action on lead. 

On the other hand, if the proportion of lead taken up is considerable and 

remains practically constant, or actually increases from day to day, the obvious 

inference is that the activity will be permanent, and inasmuch as by corrosion 

the surface of the pipe is enormously increased, larger and larger quantities of 

lead will in all probability be taken up by the water.” 

It has been found that filtration through filters constructed of chalk or 

limestone, as well as filtration through sand, is efficacious in removing lead from 

water, at any rate for a certain time. But by far the most efficacious method 

of prevention is the addition of carbonate of soda to the water. Dr. Frankland 

says: “As regards the quantity of carbonate of soda it is necessary to add, this 

must be ascertained by actual experiment in every particular instance; but in 

an extreme case, I found it necessary to use five parts of soda to 100,000 parts 

of water by weight, which, with carbonate of soda at £5 per ton, represents a 

cost of threepence per 1000 gallons. In most cases, probably, a very much 

smaller amount oidy is necessary, and if the quality of a water-supply be 

watched from time to time, the amount could be frequently varied, and at 

certain seasons probably the treatment might even be suspended with safety.” 

At Sheffield the solvent action of the water upon the lead pipes caused much 

trouble, but the difficulty was got over by adding powdered chalk to the water, 

in quantities varying from one-half to three grains per gallon. 

Dr. Frankland suggests that in the case of a domestic water-supply the 

following precautions should be taken:— 

“(l). That no water should be collected for drinking-purposes, until after 

the tap has been allowed to run for such a length of time as will presumably 

clear the service-pipe, and that the drinking-water, may, therefore, be advan¬ 

tageously collected immediately after a considerable quantity of water has been 

drawn for other domestic purposes. 

“ (2). That the filtration of the water through any form of animal-charcoal 

filter practically guarantees its absolute freedom from lead.1 

“ (3). That hot water acts more powerfully on lead than cold, and that, 

therefore, metal tea-pots and other soldered vessels for holding hot water should 

be avoided as much as possible.” 

To determine the thickness of metal required to resist the internal pressure 

to which a pipe is exposed, let d = its internal diameter in inches, h = the head 

of water in feet to which it is exposed, p = the pressure in pounds per square 

1 It must not be forgotten, however, that animal-charcoal filters are not by any means proof against germs, but, on 

the contrary, favour their propagation.—Ed. 
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inch resulting from the head h, s = the tensile strain in pounds per square inch 

to which the material of the pipe may be safely exposed, and t = the thickness 

of the metal in inches; then 

(42) 

0-217 hd 
s (43) 

The values of t obtained from the above formulas are sufficient to resist a 

steady pressure, but in most cases pipes containing water are exposed to shocks 

produced by suddenly stopping the motion of the water in the pipes. To prevent 

this shock, all taps, cocks, and valves should be so constructed that they cannot 

be suddenly closed, but should be moved by a screw which will close them 

gradually. But as, with every precaution, it is impossible entirely to prevent 

shocks, an extra thickness beyond that found by the formulas is always allowed. 

Furthermore, cast pipes are liable to inequalities in their thickness, and an 

additional allowance is made in consequence. 

The following is an empirical rule for determining- the safe thickness fop cast- 

iron pipes, allowance being made for shocks and inequalities in thickness:— 

t = -000104 (« +0-313 . 

7 9615 ^ — 3000 
.(44) 

(45) 

and 

d . 

4173^-1300 
d . 

.(46) 

the thickness of the pipe in 32nds of an inch, 

, _ 300^-3000 
d 

.(47) 

or 
130 ^ - 1300 
.d -. 

.(48) 

The table on p. 204 gives the safe head of water in feet, and the weight in 

pounds of one foot in length, of cast-iron pipes of various diameters and thick¬ 

nesses. The weight of the socket or flanges may be taken as equal to one foot 

in length of the pipe. 

It is usual to make cast-iron pipes less than 3 inches in diameter, in 6-feet 

lengths; above 3 inches and less than 2 feet in diameter, in 9-feet lengths; and 

pipes of a larger diameter in 12-feet lengths. 

Two kinds of joints are used, namely—-flanged joints, and spigot-and-socket 

joints; and these latter are divided into two kinds, namely—turned-and-bored 

joints, and joints run with lead. 
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Table XIII. 

DIAMETER, THICKNESS, WEIGHT, &c., OF CAST-IRON PIPES. 

Internal 
Diameter. 

Thick¬ 
ness. 

Weight. 
Safe Head 
of Water 
in Feet. 

Internal 
Diameter. 

Thick¬ 
ness. Weight. 

Safe Head 
of Water 
in Feet. 

Internal 
Diameter. 

Thick¬ 
ness. 

1 

Weight. 
Safe Head 
of Water 
in Feet. 

2 3 8-74 300 9 5 
F 59-06 333 18 i 181-5 367 

2 7 
XF 10-46 600 9 3 

4 71-70 467 18 H 236-2 500 

3 3 
F 12-43 200 9 7 

F 84-83 600 18 iTV 274-3 600 

3 7 
TIT 14-77 400 10 l 

F 51-54 180 21 3 
¥ 160-2 200 

3 1 17-18 600 10 F 65-20 300 21 1 216-0 314 

4 3 
S' 16-10 150 10 3 

4 79-17 420 21 H 272-1 429 

4 7 
TF 19-06 300 10 7 

F 93-41 540 21 If 331-5 543 

4 1 
F 22-09 450 10 1 5 

TF 100-7 600 24 3 
¥ 182-3 175 

4 9 
TF 25-19 600 11 l 

F 56-45 164 24 1 245-4 275 

5 3 
tr 19-78 120 11 F 71-33 273 24 H 309-9 375 

5 7 
TF 23-35 240 11 3 

¥ 86-52 382 24 H 375-5 475 

5 l F 26-99 360 11 102-0 491 27 3 
¥ 204-3 155 

5 r> 
■g 34-53 600 11 1 117-8 600 27 1 274-9 244 

6 3 
■g 23-49 100 12 1 

‘2 61-34 150 27 li 346-7 333 

6 7 
TF 27-67 200 12 5 

F 77-47 . 250 27 H 419-7 422 

6 1 
F 31-82 300 12 3 

F 93-87 350 30 3 
¥ 226-4 140 

6 5 
g- 40-67 500 12 7 

F 110-6 450 30 1 304-3 220 

6 1 1 
TF 45-15 600 12 1 127-6 550 30 il 383-5 300 

7 7 
TF 31-94 171 12 Itf 136-2 600 30 il 463-9 380 

7 l 
F 36-81 257 15 5 

F 95-88 200 33 3 
¥ 248-5 128 

7 5 
■g 46-78 429 15 3 

¥ 116-0 280 33 1 333-8 200 

7 3 
T 57-04 600 15 7 

F 136-4 360 33 il 420-3 273 

8 l 41-73 225 15 1 157-1 440 33 il 505-0 345 

8 5 
■g 52-93 375 15 i| 178-1 520 36 3 

¥ 583-1 117 

8 3 
T 64-43 525 15 H 199-4 600 36 1 363-1 183 

8 1 3 
TF 70-03 600 18 F 114-3 167 36 il 457-2 250 

9 1 46-63 200 18 3 
¥ 138-1 233 36 u 552-2 317 

A flanged joint is shown in fig. 120. Sometimes angular fillets are cast on 

flanged pipes to connect the flange to the body of the pipe, but these should be 

avoided, as the edges 

of the sand are very 

liable to break away 

when the metal is run 

into the mould; it is 

much better to thicken 
Fig. 120.—Flanged Joint in Cast-iron Pipes. 

the body of the pipe 

for a short distance from the flange, as shown in the figure. The thickness of 

the flange should be one and a quarter times the thickness of the pipe, and that 
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of the thickened part of the pipe should be the same as that of the flange. The 

meeting surfaces of the flange should be faced, in which case a sound joint may 

be made with millboard, steeped in warm water, and coated with equal parts of 

white and red lead mixed with boiled linseed-oil; or copper-wire gauze may be 

substituted for the millboard. Where the flanges have not been faced, insertion 

(that is, india-rubber with canvas inserted in it) makes the best joint. 

Flanged joints are secured by means of wrought-iron bolts, the number and 

size of which depend upon the diameter of the pipe and the pressure to which 

it is exposed. The number, however, should be such that the distances between 

them should not be greater than six inches. If A= the internal area of the 

pipe in square inches, p = the pressure to which the pipe is exposed in pounds 

per square inch, s = the strain in pounds tending to separate the joint, and 

a = the sum of the areas of all the bolts in square inches, then 

and 

s=pA . 

a = 5000 

(49) 

(50) 

The ordinary spigot-and-socket joint is shown in fig. 121; the dimensions 

K——C ---* 

a, b, c, and d shown in the figure should depend upon the internal diameter of the 

pipe, and should be as in the following table, all the dimensions being in inches. 

Table XIV. 

DIMENSIONS OF SPIGOT-AND-SOCKET JOINTS IN CAST-IRON PIPES. 

Diameter 
of pipe. A B C D ! Diameter 

1 of pipe. 
A B C D 

in. 

2 
in. 

3 

in. 

3 

in. 

f 
in. 

i 

in. 

15 
in. 

41 
in. 

H 
in. 

n 
in. 

I 

3 3 3 i i 18 H H u t 

4 3* f i 21 4f 4f it 1 

5 H H l | 24 H H H tV 
6 H H 1 t 27 5 5 H 

7 
TF 

7 3f 31 £ t 30 H If tV 
8 H H i | 33 H Si- If 
9 4 4 i § 36 H 51 n i 

12 i t 
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The thicknesses e, p, g, h, and i should depend upon the thickness of the 

body of the pipe, and should be as in the following table, all the dimensions 

being in inches. 

Table XV. 

THICKNESS OF METAL IN SPIGOT-AND-SOCKET JOINTS 

IN CAST-IRON PIPES. 

Thickness 
of pipe. E F Gr H i 

in. in. in. in. in. in. 
3 1 8 5 11 7 
F F ¥ F TF F 

7 9 1 5 11 3 1 5 
TF TF TF TF ¥ TF 
1 5 1 3 1 3 

*TF F F 4 TF 
9 11 

*TF 
1 3 7 il tf TF TF F 

5 3 il 7 1 5 
Itf F 4 F TF 

11 13 ifV 1 5 1 11 TF TF TF 
3 
4 

7 
F il 1 1* If 

13 
TF 

1 5 
TF Itf 1-tf H I—

1 

7 
F 1 11 H 1 9 

XTF 

1 H H 11 if 1 11 
lTF 

If i* if If H 1 7 
lf 

H if it 11 if 2 

The joint is made by inserting two or three strands of spun yarn into the 

annular space between the spigot and socket, and pushing it well home, and 

then filling the remainder of the annular space with lead, which must be well 

caulked. 

The turned-and-bored joint is shown in fig. 122. Before inserting the spigot 

into the socket, it should be painted with red-lead, and then driven home while 

wet. The taper of the bored and turned portions should be 1 in 32. The 

socket is extended in order that, if any joint is found to leak, it may be run 

with lead and caulked. The dimensions a, b, c, d, e, and F depend upon the 

internal diameter of the pipe, and should be as in the following table, all the 

dimensions being in inches. 
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Table XVI. 

DIMENSIONS OF TURNED-AND-BORED JOINTS IN 
CAST-IRON PIPES. 

Diameter 
| of Pipe. 
| 

A B C D 
l 

E F 

in. in. in. in. in. in. in. 
2 3 3 1J H 7 m i 
3 3 3 if if 7 

¥ i 
4 3 3 U if 7 

¥ i 
5 3.V 3| if if 1 3 

¥ 
6 H 8* 1 3 A¥ 1 3 A¥ 1 3 

¥ 
7 3<> H 1 3 A¥ if 1 3 

¥ 
8 4 4 1 5 A¥ *¥ n 3 

¥ 
9 4 4 if if H 

3 
¥ 

12 4i if if 3 
¥ 

The thicknesses G, H, I, J, and K should depend upon the thickness of the 

body of the pipe, and should be as in the following table, all the dimensions 

being in inches. 

Table XVII. 

THICKNESSES OF METAL IN TURNED-AND-BORED 
JOINTS IN CAST-IRON PIPES. 

Thickness 
of Pipe. G H I J K 

in. in. in. in. in. in. 

3 
¥ f ¥ 

i l 
tf 

7 
¥ 

tV 
9 1 5 11 

f 
1 5 

7F TF TF TF 

\ ¥ 1 1 1 3 
TF ItV 

9 11 
lyV 

13 7 
If T¥ TF TF ¥ 

¥ I H 
7 
¥ 

1 5 
T¥ ItV 

l l 
T¥ 

1 3 
TF ifV 

1 5 
T¥ 1 If 

I 
7 
¥ if 1 ItV 

1 3 
A¥ 

TF 
1 5 
TF ixV ItV If 

1 7 
ATF 

7 
¥ 1 If if 

1 9 
atf 

The depth of lead in the joint will depend upon the pressure to which the 

pipe is exposed, and should vary from 2 to inches. If d = the internal diameter 

of the pipe, p = the thickness of metal of the pipe, t — the thickness of the 

joint, and Z = the depth of the lead, all in inches, and w = the weight of the lead 

in the joint; then 
w= I'31 (d + 2p + t) l (51) 
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Pipes with turned-and-bored joints can only be laid in straight lines. Where 

it is necessary that the pipes should deviate from a straight line, lead joints 

should be used; and in a long length of pipes with turned-and-bored joints, 

lead joints should be introduced at intervals to allow for the expansion and 

contraction caused by variations of temperature. 

Pipes should be east from the best gray metal run from the cupola, the 

moulds for pipes 4 inches or less in diameter being inclined at an angle of 45°; 

pipes above that diameter should be cast vertical, with the sockets downward, 

and with an extra head of at least one foot of metal. They should be clean and 

perfectly sound castings, free from all flaws and defects, and of uniform thickness. 

The quality of the metal should be such that a bar 1 inch square, with a bearing 

of 3 feet, will not break with a less transverse strain than 650 pounds applied 

in the centre. Each pipe should be subjected to proof by hydrostatic pressure 

equal to double that to which the pipes will be exposed in use. Cast-iron 

pipes should be coated with Angus Smith’s preparation to prevent corrosion. 

Wrought-iron and mild steel are also being used for mains for the conveyance 

of water; these are usually made in lengths varying from 12 to 16 feet. The 

advantage possessed by wrought-iron 

and steel pipes is that they require a 

much less thickness of metal, and con¬ 

sequently are much lighter. They are, 

however, much more liable to rust and 

corrode; to avoid which they should be 

covered with a composition of pitch, 

tar, petroleum, linseed-oil, and chalk, 

or with natural asphaltum. When less 

than 12 inches in diameter, they are 

lap-welded, but above that diameter 

they are riveted. A great number of different kinds of joints have been 

patented, but one of the simplest is that shown in fig. 123, which consists of 

a pressed-steel flanged collar riveted to each end of the pipe, the joint being 

made as in the case of cast-iron flanged pipes, and secured by wrought-iron bolts. 

Wrought-iron pipes less than 6 inches in diameter are usually united by wrought- 

iron collars, a screw being cut on each end of the pipe corresponding with the 

screw on the inside of the collar. The screw is painted with red-lead before 

being put together, and is screwed up while still wet. 

Water-pipes should be laid in a trench of sufficient depth to allow, at the 

least, from 2-| to 3 feet of earth over the top of the pipe, and where the traffic 

Fig. 123.—Flanged Joint for Wrought-iron and Steel Pipes 
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is unusually heavy, a greater depth should be allowed. In the case of turned- 

and-bored joints, the trench should be sufficiently wide to allow a space of 6 

inches on each side of the pipe, but when the joints are run with lead, from 9 to 

12 inches will be required to enable the lower part of the joint to be properly 

caulked. Where the ground is loose, the sides of the trench must be supported 

by poling boards; in the case of rock, the trench should 

be excavated a few inches deeper, and a bed of earth 

well punned should be formed at the bottom of the 

trench, upon which the pipes should be laid, The 

trench should be filled with great care so as to avoid 

injuring the pipes, the earth being deposited in thin 

layers, each carefully punned. 

Where the pipes follow the undulations of the sur¬ 

face, care must be taken to provide for the escape of 

the air which would otherwise collect in the upper 
x L Fig. 124.—Air-valve for Water-pipes. 

parts of the pipes, and check or stop the flow of water. 

The valve which is used for this purpose, is shown in fig. 124. It consists of 

a ball of vulcanized india-rubber, which, when in the position shown, allows the 

air to escape, but as soon as the whole of the air has been expelled, the ball 

floats into the position shown by the dotted line, and closes the opening. The 

valve should be fixed at the highest part of the pipe. 

At the lowest point of the main, a sluice-valve should be placed upon a 

branch-pipe, to enable any deposit which may have accumulated in the pipe to 

be scoured out; the pipe leading from the scour-valve should discharge into 

some ditch, water-course, or drain. 

When a district, in which there is a considerable variation of level, is sup¬ 

plied from an elevated tank or reservoir, it will be necessary in the lower parts 

of the district, where the pressure would become excessive, to reduce the pres¬ 

sure; and this is effected by means of a reducing-valve, a section of which is 

shown in fig. 125. A is an equilibrium-valve, that is to say, a valve which is 

not affected by variations in the pressure of the water; upon the same spindle as 

the equilibrium-valve, a solid piston B is fixed, which works in a cylinder c, and 

is only exposed to pressure on its lower side. The spindle is carried through 

the cover of the valve, and is loaded with weights D, so adjusted as to balance 

the required reduced pressure upon the surface of the piston b ; the high-pressure 

water enters at E, but cannot escape if the equilibrium-valve is closed. Under 

these circumstances, there being no pressure upon the piston b, the weight d 

causes it to descend and open the equilibrium-valve a, when the water flows 
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onwards at the reduced pressure; if this pressure exceeds that to which the 

weight has been adjusted, the piston B is forced upwards, partially closing the 

equilibrium-valve, and thus reducing the 

pressure. 

Another very simple contrivance for 

reducing the pressure in a main, is shown 

in fig. 126. It consists of a wedge-shaped 

valve a, suspended on centres; its weight 

makes it tend to hang vertically, but the 

pressure of the water behind it causes it to 

assume an inclined position, as shown by 

the dotted lines, partially closing the open¬ 

ing b by which the water escapes into the 

pipe beyond the valve, thus reducing the 

pressure. 

Sluice-valves, to check or entirely stop 

the flow of water in mains, should be intro¬ 

duced at intervals. A section of such a 

valve is shown in fig. 

127; the valve, and 

the surfaces against 

which it bears, should be faced with gun-metal. The 

stuffing-box, through which the spindle for opening or 

closing the valve passes, should be perfectly water-tight. 

A manhole should be constructed of concrete around the 

valve, with a cast-iron manhole cover, so as to allow of 

easy access to the valve. 

Fig. 125.—Section through Equilibrium Reducing-valve. 

Fig. 127.—Section through 
Sluice-valve. 

Fig. 126.—Longitudinal and Transverse Sections through 
Simple Reducing-valve. 

For the purpose of supplying water for extinguishing fires, or for watering 

roads, gardens, &c., a valve termed a hydrant is placed upon a branch-pipe 

connected with the main; a section of a hydrant is shown in fig. 128. In the 

case of fire, it is of the utmost consequence that the valve should be opened as 
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rapidly as possible, with which object the hose is usually connected to the 

hydrant by a bayonet-joint. In towns it is usual to place hydrants upon the 

mains at intervals varying from 50 to 100 yards. In the case, however, of 

isolated houses, a pipe not less than 6 inches 

in diameter should be carried round the build¬ 

ing, and hydrants placed at the corners, or 

other points so situated as best to command the 

building; and in the case of large buildings, 

branch-pipes should be carried into the interior, 

and hydrants placed on every floor, with a hose 

coiled or flaked in a cupboard adjoining, so as 

to be available on the shortest notice. 

When water is being discharged from the 

lower end of a main, the available pressure will 

be reduced by that required to force through 

the pipe the quantity of water being discharged. 

If l = the length of the pipe in feet, d = the dia- 
° # # Fig. 128.—Section through Hydrant-valve. 

meter of the pipe in feet, H = the difference of 

level in feet of the water at the two extremities of the pipe, q = the discharge 

in cubic feet per minute, e = a coefficient whose value is 2662 in the case of a 

clean iron pipe and 1885 in the case of a rusted pipe, and p = the pressure in 

pounds per square inch at the lower end of the pipe; then 

* = 0-434.(52) v 

The discharge from a hydrant for the purpose of fire-extinction should not be 

less than 120 gallons, or say 20 cubic feet, per minute. The nozzle attached to 

the hose should be in the form of the vena 

contracta, as shown in fig. 129. In order to 

ascertain the pressure at the nozzle, the loss of 

pressure resulting from the friction of the water 

passing through the hose must also be taken 

into account. Let 4 = the length of the hose 

in feet, d-, = the diameter of the hose in feet, 
Fig. 120.—.Section through Hose-nozzle. 

qi = the discharge from the nozzle in cubic feet 

per minute, e = 2662, and pl = the pressure in pounds per square inch at the 

nozzle; then 

p, =p - 0-434 gilii.(rfi + Q'0833) 
6 COx 

(53) 
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In the above formula (53), it is assumed that the nozzle is at the same level 

as the lower end of the main; if this is not the case, the difference of level in 

feet, multiplied by 0-434, must 

be deducted from or added to 

p1 according as the level of the 

nozzle is above or below that of 

the main. 

The jet discharged from a 

nozzle which is inclined to the 
Fig. 130.—Curve of Jet from Inclined Nozzle. 

vertical, will describe a curve as 

shown in fig. 130. If a — the angle cab, which the jet as it leaves the nozzle 

makes with the horizon, 8 = the horizontal distance ad (in feet) of any point d, 

and h - the vertical height de (in feet) of the jet at this distance from the nozzle; 

then 

A = .(54) 
Ih 

If r — ab, the maximum range in feet; then 

r = 87 px cos a sin a.(55) 

and the maximum height hx — fg, will be 

Aj = 2-175j>i sin 2a.(56) 

when S is greater than half r, we have 

h = (r- 8) tan a - 0'115{(r~8) sec ^.(57) 
Vi 

CHAPTER YI. 

THE PURIFICATION OF WATER. 

Water in its natural state is never pure; it always contains foreign matter, 

and the wholesomeness of the water depends upon the quality and quantity of 

such foreign matter. Water is only said to be polluted when either the quality 

or quantity of the foreign matter, which it contains, is such as renders it unwhole¬ 

some or unsuited for domestic purposes. Foreign matter exists in water in four 

forms, namely, as solids in suspension, solids in solution, gases in a state of 

absorption, and living organisms. Water may, and usually does, contain foreign 

matter in each of these forms, and yet may be perfectly wholesome. Pure 
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water is very insipid, and not so suitable for domestic use as a water which 

contains a certain proportion of solids in solution and of gases; but all matter in 

suspension should be removed, and as many of the living organisms as possible. 

In order to determine the suitability of any water for domestic use, it should 

be examined with reference to its clearness or turbidity, its colour, smell, and 

taste, and also the number and nature of the organisms which it contains. To 

test its smell, it should be warmed and shaken in a bottle half filled. The colour 

should be judged by observing a white surface through a column of the water 

two feet high. Pure water has a slightly blue tint; a green or yellow tint 

indicates vegetable or animal matter, a brown tint indicates peat, and a reddish 

tint shows the presence of iron. For chemical and bacteriological examination, 

a sample should be collected in a Winchester quart stoppered bottle, the bottle 

being rinsed out with the same water two or three times, and then perfectly 

filled. This sample should be subjected to chemical analysis and bacteriological 

examination, full particulars being supplied to the analyst as to the source of 

the water. 

The amount of solid matter in suspension in water is only of importance as 

affecting the trouble and expense of filtration, by which means the whole of it 

should be removed previous to the water being used. 

The quantity and quality of the matters in solution, and the characteristics 

of the source from which the water is obtained, are the important matters to be 

considered in determining the suitability of the water for domestic use. The 

matters in solution may be divided into organic and inorganic. The organic 

matters are composed of carbon, hydrogen, and nitrogen; the relative proportions 

of carbon and nitrogen indicating whether the organic matter is of vegetable or 

animal origin. The inorganic or mineral matters chiefly consist of carbonates 

and sulphates of lime and magnesia. The gases usually found in water are 

oxygen, nitrogen, and carbonic acid. 

The living1 organisms or bacteria may vary from half a dozen to two millions 

per cubic centimetre, and Koch considers that wholesome drinking-water should 

not contain more than 100 in a cubic centimetre. Microscopical investigation 

has discovered a very great variety of these bacteria, and, while the greater 

number of them are believed to be harmless, a few have been found to be patho¬ 

genic, that is, capable of producing specific diseases, such as cholera and typhoid 

fever. 

Matter in suspension may be removed by straining, settlement, and filtration. 

Water derived from a river or stream should be subjected to each of these 

operations; it should he strained at the intake to arrest floating leaves and 
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other rubbish, and the coarser matters in suspension; it should then be passed 

into reservoirs or settling-ponds, where it should be kept in a state of perfect 

quiescence, to allow as much as possible of the matters held in suspension to 

subside, after which it should be subjected to filtration. By thus allowing the 

water to be clarified as far as possible by subsidence, the filtration will be carried 

on much more rapidly, and the filter will remain in an efficient state for a much 

longer time. The extent of the settling-ponds, and the time required for subsi¬ 

dence, must depend upon the amount of turbidity in the water. In the case of 

rivers liable to floods, the settling-ponds should be of ample size. The clear 

water should be drawn off from the settling-pond by means of a floating arm, 

which takes the water only 

from the surface. The water 

should not be drawn down 

lower than a foot or eighteen 

inches from the bottom, so 

a as to avoid disturbing the 

sediment. 

b The material generally 

D used for the artificial filtra¬ 

tion of water for domestic 

use is sand. Fig. 131 is a 

vertical section of a sand 

filter; it consists of a bed, A, 
Fig. 131.—Section of Sand Filter and Outlet-chamber. . 

3 feet m thickness, of clean, 

sharp sand, the grains of which are about one-fiftieth of an inch in diameter; this 

rests upon a layer of sand, B, 3 inches in thickness, the grains of which are one- 

twentieth of an inch in diameter; the next layer, c, is composed of sand 3 inches 

in thickness, the grains being one-quarter of an inch in diameter; and the lowest 

layer, i>, consists of a bed of gravel 6 inches in thickness, varying in diameter 

from three-quarters to one inch. The floor of the filter is covered with bricks 

with open joints, so disposed as to form a series of channels or drains, e, through 

which the filtered water finds its way to the chamber or well, f, from which 

it flows through the pipe, G, to the storage-reservoir. The upper part of the 

pipe, G, is telescopic, capable of sliding up and down, for the purpose of adjusting 

the difference of level of the water in the filter, H, and the well, F, which differ¬ 

ence forms the working head, .producing the pressure which forces the water 

through the filter. 

At first the water passes very freely through the filter, and is very imper- 
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fectly filtered; but gradually a slime forms upon the upper surface of the sand, 

and becomes the chief filtering medium, the filtration becoming more and more 

perfect as this slime increases in thickness. As this takes place, however, it 

becomes necessary to increase the working head, or difference of level of the 

water in the filter and the well. This difference of level should not exceed two 

feet, and, when this is reached, the slime, and an inch or two of the sand, should 

be removed, and an upward stream of water should be sent through the filter to 

wash out the matter deposited in the pores of the sand; the water so used for 

cleansing the filter is allowed to run to waste through a pipe, J, provided for 

that purpose. There should be another waste-pipe at the level of the bottom of 

the filter, to allow the water to be drawn off when required. A separate pipe 

should be taken from each filter, so that a sample of the filtered water can be 

taken from time to time, for examination and analysis. 

The drains at the bottom of the filter should be ventilated by means of 

pipes in the side walls of the filter. The supply of water to the filter should be 

so regulated as to be constant. The minimum depth of water in the filter above 

the sand should be 2 feet. The number of filter-beds, and their size, will 

depend upon the quantity and quality of the water to be filtered. Koch con¬ 

siders that not more than 4 inches in depth of water should be passed through 

a sand filter (such as that described) in one hour. This would require 20 square 

feet of filter for every 1000 gallons per diem. The number of filters should 

never be less than two, so that one can always be in use while the other is 

being cleaned. Where the quantity of water to be filtered is considerable, it is 

economical to have several filter-beds. No filter should exceed in size 30,000 

square feet. 

Natural filtration has been successfully adopted in some cases; that is to say, 

allowing the water to pass through a certain thickness of suitable porous soil. 

This is usually effected by constructing an underground gallery parallel to the 

shore of a river or lake, at such a level below the same as will cause the water to 

percolate through the soil into the gallery. Toulouse is supplied in this manner 

from the river Garonne; the sediment which is deposited on the bed of the river 

by the water which escapes into the gallery is constantly being washed away by 

the current of the river. 

The Fischer system of water-filtration has been for some time in successful 

operation at Arad in Hungary, and at Worms and other towns on the Rhine 

The water is filtered by passing through hollow plates, 1 metre square and 

8 inches in thickness, composed of sand, glass, and silica, burnt at a temperature 

of about 2000° Fahr., each plate presenting a filtering surface of 21^ square 
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feet. They are immersed in the water to be filtered, in a vertical position, side 

by side, a few inches apart; pipes are laid along the top of each row of filter- 

plates connected with the hollow space in the centre of the plate, and the filtra¬ 

tion is effected by the water passing through the substance of the plate into this 

hollow space. The impurities in the water are arrested upon the outside of the 

plates, and are easily removed by washing the outer surfaces. The plates occupy 

about one-eighth of the space required by sand filters of equal capacity; and it is 

stated that their first cost and working expenses are less. An installation to 

filter 7,700,000 gallons in twenty-four hours has recently been constructed at 

Wienthal waterworks, Vienna. This system appears to be very suitable for 

small installations for domestic water-supply. 

Another form of filter which is being used for filtering water for supply upon 

a large scale, is the Pasteur-Chamberland filter. This consists of tubes of porous 

porcelain, through which the water to be filtered is forced by pressure; the 

water passes from the outside inwards, leaving the impurities on the outside of 

the tubes, which can be easily cleansed, and the tubes can be sterilized from 

time to time by heating them to redness. An installation has been established 

at Darjeeling in India for the municipal waterworks, consisting of 38 cells, 

each of which contains 250 Pasteur filter-tubes. This installation is capable of 

delivering 150,000 gallons per day. 

Up to the present we have only been dealing with matters in suspension. 

We now come to consider those in solution. Matter in solution may be removed 

by filtration, aeration, precipitation by reagents, and distillation. Filtration 

in this connection is used in a somewhat different sense from the filtration which 

is employed to remove the foreign matters in suspension in the water. Filtration 

in the latter sense removes suspended matters by straining them out, and is 

continuous in its action. On the other hand, the filtration by means of which 

the organic impurities in water are removed is intermittent in its action, and 

really consists in decomposing the organic matter, which would in its then state 

be deleterious to health, by the agency of bacteria known as nitrifying organisms. 

The filter must consist of some granulated material, the particles of which shall 

form a nidus for the bacteria, and the spaces between which shall be filled with 

air. Under these conditions, upon passing water containing organic matter 

through the filter, the organic matter is devoured by the bacteria, and is ejected 

in the form of carbonic acid and ammonia; other species of bacteria convert the 

ammonia into nitrous acid, which is again further changed into nitric acid, and 

these acids, uniting with the mineral or inorganic matters contained in the water, 

produce harmless nitrites and nitrates. These bacteria are present in almost all 
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soils, and it is requisite that they should be supplied with sufficient oxygen, and 

not exposed to light, and that the water should be either alkaline or neutral. 

In order to afford the requisite supply of oxygen, it is necessary that the use of 

the filter should be intermittent. After a certain amount of water has been 

passed through the filter, it is allowed to drain off, drawing air into the pores 

of the filter, and thus supplying it with the oxygen required. 

The number of these organisms in the soil decreases rapidly as the depth 

increases, chiefly in consequence of the absence of oxygen and organic matter, 

which constitute their food. Even the anaerobic bacteria, which subsist without 

oxygen, rarely extend beyond 12 feet from the surface, there being below that 

depth an insufficient supply of organic matter for their sustenance. Deep- 

well waters are consequently almost entirely free from them. By careful sand 

filtration, 98 per cent of the bacteria may be removed. On the other hand, the 

water in rivers, which are chiefly supplied by water running off the surface of 

the land, usually contains a very large number of bacteria; by the mere storage 

of the water, a very great reduction in the number takes place, the bacteria 

being carried down with the sediment. Dr. Percy Frankland found that “ at 

the West Middlesex Company’s works, the Thames water at the intake contained 

1437 bacteria per cubic centimetre, whilst after passing through one storage 

reservoir the number present was only 318, and after passing through a second 

reservoir it had fallen to the astonishingly low figure of 177 per cubic centimetre”. 

The quality of filtered and deep-well water, however, deteriorates by storage. 

Dr. Woodhead observes: “ If a sample of even the purest water (containing, say, 

200 germs per cubic centimetre) be left to stand in a room, in which the 

temperature is comparatively high and therefore suited for rapid growth of 

these organisms, it may be found that in place of 200 germs per cubic centi¬ 

metre there may be present on the second day 5000, on the third day 20,000, 

whilst on the fourth, as pointed out by Carl Fraenkel, they are almost in¬ 

numerable ”. 

Purification of water by aeration is only another form of nitrification, and 

is due to the presence of the nitrifying organisms; the most notable instance is 

that afforded by the self-purification of running streams and rivers. In a paper 

recently read before the Institution of Civil Engineers by Dr. Percy Frankland, 

on the “ Bacterial Purification of Water ”, he instances the river Dee. Above 

Braemar the river contained only 88 microbes in 1 cubic centimetre; after 

receiving the sewage of Braemar the number was increased to 2829; after 

flowing on to Ballater the number was reduced to 1139; upon receiving the 

sewage of Ballater the number rose to 3780, but had fallen to 938 on reaching 
VOL. I. 16 
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the Neil Burn, the sewage from which, however, increased the number to 1860, 

which decreased again to 950 microbes in the cubic centimetre at Invercannie. 

The total distance from Braemar to Invercannie is only 40 miles. 

Light, and especially sunshine, is inimical to bacterial life, and therefore it 

has been suggested that reservoirs for the storage of water should not be 

covered. Procaccini, however, found that the bactericidal action of the sun's 

rays was confined to a very moderate depth. He exposed water containing 

bacteria in a vessel, 50 centimetres or 20 inches in depth, to bright sunshine 

for three hours, with the result that the number of microbes per cubic centimetre 

at the surface was reduced from 3103 to 9, at a depth of 10 inches from 3021 

to 10, and at the bottom from 3463 to 2115. It is therefore evident that very 

little advantage is gained by leaving the storage-reservoir uncovered; while by 

covering it, the many microbes, impurities, and dust, which are always present 

in the atmosphere, will be excluded, and, furthermore, the growth of algae, 

which cannot exist without light, will be prevented. These algae render the 

water green, and impart to it an unpleasant fishy odour and taste. 

After the matters in suspension have been removed, and the bacteria reduced 

in number as far as possible by subsidence, filtration, and aeration, there yet 

remain in the water the foreign matters in solution, the following classification 

of which is taken from Rideal’s Water and its Purification:— 

CLASSIFICATION OF DISSOLVED MATTERS IN WATER. 

Organic Solids. 

Inorganic or 

Mineral Solids. 

Gases. 

' Peaty and other vegetable matter; urea and other constituents of excreta and 

animal fluids; albuminoid substances; products of putrefaction, as alkaloids 

(ptomaines) and amido-acids; phenol and its derivatives; with waste pro¬ 

ducts from factories, such as fat, soap, oils, tar, colouring matters, &c.; 

sulphocyanides; and benzene from gas-works. 

Carbonates, chlorides, sulphates, nitrates of calcium, 

magnesium, sodium, potassium, iron, aluminium; 

silica and phosphates, with minute traces of other 

bodies and small quantities of ammonium salts. 

' Nitrates; poisonous metals: lead, iron (in excess), copper, 

zinc, arsenic, manganese, barium, strontium; medi¬ 

cinal salts containing iron, iodine, bromine, silica, 

boron, lithium, &c.; products of manufacture: 

mineral acids, alkalies, and salts. 

f Normal—Oxygen, nitrogen, carbon dioxide. 

I Abnormal—Sulphuretted hydrogen, sulphur dioxide, ammonia, &c. 

Usual, (harmless 

unless quantity 

excessive). 

Occasional, (gen¬ 

erally extraneous 

and noxious). 

Water intended for domestic supply should not contain more than 0'02 

parts of organic nitrogen, or more than 0-20 parts of organic carbon, in 

100,000 parts; and the proportion of the nitrogen to the carbon should not 
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exceed 1 to 7. In many cases where the water is collected from the surface, 

the organic matter will chiefly consist of peat, which is not objectionable unless 

in excessive quantity; but such water is very active in dissolving lead, and may 

therefore be a source of grave danger. 

The nature and amount of the inorganic or mineral matter contained in the 

water will depend upon the source of supply, and should not exceed 70 grains 

per gallon. The chief ingredients are usually carbonates and sulphates of lime 

and magnesia, which, if in considerable amount, are liable to produce constipa¬ 

tion and dyspepsia; while, on the other hand, sulphate of soda has a purgative 

effect. Chloride of sodium, or common salt, is usually found in water, and, 

unless otherwise accounted for, is an indication of previous sewage-contamination. 

Silica is also frequently met with in water, and it has been stated that its 

presence prevents the water dissolving lead. Iron is also frequently present in 

water, and renders the water unsuited for washing purposes. 

The amount of different gases which water is capable of dissolving varies 

very greatly; thus, it will dissolve rather more than its own volume of carbonic 

acid gas, while it will only dissolve about 3 per cent of oxygen and 1^ per 

cent of nitrogen. These are the gases which are most frequently found in 

water. 

The quality of hardness in water is produced by the presence of salts of lime 

and magnesia. It is measured by Dr. Clark’s spale, each unit of which is 

equivalent to the hardness produced by 1 grain of carbonate of lime per 

gallon of water. The most usual salts which produce the quality of hardness in 

water are the carbonates and sulphates of lime and magnesia. The hardness 

produced by the carbonates is termed temporary hardness, because it is removed 

by boiling the water, the carbonic acid being expelled and the lime and mag¬ 

nesia being precipitated. The hardness resulting from the presence of the 

sulphates of lime and magnesia is termed permanent hardness, because it cannot 

be removed by boiling. If the permanent hardness exceeds 5°, the water is 

considered a hard water. 

The effect of hardness in water is to cause a very unnecessary waste of soap, 

as, before the soap can act as a detergent, the hardness must be reduced in the 

water by a sufficient quantity of the alkaline soap being dissolved to neutralize 

the acids. Each degree of hardness removed, wastes one pound of the best hard 

soap for every 830 gallons of water. It is estimated that the saving in soap 

alone in Glasgow from the introduction of a soft water-supply from Loch 

Katrine, amounts to £36,000 per annum. Not only does hard water occasion a 

waste of soap, but it renders the water very unpleasant for washing, producing 
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roughness of the skin. It also causes deposit of lime in boilers and in utensils 

used for boiling water, and in hot-water pipes. 

Dp. Clark’s process for removing the temporary hardness of water consists 

in the addition of lime. The lime in the water is in the form of a bicarbonate, 

which, being soluble, is held in solution in the water; by the addition of more 

lime, the bicarbonate is reduced to the form of a carbonate, which, being 

insoluble, is precipitated. The result is expressed chemically thus— 

Ca C0S C02+ Ca 0 = 2 Ca C03. 

For most purposes it is sufficient to remove the temporary hardness only, 

and this can be effected by the addition of lime, the quantity of lime required 

to soften 700 gallons of water being 1 ounce for each degree of hardness. 

When, however, it is desired to reduce the permanent hardness, other 

chemicals must be added. At the Taff Yale Railway Company’s works at 

Penarth, near Cardiff, the hardness of the water is reduced from 18° to 6° by 

the addition of 112 pounds of lime, 25 pounds of soda, and 5 pounds of alum, 

to each 50,000 gallons of water. 

To carry out the process of softening water in a satisfactory manner, it is 

necessary that the following conditions should be fulfilled, namely:— 

1. The substances to be added should be perfectly dissolved before being mixed 

with the water to be softened, so that they may be presented to the substances 

to be reacted upon in the most finely divided state possible, as this is necessary 

to ensure perfect chemical action. 

2. The substances so added should be neither in excess of, nor wanting in, 

the due proportion required to react upon the substances contained in the water 

to be softened. 

3. It is important (as was pointed out by Dr. Clark) that the lime or lime- 

water—that is, the softening ingredient—be put into the vessel first, and the 

hard water gradually added, because there is thus an excess of lime present up 

to the very close of the process, and this circumstance is found to render the 

precipitation of the carbonate of lime produced in the process more easy. 

4. Means must be employed to remove from the water the insoluble com¬ 

pounds resulting from the chemical reaction; and this may be effected in one of 

two ways, namely, by subsidence, or by filtration. 

Plate VII. illustrates an installation for softening water for the supply to 

the mansion, stables, and farm at Luton Hoo. The water is raised by the 

pumps, a, from a deep well sunk in the chalk, and is delivered into one or other 

of three covered tanks, B, c, and D, according to the position of a three-way 



Plate VII. 

PLAN AND SECTION OF THE WATER-SOFTENING INSTALLATION 

AT LUTON HOO. 

A, Pumps for raising water from deep well. 

B, C, D, Tanks for water—natural, in process of clarifica¬ 

tion, and clear. 

E, Three-way valve. 

F, Pumps for forcing water to mansion. 

Gr and H, Tanks for saturated solution of lime. 

J, Channels for conveying softened water to the lime- 

tanks. 

K K, Pipes for conveying lime-water to tanks for soften¬ 

ing water. 

L L, Floating arms for drawing off the water. 

M, Pit for sediment. 
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valve, E. While one of these tanks is being filled, with the water to be softened, 

the next contains the water which has been softened, and in which subsidence 

is taking place, and the third contains clear water, which is then raised by the 

pumps, f, to the mansion. The water at Luton Hoo has 1 8tt degrees of hardness, 

of which about 14-j degrees are removed by the addition of 1^ pounds of lime to 

1000 gallons of water, the hardness being chiefly due to the presence of carbonate 

of lime. The lime is first mixed in one of Michele’s liming machines, and is 

converted into a smooth cream of lime. There are two smaller tanks, G and h, 

in which the cream of lime is diluted with softened water, so as to form a 

saturated solution of lime. Water will only dissolve about yto of its weight of 

lime, and to ensure saturation an excess of lime is admitted to the tanks, and the 

contents are violently agitated by a screw, made to revolve rapidly in a short 

tube. These tanks are in duplicate, to allow of the perfect subsidence of the 

excess of lime in one, while clear lime-water is being supplied from the other. 

As the lime-water contains a known quantity of lime in each gallon, and the 

respective areas of the lime-water tanks and the softening tanks are known, the 

admission of the right quantity to soften the contents of a tank of hard water is 

determined by the depth of lime-water run off, 2*55 inches of lime-water being 

run into each softening tank for every foot in depth of hard water which has 

been pumped into the same. Channels, j, are formed in the walls which separate 

the tanks, through which softened water is conveyed to the lime-water tanks, and 

K K are pipes through which the lime-water is drawn off into the particular tank 

in which the water is next to be softened. The requisite quantity of lime-water 

is first run into the tank, and then hard water is pumped into it; the agitation 

thus produced disturbs the carbonate of lime, which has been precipitated in a 

finely crystalline state from the water previously softened, and which in its 

subsequent subsidence materially assists the process of precipitation. The time 

required for perfect clarification is about six hours, and as each tank delivers 

35,000 gallons of softened water, the plant at Luton Hoo is capable of softening 

70,000 gallons per day. Both the lime-water and the softened water are drawn 

off by means of floating arms, L, and the softened water is only drawn to 18 

inches from the bottom of the tank. The deposit is allowed to accumulate until 

it has attained a thickness of 3 or 4 inches, when it is run off into a pit, m, 

whence it is raised by a pump, carted away, and used as a top-dressing for the 

land. The whole of the machinery is driven by a turbine, and there is an 

automatic arrangement which stops the deep-well pumps, A, as soon as the tank 

is full. 

When the water, as in this case, is used for dietetic purposes, it is essential 
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that there should be no free lime left in the softened water. Its presence is 

easily detected by putting a drop of a solution of nitrate of silver at the bottom 

of a white tea-cup, and pouring upon it a little of the softened water, when, if 

there is any free lime present, a brown deposit will result. To ascertain whether 

sufficient lime is being used, a little lime-water should be added to some of the 

softened water in a test-tube, when, if there is a deficiency of lime, a cloudiness 

will be produced. 

The method of softening water above described is open to the objection that 

it is intermittent, and that the tanks require a considerable space; and a large 

number of apparatus have been contrived by Howatson, Porter, Doulton, Mather 

and Platt, Atkins, Maignen, and others, to render the process continuous. But 

in all these apparatus the difficulty is to ensure the continuous and uniform 

mixing, in due proportions, of the water to be softened and the softening 

ingredients, conditions which are absolutely essential where the water is to be 

used for dietetic purposes. 

The Maignen water-softening apparatus (figs. 131a and 131b) can be fixed 

in the cistern room of a house. The incoming stream of hard water is delivered 

through the pipe E (fig. 131b) over a water-wheel, which automatically regulates 

the delivery of the softening reagent, “ anti-calcaire”, from the feeder b into the 
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mixing cone c. The softening of the water takes place in the tank a, whence it 

is drawn off through the filter plates D into the storage tank. The softening tank 

A and the filter-chamber are provided with sludge-valves G to enable any deposit 

which may take place to be re¬ 

moved. The delivery of the hard 

water is controlled by an ordinary 

ball-cock placed in the softening- 

tank. This apparatus is designed 

for both constant and intermittent 

supplies, and is made in various 

sizes ranging from 100 to 3000 

gallons capacity per day. The cost 

of the “ anti-caleaire ” powder for 

these two sizes is 10s. and £8 per 

annum respectively for water con¬ 

taining 15 degrees of temporary 

hardness. 

The Atkins apparatus (fig. 131c) 

softens the water by means of 

lime. The hard water enters the 

small cistern A, where, by means 

of a dividing valve, the flow is 

separated into two streams. The smaller stream passes through a pipe into 

the funnel B of the lime-water cylinder d, which discharges at the bottom of 

Fig. 131B.—Sectional View of the Maignen Water-softening Apparatus. 

A, Softening Tank; B, Automatic Feeder; C, Mixing Cone; D, Filters; 
E, Hard Water Inlet; F, Soft Water Outlet; G, Flushing Valves. 

the cylinder. Here it comes into contact with the cream of lime, which has 

previously been poured down the funnel E. Sufficient cream of lime may be 
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poured in each evening for the next day’s use. The water flowing upward through 

the cylinder passes through the pipe G as clear lime-water to the mixer h, and 

there mixes with the larger stream of hard water which is conveyed by the 

pipe i from the dividing valve. From the mixer the combined waters flow into 

the funnel j to the bottom of the softening cistern. The water as it rises 

through the softening cistern is softened and clarified, and finally overflows 

through the pipe k into the storage cistern L. The working of the apparatus is 

automatically regulated by the rising and falling of the float m in the storage 

cistern. A sludge-valve F is provided for drawing off any deposit in the lime- 

water cylinder. 

In the Porter-Clark apparatus shown in fig. 131D the wrater is softened 

under pressure. No. 1 is a suitable apparatus to work with well-pumping 

Fig. 1311). —Two Varieties of the Porter-Clark Water-softening Apparatus. 

machinery. The softening reagents, lime and soda, are dissolved in the square 

tank on the right in a fixed proportion. This softening liquor is transferred to 

the central softening cylinder by a small feed-pump actuated by motive power 

obtained from any convenient source, which at the same time also works the 

stirrers for ensuring the quick diffusion of the softening liquid in the hard 

water. No. 2 shows another apparatus for use when the water is obtained 

from a main or reservoir. In this case no motive power is required. The 

softened water passes through the filter on the left to the storage cistern. 

According to Dr. Percy Frankland, the process of softening water, if properly 

conducted, will remove 98 per cent of the bacteria which the water contains. 
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SECTION IV—DOMESTIC WATER-SUPPLY. 

CHAPTER I. 

MATERIALS. 

All plumbers should be well acquainted with the physical and chemical pro¬ 

perties of the various metals, otherwise mistakes may be made, causing perhaps 

serious illness or even loss of life. In no case is the danger greater than with 

lead. The principal materials used by plumbers are lead, tin, copper, zinc, and 

the alloys—brass, gun-metal, and solder. 

I. Lead.—Lead (Plumbum, Pb) is used by plumbers in the form of sheets 

and pipes, but before the metal can be manufactured into useful forms, it must 

be reduced to the metallic state by a process of calcination. Lead does not 

occur free in nature, most of it being obtained from the ore galena or lead 

sulphide (Pb S), which generally contains silver as well as lead, in combination 

with sulphur. The ore is roasted in a reverberatory furnace, limestone being 

added to form a fusible slag with the worthless portions of the ore. During the 

first portion of the process, air is admitted and fumes of sulphur di-oxide (S02) 

are given off, and by subsequent increased heat the lead is reduced to the state 

of metal. The lighter impurities are burned or skimmed off the surface, and 

the silver is extracted after it has been concentrated into a small portion of the 

lead by gradually melting or burning out the lead. The metal is first cast into 

pigs ready for the manufacturer of sheet-lead and pipes. 

In making sheet-lead, the pigs are remelted and cast into blocks of sufficient 

size to form sheets of 3, 4, 5, or 6 lbs. to the superficial foot. These blocks are 

placed on a lead-rolling machine, and rolled out to the requisite length, width, 

and thickness. Good sheet-lead will be smooth on both sides, and all up to 6 lbs. 

per foot will be soft enough to be easily bent at a corner. When the inside 

face has a rough grained appearance, the lead will usually be considerably harder 

and more brittle than the smooth sheets, and should be rejected, as it is very 

difficult to work up a break of any depth with lead of this kind. 
247 
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For lead pipes the pigs are melted, and the molten metal is led to the pipe- 

press, in which it is forced through dies by a piston actuated by hydraulic 

pressure, the bore of the pipe being regulated by a core and the strength or 

thickness by the dies. The length of the pipes varies according to the size and 

strength, and the uses to which they are to be put. 

A knowledge of the physical and chemical properties of lead is essential to 

the architect and plumber. It is of a bluish-white colour, and can be easily cut 

or scratched, being soft enough to produce a mark upon paper. It is highly 

malleable, but not very ductile. Its specific gravity is 11 '3. It melts at about 

617° Fahr., and boils and passes away in fumes at white heat. The tenacity of 

lead is low. It is not sonorous, and is a bad conductor of heat and electricity. 

Its surface is slowly oxidized when exposed to dry air, but rapidly in moist air, 

and this oxide (Pb 0) is readily attacked by weak acids such as carbonic or 

acetic. Lead withstands the action of concentrated acids much better than any 

other of the common metals, and is much used for cisterns and tanks in chemical 

works, but it yields to the action of dilute acids and gases to such an extent as 

to be entirely dissolved or corroded into holes, or converted in places into a 

yellowish-white powder. 

Some waters—especially pure and soft waters, and waters containing organic 

acids {e.g. moorland waters)—have a very decided corrosive action on the lead 

linings of cisterns, and on the soldered seams of the copper balls of the supply- 

valves, the corrosion being more rapid owing to the galvanic action set up 

between the metals. The soldered seams of the cistern are corroded at the edges, 

and the action once set up continues until the lead is corroded into holes at the 

edges of the soldering. If there are no soldered seams, the whole surface of the 

lead beneath the water is attacked and dissolved. If a lead pipe is surrounded by 

a copper bell, and the cistern is of iron, the water will eat holes through the lead. 

Rain-water has a solvent action on lead, partly owing to its being acidified 

during its passage through the air—especially of towns, — and partly because it 

is free from those salts upon which we rely for protection from lead-poisoning. 

Rain-water cisterns lined with lead are always thickly coated with lead cai'bonate 

(Pb C 03) up to the water-level, the upper portion being oxidized by the action 

of the air. All the compounds of lead are poisonous. 

Certain gases, and especially sewer-gases, attack lead in various ways, 

according to their strength and dryness; some attack the whole of the exposed 

surface equally, and others corrode it into holes, while in many cases the lead 

remains intact, and the soldered seams are eaten away. Thorough ventilation of 

lead pipes reduces this action to a minimum. 
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Red-lead is the oxide of lead (Pb304), and is rarely used unless mixed with 

white-lead (2PbC03-f-PbH202) or with common putty. The usual proportion 

is four parts of white-lead or putty to one part of red-lead, with a small quantity 

of chopped hemp, for the ordinary jointing of earthenware, and of slate cisterns. 

If too much red-lead is used, the cement crumbles to dust, losing its grip and 

often cracking when exposed to the action of the air. 

It is customary to join slate cisterns with a mixture of red and white lead, 

as it makes a better joint than any other cement. The oxides of lead, however, 

are slightly soluble in most waters, and this fact should preclude the use of red 

and white lead for the joints of cisterns in which drinking-water is stored, unless 

a good sound coat of varnish is given to the finished joint. An improvement in 

the method of jointing slate cisterns would be the introduction of a double joint, 

the inside joint to be run with Portland cement, and the outer to be made good 

with red-lead cement in the usual way; the water would thus be kept from con¬ 

tact with the poisonous compound in the outer joint. When joints are made 

with Portland cement alone, the leakage is always greater than with red-lead. 

All compounds of red-lead, white-lead, and common putty are unsuitable for 

the joining of soil and waste pipes, and should never be used, as the variations in 

temperature and consequent slight movement of the metals, as well as vibrations, 

lead to cracks in the jointing materials. 

2. Tin .—Tin (Stannum, Sn) is obtained from tinstone (Sn 02) in the same 

manner as lead from galena, except that a better class of coal, such as anthracite 

or charcoal, is used. The blocks of tin obtained from the reverberatory furnace 

are subjected to a further process of refining by gradually melting out the tin, 

leaving an impure alloy behind. English tin is said to contain traces of arsenic, 

as well as of copper and other metals. Tin is, next to silver, the whitest of 

metals. Its density is 7'3, and it melts at 442° Fahr. It is soft, malleable, and 

ductile, but possesses little tenacity. It tarnishes slightly on exposure to air, 

and is little acted on by dilute acids. 

Tin is extensively used for coating the surfaces of iron and copper to prevent 

their being oxidized by the action of the air, and attacked by dilute acids. It is 

used by plumbers in the form of sheets for drainers and sinks, and alloyed with 

lead as solder. Pure tin pipes are frequently adopted for the conveyance of pure 

or distilled water, and spirits, and also for gas. Tin has also been employed 

for lining or coating the interior of lead pipes with the object of preventing lead¬ 

poisoning, but as the coating is seldom perfect through the whole length of the 

pipe, galvanic action will probably be set up between the two metals, and the 

tin lining, instead of preventing the corrosion of the lead, may increase its 
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rapidity. Tin-lined iron pipes are much to be preferred. Sheet-lead is also 

heavily coated with tin for use in lining storage-cisterns, but such cisterns may 

be more easily and safely lined with sheets of pure tin. Copper hot-water 

cylinders, boilers, and pipes are also coated with tin, as well as all copper 

cooking-utensils. It is also extensively used with copper in varying proportions 

to form the alloys known as bronze, gun-metal, &c. 

3. Copper.—Copper (Cuprum, Cu) occurs in the metallic state, and is also 

reduced from various ores. It is the only red metal. Its density is about 8‘9. 

It is highly malleable and ductile, and is an excellent conductor of heat and 

electricity. It rapidly tarnishes on exposure to the air, and in damp situations 

acquires a green crust from the formation of the carbonate. 

Some waters have a direct action on this metal, which is dissolved in the 

same manner as lead, but the addition of soap quickly reveals the presence of 

the poisonous salts of copper, by causing the water to turn green. 

Sheets of copper are used by plumbers for covering roofs, and copper pipes 

and vessels for the conveyance and storage of water are also used, many of these 

being coated with tin. The tinning on the inside of copper cylinders, boilers, 

and pipes requires to be renewed occasionally, the periods varying with the 

nature of the water in contact with the metal. Tin can be easily obtained from 

the sediment collected from the bottom of copper cylinders, by reducing it in 

the flame of the blow-pipe. 

4. Zinc (Zn).—The ore of this metal is crushed and roasted in a current of 

air at a high temperature, and is then mixed with coal or charcoal and strongly 

heated, when the metallic zinc rises in vapour and, distilling over, is received and 

condensed in water. Its density is from 6-8 to 7'3. At ordinary temperatures it 

is highly crystalline and brittle, but if heated to from 250° up to 300° it becomes 

quite malleable, and may be rolled into sheets. It melts at about 77 3° Fahr. and 

at red heat rises in vapour. 

The plumber uses sheet-zinc for fixing under broken slates. For lead¬ 

burning, cakes of zinc known as spelter are used as the source of hydrogen, which 

the metal furnishes when dissolved in dilute sulphuric acid. Zinc is extensively 

used for coating or galvanizing sheet-iron for roof-work, and also for coating 

wrought-iron cylinders, tanks, and cisterns after manufacture. Wrought-iron 

pipes are also coated internally and externally with it. The value of such coating 

is uncertain in the case of pipes, cylinders, and tanks, as it quickly disappears 

owing to the direct action of most waters on it, and indeed in pipes of small 

bore, the internal coating is seldom perfect throughout. The external coating of 

cylinders, tanks, and cisterns remains good for a considerable time, as it is 
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subjected to the action of the atmosphere only. Sheet-zinc is used in consider¬ 

able quantity for the covering of roofs; the surface soon becomes coated with the 

oxide, which usually turns black and protects it from further change, unless when 

exposed to smoke, sulphur-fumes, or the rain-water of towns, when it becomes 

rotten, or is eaten away. Zinc is most important as an ingredient of the alloys 

—brass, German silver, &c. 

5. Alloys.—The composition of the brass used for plumbers’ fittings varies 

considerably, the brass-founder altering the alloy to suit the work for which the 

fitting is intended. The plugs of common plug-cocks are usually made of what 

is known as “ best ” brass, and the bodies of “ common ” brass. The best quality 

have gun-metal plugs, and “ best ” brass bodies. Common screw-down taps have 

“best” brass spindles, with “yellow” brass bodies, the best having gun-metal 

spindles and “best” brass bodies. Unions, ferrules, caps and linings, and nuts 

are usually of “common yellow”, but may be had in “best” brass and gun-metal 

for hot-water work. The ordinary proportions of these alloys are: 

Yellow brass, ... copper 60 + zinc 40 Best brass,. copper 71-4 + zinc 28'6 
Common „ ... „ 66*6 + „ 33'4 Gun-metal,. „ 90 + tin 10 

The action of air on these alloys is slight. Most waters act slightly, but 

especially hot water, the barrels, plugs, and seatings being slightly corroded. 

Plumber’s solder consists of two parts lead to one part tin, and is used for all 

kinds of “ wiped” soldering. Fine solder is composed of equal quantities of lead 

and tin, and is used for seams, and joints made with the copper bit. 

Plumber’s solder is always, varied to suit the work, a 2-to-l mixture being 

suitable for wiping cisterns; solder a little finer—that is to say, containing rather 

more tin—is often used for hot-water work, and a little coarser—made by adding 

lead—for cold-water work and also for large jointing. If blow-pipes or soldering- 

lamps are used, the solder may be coarser still, the proportions varying according 

to the size of the joint and the quality of the tin. The flame brings up the tin 

to the surface, and if the solder is too rich, it is impossible to do neat work. 

This is true also of strap or copper bit solder, for that which is suitable for float¬ 

ing a seam, or a flow-joint, is too fine for a ring-joint; but very little of this class 

of work is done now, fine solder being almost exclusively used by plumbers for 

tinning brass-work. 

The action of dry or moist air on all solders is too slight for consideration. 

Some waters act upon solder, the portion eaten or corroded being always along 

the outer edges, especially the bottom edge, which is considerably richer in tin 

than the upper edge. When this occurs it is generally found that a galvanic 
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action, set up between the various metals and the water, is the cause, and in the 

case of a tinned copper cylinder in direct communication with a soldered cistern, 

the whole of the tinning on the inside of the cylinder will probably have dis¬ 

appeared before the solder is attacked. Sewer-gases will attack a fine-soldered 

seam, on soil and waste pipes, and corrode it away for several feet, leaving the 

lead untouched. A wiped joint is scarcely affected, except where small portions 

of tin have separated from the solder and passed through the joint; such places 

will have a yellowish-white powder on the surface, but in most cases the lead is 

corroded away long before the joint is seriously injured. 

CHAPTER II. 

COLD-WATER SUPPLY. 

1. PIPES AND JOINTS. 

The connection to the iron main in the street is usually made by the water 

company’s workmen. When the water can be turned off, a hole is cut or drilled 

in the pipe and tapped with 

a tapered thread to fit the 

screw ferrule, to which a 

union is attached for sol¬ 

dering to the service pipe. 

The ferrules in use are of 

various patterns (fig. 132). 

Where it is necessary to tap 

the main with the water on, 

several methods are used, one 

of which is shown in fig. 133. 

These ferrules are used 

with clips, into which they 

are screwed, the main being 

only drilled, and not tapped. 
Fig. 132.—Connections of Service-pipe with Iron Main. Tll6 Hictliod. of Using tll6 

No. 1, Lead Service-pipe; No. 2, Tin-lined Lead Service-pipe; No. 3, Screw-down Qr.~Q ' QC! frJlraxre •_TUr 
Stop Ferrule with Union; No. 4, Full-way Stop Ferrule with Union. dJJjJclIclLUb lb d,b 1U11U Wb . uy 

means of an ordinary ratchet 

brace and a drill s (fig. 133, No. 5), a recess is made in the main, as shown 

at B, No. 1, the operator ceasing to bore immediately the drill points through. 
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The clip is then placed in position, the ferrule screwed through it—a lead 

washer having been placed in the recess,—and the two nuts are tightened until 

a joint is made between the ferrule and the main. The cone and spindle of 

the ferrule are now removed, and the guide D, through which passes the drill E, 

is screwed on in their place. The cap and lining on the outlet of the ferrule 

are replaced by the chamber F and plug G, as shown in No. 1. 

The drill E—which is of the usual shape, and much smaller than the one 

previously used—is forced down, and the hole drilled right through the main. 

A small pet cock may be fixed in chamber d to allow the iron borings to escape. 

The drill is now withdrawn, and the plug G screwed home, making a joint in 

the ferrule as shown in No. 2. The escape of water being thus prevented, the 

Fig. 133.—J. Tylor & Sons’ Apparatus for tapping Mains under pressure (0. Brown’s Patent). 

guide D may now be taken away and the cone and spindle replaced, as shown in 

No. 3. 

The plug G is then withdrawn within the chamber F, and, the spindle having 

been screwed down on the seat M, the chamber F with its plug G can be removed, 

and the cap and lining N o replaced (No. 4), and the laying of the service pro¬ 

ceeded with. 

The whole process is thus very simple, and needs no further apparatus than 

the pieces d and f, which of course serve for any number of ferrules. 

Cast-iron bell covers P are provided, as shown in No. 5, which stand on the 

main, and do not touch the ferrule, which is thus protected from injury. 

Where the mains are deep it is a good plan to carry up a piece of 1-inch gas 

pipe to near the road surface, covering it with a cap (b, No. 4), so that at any 

time, with the aid of a long key, the v'ater may be shut off without the necessity 

of diaraina; down to the main. 
OO O 
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When laying the main service-pipe from the street main to the building, 

care should be taken to avoid the plasterer’s lime-pit, as pipes are soon corroded 

by the action of the lime with which the ground is saturated. Iron and lead 

suffer the most. Clay is the best bedding for all kinds of metal pipes; it 

appears to have no action on lead, tin, or copper, and only the usual corrosion 

takes place with iron buried in it. 

Some water-companies fix stop-cocks between the street main and the build¬ 

ing, generally in the footpath, and others cause them to be fixed just inside the 

boundary. Fig. 134 shows a stop-cock and box as they appear when fixed in 

the footpath, garden, or yard. In 

any case a stop-cock should be placed 

on the supply-pipe immediately after 

it enters the building, with a f-incli 

or ijj-inch bib-cock just beyond on 

the house side, for the purpose of 

emptying the main service-pipe during 

frost, and so preventing the bursting 

of the pipes. The main service-pipe 

generally rises from the point at which 

it enters the building to the store- 

cistern, and can always with a little 

care be fixed so as to drain itself 

when the stop-cock is turned off, 

the bib - tap opened, and a little 

water drawn from the store-cistern 

so as to admit air through the ball-cock. 

Houses in towns are usually rated for water according to their assessment, 

but in works and manufactories water-meters are fixed, and the water is supplied 

at so much per 1000 gallons. There are various kinds of water-meters. Usually 

the water, in passing through the meter, rotates a fan inside the case, which in 

turn operates the dial. Means are provided for the adjustment of the fan by a 

screw and washers, which are afterwards sealed. Some meters are capable of 

registering at high, low, or varying pressures. 

Lead pipes are used for main supplies, and also for cold-service pipes, accord¬ 

ing to the regulations of the water-authorities. The weights demanded by 

different water-authorities vary. It is seldom, however, that stronger pipes 

than the following are demanded:—f-inch pipe, Ah lbs. per yard; £-inch, 7 lbs.; 

and f-inch, 11 lbs. In London the weights are:—-t-inch, 30 lbs. per 15 feet; 
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f-inch, 45 lbs. per 15 feet. A f-inch lead pipe, weighing 8 lbs. per yard, was 

recently tested at University College, Liverpool, and proved to be capable of 

resisting a pressure of 1680 lbs. per sq. inch; a -|-inch lead pipe 9 lbs. per yard 

will withstand upwards of 2000 lbs. pressure. 

Lead pipes washed with tin inside can be obtained; they are, however, of 

no value as a preventative of lead-poisoning. 

Pure tin pipes with a protective covering- or casing of lead are now made, 

the tin pipe being so united to the lead at the surface of contact as to be 

inseparable by any contortion, while the lead, being of much greater thickness 

than the tin, imparts to the pipe in its combined form the qualities which 

characterize leaden pipes. The difficulty of making joints without breaking the 

continuity of the tin lining is the one great objection to these pipes. This 

objection appears to be obviated in a new form of pipe, in which a tube of 

asbestos is inserted between the tin and the lead. 

Wrought-iron pipes are little used for domestic supplies, as they soon rust 

up internally if of small bore, and also suffer considerably from outward corro¬ 

sion. The discoloration of the water passing through them is very noticeable, 

but is harmless in itself, although there are places where the rust would certainly 

be injurious—as, for instance, the bottom of a lead cistern. These pipes are 

chiefly used in works for the conveyance of large quantities of water, where 

a little iron or discoloration is of no consequence. Where the water is of a 

temporarily hard nature they may be safely used, as an insoluble coating of 

carbonate of lime is soon formed. 

Galvanized wrought-iron pipes, though much cleaner for a time than ordinary 

black iron, become at length just as bad as regards discoloration. The zinc 

coating is not to be depended on, as most waters attack it even more vigorously 

than lead. 

Iron-encased tin pipe consists of a wrought-iron tube, with an internal lining 

of pure tin, thus producing the strongest and purest water-pipe ever made. All 

the fittings are lined and fitted together so as to present a continuous tin pipe. 

They are non-poisonous, because the metals are non-poisonous, and not on account 

of their being absolutely incorrodible. Figs. 135 and 136 show the tin-lined 

iron pipe, and the method of joining by means of screwed threads. The new 

“safety vented socket or coupling” (fig. 136) is made with right- and left-hand 

threads for drawing the ends of the pipes together, and contains a hole as shown 

through which the water will escape if the tinned ends of the pipes are not in 

close contact; this simple contrivance ensures the continuity of the tin lining, 

and so prevents the rusting of the joints. 
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The ends of lead pipes are united by soldered joints, varying according to 

the size and strength of the pipes. It is now customary to make “ wiped ” 

joints on all lead service-pipes. There are only four kinds of joint in general 

use, but they have to be made in so many positions, and the shapes and sizes 

IFig. 135.—Iron Tee lined with Tin. Iron Pipe. 

Fig. 137. Underhand Wiped Joint. 

are varied so much by individual workmen, that the number appears consider¬ 

ably greater. The underhand joint (fig. 137) is used to connect the two ends 

of pipes lead to lead, and lead to brass, iron, or copper. The joint occurs in 

practice in all positions from horizontal to 

upright, the connection remaining the same, 

although the method of making it varies. 

From the horizontal to an angle of 45°, the 

solder is poured on the pipes from the ladle, 

a cloth being held under to hold up and regulate the solder until sufficient heat 

is attained to wipe the joint in the usual way. When the joint is inclined 

from 45° upwards, the solder is usually splashed on the pipes with a wood or 

iron spitter, and when of sufficient heat, is wiped round 

as in the previous case; a smaller cloth, however, is 

often used. The “short” joint (fig. 138) answers its 

purpose just as well 

as the long joint 

(fig. 139), but is 

not as neat. The 

equal-branch joint 

(fig. 140) is the 

easiest of all joints 

to make. The bot¬ 

tom edge should be 

well curved. The metal is splashed on, and the joint wiped with or without 

the aid of an iron. The side-branch joint (fig. 141) is much more difficult 

to make, but the method of wiping is the same as for fig. 140. 

In good work it is usual to use screw bosses for all taps; the plain shank 
O 

Fig. 138.—A “Short” Wiped Joint. 
Fig. 139.—A “Long” Wiped Joint. 

Fig. 140.—Equal-branch Wiped Joint. 
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soldered into the lead pipe (fig. 142) is rarely met with in London. To solder 

the bosses on properly, the solder must be wiped above the shoulder of the boss. 

Fig. 141.—Side-branch Wiped Joint Fig. 142.—Bib-tap “Wiped” to a Lead Pipe. 

Where taps are fixed at the end of a branch a knuckle-joint (figs. 143 and 144) 

is avoided by leaving the end of the pipe projecting as an air-chamber, which is 

of great advantage where quick-shutting taps are used. An 

air-chamber of this kind is shown in fig. 142, but without a 

screw boss. 

The connecting pipes to many water-waste preventing cisterns 

and small lavatory fittings are so inconveniently small that wiped 

joints are only made with difficulty, and are nearly always of 

Fig. 143.—Joint to 
Elbow Boss-plate. Fig. 144.—Joint to Plain 1 

doubtful strength. It is then much better to form the joint with fine solder 

and the copper bit, not by the ordinary cup-joint as in No. 1, fig. 145, but 

as in No. 2, fig. 145. 
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The usual lengths of wiped joints in pipes of various sizes are as follows:— 

^-inch pipe has wiped joint to 3 inches long.1 

i » 
24 

JJ -J2 >> H 

1 22 » -'4 31- 
u ^i „ 
1 j and 2 „ „ 3 3* 

For “branch” joints, the main and branch are generally “shaved” for 

soldering to the distances given in the following table:— 

Table XYIII. 

SIZES OF SOLDERED JOINTS. 

Size of Pipe. Length of Service-pipe 
“ shaved ”. 

Length of Branch-pipe 
“ shaved ”. 

£-inch pipe. 

if jj jj 

ii a2 >» JJ 

2 » jj 

f to 1 inch each side.1 

*£f JJ ^ JJ JJ JJ 

1 JJ jj JJ jj 

^ jj 1'2' jj jj jj 

JJ ^2 JJ JJ JJ 

£ to 1| inch.1 

1 „ H „ 
H „ i j jj 

ij „ ii „ 
jj jj 

i 

Lead pipes washed with tin inside are required by certain water-companies. 

The coating thus produced is merely a film, and in no way interferes with the 

connections of the ends and branches by a wiped soldered joint, but as the films 

of tin cannot be united, there is no advantage in using these pipes. 

Lead-encased tin pipes consist of an internal pipe of tin with an outer cover¬ 

ing of lead, and are made in all the usual sizes and strengths. The thickness of 

the tin lining varies with the size of the pipe, inch being about the usual 

thickness for pipes up to 1 inch in diameter, and above this size yg- inch, but the 

thicknesses of the tin lining and the lead covering vary with different manufac¬ 

turers. The tin lining is sometimes very faulty, and care should be taken to see 

that there are no seams or blisters on the inner surface. The advantages of 

using lead-encased tin pipes, where the water supplied is of such a nature as to 

render lead pipe unsuitable, or where the water is liable to remain for long 

periods without being drawn off, are more apparent than real, the difficulty of 

making permanent connections is so great. For cold-service pipes, these pipes 

are more lasting than lead pipes; but when fixed on the hot-water service, they 

are failures. Many methods have been tried to make a permanent connection 

on these pipes, but in vain. In some cases, a core of pasted brown paper has 

been placed inside the pipes, and in others the ends have been filled with clay, 

1 The shorter joints are seldom used except in the North of England and in Scotland. 
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in both cases the object being to hold the tin in position when melted; but the 

shrinkage of the tin on the application of heat makes it impossible for either of 

these methods to be successful, and there is also the difficulty of getting the 

papers and clay out of the pipes. Brass internal liners have also been tried, but 

without success. There is no difficulty whatever in soldering pure sheet tin 

with ordinary fine solder, or by using a thin strip of the metal itself. It 

is the same with pure tin pipes; they may have either wiped or blown joints 

made on them, but for lead-encased tin pipes the only suitable connections 

are those shown in fig. 146, and these would be considerably improved by 

inserting asbestos rings between the faces of the pipes and the brass flange 

in the one case, and between the faces of the two pipes in the other case. 

With plain lead pipe, no 

packing will be required, 

but with lead-encased tin 

pipe, a packing must be 

used to get a water-tight 

Connection. The lead Fig. 146.—Two Methods of joining Lead-encased Tin Pipes. 

covering to these pipes 

prevents the tin from outward corrosion when laid in the ground, and also 

enables it to be bent to any position without buckling. 

Where there is any danger of lead-poisoning from the use of lead pipes, it 

would be better to specify pure tin pipes without any covering. For inside 

work, the sharp bends and branches could be specially made, and all connec¬ 

tions made by means of the blow-pipe joint. The outside main could be laid 

in a wood trough, to be afterwards filled with pitch, which would effectually 

prevent corrosion from the outside. 

The pressure on street-mains varies from about 25 lbs. per sq. inch up to 

75, or even 100 lbs., but the diameters and thickness of lead service-pipes are not 

regulated entirely by the pressure on the mains, as this would lead to complica¬ 

tions in the rules laid down by the water-companies. The following diameters 

and strengths of pipes are ample for all practical purposes:—For one house not 

exceeding £20 per annum, f-inch pipe, 4^ lbs. per yard; for one house above 

£20, but not exceeding £70, or for six houses not exceeding £13 each, -§-inch 

pipe, 7 lbs. per yard; for one house above £70, but not exceeding £200, or for 

fourteen houses not exceeding £13 each, f-inch pipe, 11 lbs. per yard. In 

London, pipes less than inch are not allowed, and the standard weights 

are; -|-inch, 6 lbs.; f-inch, 9 lbs..; and 1-inch, 12 lbs. per yard. When 

service-pipes exceeding f inch in diameter are laid on private property, the 
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water-company usually connects them to the main with f-inch pipes, but in 

the case of large public buildings, special branch-connections are put in, and 

the main carried up through the building with 2-inch or 3-inch cast- or wrought- 

iron pipes; sometimes there is also a special fire-main under heavier pressure 

than the ordinary main, with branches taken to the various parts of the building. 

The course of the main service-pipe is usually along some portion of the base¬ 

ment walls, until it reaches a convenient point for being carried up inside the 

building to the storage-cistern. A wood ground, with a narrow fillet nailed on 

the front, is secured to the basement walls, and the pipe laid in the groove 

formed to receive it, after being wrapped in hair-felt or silicate-cotton as a 

protection from frost. Service-pipes should never be exposed to the damp air 

of basements, as the moisture is condensed on the cold pipes, giving them the 

appearance of being porous. The water collected in this way is very poisonous, 

as it contains a large proportion of lead. 

When the pipe is turned up from the basement, it is sometimes carried on 

the face of the plaster or brickwork, and sometimes (a better plan) on a back- 

board fixed to receive it. Whenever possible, pipes should be fixed on internal 

walls or partitions, and not on external walls. A burst seldom occurs except 

through frost, so that if the pipes are fixed where they cannot be frozen, the 

risk of damage will be reduced to a minimum. Such slight leakages as occur 

are at once noticed if the floor is properly made good, or the pipes are passed 

through a piece of sheet-lead to turn the drip on to the floor instead of allowing 

it to follow down the pipes. 

Pipes are now frequently exposed on the face of back-boards, and secured 

to them by sheet-copper clips, or ornamental cast brass clips, either in the rough 

or with burnished edges, or with the surface wholly burnished. When copper 

pipes, fittings, and clips are used, they are frequently nickel-plated. When the 

pipes are exposed, there is less risk of inferior scamped work being done. The 

greatest drawback occurs with exposed liot-water pipes, whether of lead, iron, or 

copper, for when these pipes are strongly heated, they burn the floating particles 

of dust in the air, causing the ceilings and walls to be discoloured by lines of 

black smoke. Even when the pipes are cased with wood-work, the same un¬ 

sightly marks appear if the joints are slightly open. The neatest covering for 

exposed pipes consists of asbestos sheets, cut into lengths to fold round the 

pipes; if well damped and carefully put on whilst the pipes are hot, the asbestos 

will adhere to the pipes and may be painted. Or a composition of asbestos may 

be put on like plaster; this adheres closely to the pipe and becomes almost a 

perfect non-conductor of heat, helping the efficiency of the hot-water apparatus, 
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and entirely preventing the blackening of the walls and the annoyance caused 

by heat. 

In common work, the pipes are merely buried in the plaster; but this is 

a mistaken economy, leading to greatly-enhanced cost for repairs, besides in¬ 

creasing the dirt and annoyance whenever the pipes have to be laid bare. 

Wood casing’s are a great improvement. They are sometimes fixed to the 

grounds with nails or screws, but it is always better to have them hung like 

doors, so that the pipes can be reached without the slightest difficulty. When 

hot-water pipes are fixed in casings without being wrapped, the ends of the 

wood casings should be packed with silicate-cotton to prevent loss of heat by 

a current of air passing through them. 

When pipes are run across floors, 

behind skirtings, or between the joists, 

and there are valuable ceilings, &c., 

in the rooms beneath, it is custo¬ 

mary to fix a lead-lined gutter under 

the pipes, for the purpose of carry¬ 

ing away the water in case of leakage. 

It is in exceptional cases only that 

such gutters will be allowed in the 

floor, but they can easily be run on 

it, and inclosed in a boxed skirting. 

The outlet-pipe should be carried through the outside wall, and should have 

a hinged flap on the end, unless the gutter empties on a lead safe beneath 

the bath, lavatory, or sink. 

To protect pipes from frost they are sometimes laid in wood troughs filled 

with saw-dust, or are wrapped in hair-felt with a canvas back (fig. 147); 

neither material, however, can be strongly recommended, as both may rot, smell, 

and harbour vermin. For external work, hair-felt or tarred roofing-felt is the 

best covering, and for internal work, asbestos or silicate-cotton. The pipes on 

or near external walls at the ends of baths, or in connection with water-closets 

or other fittings usually fixed near external walls, and also all the pipes in the 

cistern-room, should be protected from frost by being wrapped with one of the 

materials mentioned. 

2. CISTERNS. 

The storage of water for domestic use is insisted upon by many water authori¬ 

ties, and is necessary where the supply is intermittent, but otherwise it ought 

Fig. 147.—Pipes wrapped with Hair-felt. 
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not to be adopted unless tbe most careful precautions are taken. The Water 

Board of London discountenance the use of draw-off' taps from the main service 

to the house, unless they are accompanied with an alternative service from the 

storage tank. Many of our large provincial authorities do the reverse, and 

water supplied for public use is certainly much purer and fresher when drawn 

from the main than it could possibly be from any storage tank, however well 

made, placed, and cleaned. 

Unfortunately in the past little consideration was given to the position of 

the cistern, any out-of-the-way place being thought good enough for it, up in 

the roof under the exposed slating, among the dust and dirt always accumulated 

there, or in a lumber room, on a staircase landing, in fact anywhere out of sight, 

with the result, in thousands of cases, that the water was contaminated with 

foul air, germ-laden dust, or drowned vermin. An examination of the cisterns 

in many London mansions would reveal the cause of mysterious illnesses that 

had caused sorrow and suffering to the inmates. 

In many cottages and better-class houses in the suburbs of London the 

cistern is placed over the water-closet, or in the roof, or in the open air close 

to the vent of a soil pipe, and has a loose-fitting (generally broken) cover, or 

no cover at all, and there is an accumulation of black filth in the bottom, show¬ 

ing that no cleaning has been done for long periods. There are still to be 

found, in town and country, cisterns serving as drinking-water tanks, and also 

having service boxes and valves for pan water-closets, with direct ventilation 

from the water-closet to the cistern. 

The store cistern of any house supplied by a water authority should be as 

small as possible, and placed in a position easily accessible, and well ventilated 

and lighted, and should have a tight-fitting cover. The service-pipe should be 

carried through the side in order to avoid cutting the lid to fit around the ball 

valve. The floor should, if possible, be of concrete or of boarding covered with 

sheet lead or zinc, and the walls and ceiling plastered to a smooth surface with 

an impervious material. Sufficient space should be left around the cistern to 

provide for cleaning. The cistern room should be as scrupulously looked to 

as the larder. Separate tanks ought to be provided for domestic use, hot- 

water service, and sanitary fittings, such as water-closets and slop-sinks. 

The old lead tank was a work of art, cast in plates \ inch thick, with 

beautiful mouldings and ornamental figures on either side; it was soldered 

together at the angles, and strengthened internally with cross sections and 

partitions, all of cast lead. Such tanks have lasted for centuries, proving that 

the first cost, though heavy, was well repaid. Many are in use at the present 
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day, and in one or two instances known to the writer tanks 200 years old 

have been lined with pure sheet tin, and are likely to last another 200 years. 

Modern architects are bringing them again into general use, as they lend 

themselves so readily to decorative treatment. 

Wooden cisterns lined with sheet lead are very durable, and with hard water 

there is no danger of lead poisoning, as the carbonate of lime formed on the 

surface by the action of the water prevents its further action, and often a coat 

of shellac varnish will keep a cistern a long time from corrosion. 

Cast-iron cisterns are made of flanged plates, which are bolted together and 

jointed with rust or asbestos joints. They are lime-whited inside, and painted 

outside, and are fairly durable. These tanks are principally used for factories 

and breweries, and as tower reservoirs for large country mansions. 

Sheet-iron tanks, made of riveted plates, painted outside and in with iron 

oxide paint, quickly rust away and soil the water with iron oxide, which, though 

unpleasant, is not dangerous to health. More commonly these cisterns are 

“galvanized” after construction by being dipped in a bath of acid and cleaned 

from oxide, then immersed in molten zinc, sal ammoniac powder being used as 

a flux to secure an even coating of the metal. No cistern should be of less 

strength than No. 16 wire gauge iron, and as they increase in size they ought 

to be increased in strength; for best work, -fy-, and £-inch metal is often used. 

The zinc coating protects the iron fairly well, but it also succumbs to the action 

of the water, and scabs of rust are ordinary appearances in many cisterns. The 

author has at different times tried coating the insides with gum enamels with 

marked success. Angle iron bars are generally fixed round the top edge, and 

stay rods across to stiffen and strengthen the sides. Altogether, the galvanized 

cistern has deservedly become popular, on account of its cheapness and strength. 

It is always necessary to fix a safe under each cistern. 

In much of the artisan and villa property in London suburbs wooden 

cisterns lined with zinc are used. Zinc is not a good material to use, as 

almost all waters attack it very readily, soon perforating the bottom with small 

holes, the action being assisted by nails or any chance bit of metal getting into 

the cistern. Some say that the dissolved salts of zinc are not so dangerous as 

lead, but the durability of the metal is so much less than lead that we can only 

say that its cheapness is its chief recommendation. A lead-lined cistern, pro¬ 

perly cared for, may last forty to fifty years and still be good, but a zinc- 

lined cistern rarely keeps in good condition under similar conditions for ten 

years. 

Small cisterns of east-iron, painted or galvanized, are in general use for feed 
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tanks to liot-water systems and for water-closet flushing tanks. They are not 

durable, and are nearly always dirty. Note the appearance of the interior after 

a year or two’s use; every movable part, and all the interior, are found clogged 

with rust. 

The best material for these purposes is glazed stoneware or salt-glazed 

fire-clay with brass fittings. 

Tanks of a medium size for storing drinking-water can also be had of the 

same materials, and are well adapted for the purpose, but must be protected 

from frost. 

Cisterns made of slabs of sawn slate are cleanly, and easily fixed, the only 

suspicious matter being the jointing. The bottom is considerably thicker than 

the sides, and a few inches larger, and is grooved along the sides and ends to 

receive the vertical slabs. The sides are grooved for the ends to slip into, and 

strong iron bolts and nuts are fitted to each end of the sides. The grooves are 

filled with a cement made up of 4 parts white-lead to 1 of red-lead, moistened 

with boiled oil, a quantity of chopped hemp being mixed in the cement. The 

sides are pressed into the bottom grooves, the ends slipped in, and the whole 

bolted together. The inside of the joint may be filleted with cement, or painted 

with shellac varnish to keep the water from the lead joint. The weight of the 

sides and ends keeps the joint on the bottom sound. Sometimes the slates are 

enamelled, and this gives a clean bright appearance to the water. Occa¬ 

sionally we hear of glass cisterns, but beyond filter jars they have not been 

much used. 

To persons living in places where there is a constant supply of pure water, 

the idea of storing a quantity, even in the finest of stoneware, is repulsive. 

Where the supply is constant, and the various streets and districts have their 

own stop-valves, there is no difficulty in obtaining a supply of fresh water, for 

if one street is shut off for repairs during the day,—but repairs are mostly done 

at night,—there is plenty to be had in the next, or water can be drawn from a 

temporary stand-pipe at the end of the street. Thus it is only on very rare 

occasions that there is the slightest difficulty in procuring fresh water in most 

cities and towns, and there is therefore no necessity to store drinking-water in 

any quantity. As a general rule, it may be said that no tap for drinking or 

cooking purposes in dwellings or warehouses should be supplied from a cistern; 

in all cases the draw-off taps must be on the main service before it enters the 

cistern. The sanitary fittings only should be allowed to be supplied from a 

cistern. 

In those towns, however, where only an intermittent supply is provided, cisterns 
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are absolutely necessary, as also 

in those places where the springs 

are likely to fail wholly or par¬ 

tially in dry weather, or where 

the water has to be raised by 

pumping. 

In many cases, Harding’s 

system of storing water can be 

recommended. It consists in 

placing a galvanized-iron closed 

cylindrical cistern, capable of 

standing the pressure of the 

street main or other supply, in 

the space usually occupied by 

the ordinary open store-cistern. 

A non-return valve is fixed lower 

down on the main service-pipe, 

and a float-valve is fixed above 

the closed cistern. The water 

from the main enters the cistern 

and forces out the air through 

the float-valve, until the vessel 

is full, when the float-valve is 

automatically closed. When the 

supply from the street-main is 

turned off, the non-return valve 

closes, and the water retained in 

the cylindrical vessel can be 

drawn off at the taps fixed on 

the branch-pipes, air being ad¬ 

mitted through the air-pipe and 

float-valve. The end of the air- 

pipe is provided with a fine 

wire strainer. An arrangement 

of this kind is much better 

than storing water in the ordi¬ 

nary form of cistern; the con¬ 

tents, being hermetically sealed, are preserved free from dust, dirt, foul gases 

NON-RETURN 

VALVE 

MAIN SERVICE 

Fig. 148.—Harding’s Closed Water-cistern. 
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and any impure particles which may be floating in the air, and which form the 

chief sources of contamination when the water is stored in open cisterns. It 

may, however, be pointed out that a system of this kind cannot be expected 

to work always without noise, for with quick-closing taps and high pressures, 

noises, known as “check” or “rattle”, may occur in the pipes, though these 

may be minimized by the use of one or two air-vessels. It is an advance over 

the present method of storing water, 

and there is no reason why it should 

not be used. 

Still another invention possess¬ 

ing considerable merit is Durrans’s 

“Kalio” self-cleansing galvanized - 

iron cistern, shown in fig. 149. This 

is circular in shape, with a cone- 

dished bottom, and mounted on an 

iron-framed stand e, for easy access 

to a clearway emptying valve, c. 

The ball-valve a has a copper cir¬ 

cular flushing pipe, so that when 

the valve c is opened, all dirt and 

sediment are completely washed out 

in a few moments. For convenience, 

where cisterns are fixed inside roofs 

and other inaccessible places, the 

valve c can be fixed on a length of 
° Fig. 149. - Durrans’s “ Kalio * Self-cleansing Cistern. 

pipe discharging over a sink below, 

or in the bath-room; by this arrangement the valve can be turned on and 

off without the slightest trouble. D is the union for the supply of pure 

drinking-water, and b the union for the overflow. The cistern is fitted with 

a galvanized-iron cover, bolted down air-tight with nuts and screws to prevent 

any foul air contaminating the water. 

No hard-and-fast rule can be laid down to govern the size of store-cisterns 

in the various classes of property. The number of persons to be supplied must 

be considered. In a £30 house, storage for not less than 50 gallons should be 

provided; much larger cisterns are often fixed, but the smaller the cistern can 

be kept, the better. 

The following table gives the approximate capacity and size of cistern 

required in houses of various classes:— 
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Annual Rent of House. Capacity of Cistern. Size of Cistern. 

£30 50 gallons 24 in. x 24 in. x 24 in. 
£60 150 „ 34 „ x 43 „ x 29 „ 
£100 250 „ 36 „ x 60 „ x 32 „ 
£200 750 „ 90 ,, x 48 „ x 48 „ 

All connections to lead cisterns are made by lead pipes and wiped soldered 

joints. Those to iron cisterns are made by means of screwed brass ferrules, and 

stop-cocks are connected by means of screwed ends and nuts; the joints are 

made watertight with spun yarn and a mixture of red and white lead, or with 

sheet-lead washers and the same cement. The best joint is with rings of asbestos 

fibre or rubber between galvanized-iron flange washers. The connections to 

slate and stoneware cisterns are the same as for iron, the screwed ends of the 

brass fittings being longer, according to the thickness of the walls of the cistern. 

The overflow from a lead cistern with a f-inch ball-cock under ordinary 

pressure will be a piece of 4-inch pipe, flattened and cupped, and wiped on to 

a 2-inch lead pipe, the large cupped end being wiped into the side of the cistern. 

With a slate cistern, a flange is wiped on the cupped end to fit against the 

outside of the cistern, and the portion passed through is tafted (turned back) 

on the inside to secure it. To find the size of overflow-pipe required, it is 

necessary to know the size of the water-way through the cock, and the pressure 

of the water. No ball-cocks, except those of the equilibrium type, have full 

clear-ways through them,—a -|-inch ball tap may have only a f-inch water-way, 

and a f-inch about f-inch. Small flushing-cisterns with f-inch ball-cocks 

require f-inch overflows. Store-cisterns with f-inch ball-cocks should have 

1-inch overflows, enlarged at the inlet to equal a 1 f-inch pipe; and with a f-inch 

ball-cock, the overflow-pipe should be 2 inches in diameter, with a 4-inch inlet 

cup. Overflow-pipes should, as a rule, be carried through the nearest wall, and 

discharge in the open air; the ends should have properly-ground brass flaps, the 

rims being soldered to the end of the pipe. 

Lead safes should be fixed beneath all cisterns, and not only under those of 

slate and stoneware. The sides of the upstand should be supported by wood 

fillets. The waste-pipe from the safe should be at least 1 inch in diameter, 

with a flap on the end. If the overflow from the cistern empties into the 

safe, the size of the waste should equal that of the overflow, and be properly 

bell-mouthed so as to admit sufficient water to fully charge the pipe. 

Every cistern should be covered with a well-made and closely-fitting wood 

cover, having a small door over the ball-cock for repairs. 
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3. COCKS AND TADS. 

Ball-cocks—sometimes called ball-valves—often need repairs in the form of 

new washers, or need regulating as the washers wear, or as the pressure of the 

mains varies. The floating ball 

sometimes gives way, as previously 

mentioned, at the soldered seam, 

when it must be taken out and 

re-soldered, or a new one put on. 

When the copper ball is water¬ 

logged, it loses its buoyancy and 

cannot close the ball-cock, even 

if the washer is good, the buoy¬ 

ancy and leverage in ordinary cir¬ 

cumstances being only just suffi¬ 

cient to overcome the pressure of 

the water in the water-way of the 

cock. The valve-seat is some¬ 

times rapidly corroded, causing 

heavy leakage. The ball-cock 

shown in No. 1, fig. 150, is known 

as the globular. The lever forces 

the plug, placed at the end of 

the short arm, against the seating; the end of the plug has an india-rubber 

washer. No 2 similarly shuts off the water, but is aided by the pressure 

No. 3 is the oldest form of 

equilibrium valve, its effi¬ 

ciency depends on the 

durability of the leather 

cup washer on the top 

part. No. 4 is a valve ex¬ 

tensively used in London, 

but is noisy in action. 

The ball-cock shown in fig. 151 is on the same principle as a screw-down 

tap, and has a leather washer and loose valve. 

Stop-cocks should be fixed on all service-pipes from store-cisterns. To 

prevent the noises in the pipes known as check or rattle, the stop-cocks should 

be of the kind known as “ clear-way”, and should be one size larger than the 

Fig. 150. —Ball-cocks 

No. 1, globular; Nos. 2 and 3, equilibrium (full-way); No. 4, ‘ Croydon” 

of the water being used to close the valve. 

Fig. 151.—Side-screw Ball-cock, with Stuffing-box and loose Valve. 
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152.—Round-way Stop cock. 

pipes. An air-pipe should also 

be fixed to the pipe, close to the 

stop-cock, and be carried back 

over the edge of the cistern. 

The “round-way” stop-cock 

(fig. 152) is one sometimes 

fixed to iron and slate cisterns; 

it has a clear way through it. 

The stop-cocks shown in fig. 

153 have tinned ends for con¬ 

nection to lead service-pipes, and the full-way screw-down valve shown in 

fig. 154 has ends screwed for iron pipes. Those shown in fig. 155 are for fixing 

to the main supply- 

pipe, it being necessary 

that such taps should be 

of the screw-down type, 

having loose valves. 

Lord Kelvin’s patent 

taps deserve mention. 

These are made of the 

best gun-metal, and 

have a fine finish. There are no less 

than twenty-six different patterns, all 

made in the various sizes, and chiefly of 

the class known as bib-taps, or draw-off 

taps. The latest im¬ 

provement in them is 

the substitution of vul¬ 

canite for metal, so as 

to avoid having metal 

pressing against the 

metal seating. Fig. 156 illustrates a draw-off cock for fixing 

to a screw-boss or to iron tubing. The makers now supply 

special tools for repairing these taps. 

Bib-taps—Fig. 157 shows a good pattern of hot and cold 

bath service fitting with waste pull; the hot and cold water- 

pass through a mixing-box before being discharged into the bath. A screw- 

down lavatory valve is shown in fig. 158, and a screw-down bib-tap in fig. 159, 
VOL. I. 18 

Fig. 153.—Stop-cocks for lead Pipes. 

No. 1, plug; No. 2, screw-down; No. 3, gland. 

Fig. 154.—Full-way Valve 
for Iron Pipes. 
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the same mechanism being adopted in 

in the stop-cock shown in No. 3, fig. 

Stamped Fit¬ 

tings.—-It is cus¬ 

tomary for water- 

companies to stamp 

certain classes of 

fittings, which have 

been approved by 

the 

155. 

latter as 

Fig. 155.—High-pressure Stop-cocks. 

No. 1, for lead Pipes; No. 2, for lead theil’ OW11 engineers 
and iron Pipes; No. 3, for iron Pipes. 

as being suitable for 

the purpose for which they were designed. 

The quality of the fittings used in par¬ 

ticular districts thus largely depends on 

the good judgment of this official. The Fig. 156.—Section through Lord Kelvin s Patent Bib-tap. 
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tendency in all cases is to restrict to the lowest limit the number of fittings 

to be stamped, and newer and better appliances are often shut out because 

sufficient weight and interest cannot be brought to bear. 

CHAPTER III. 

HOT-WATER SUPPLY: PRINCIPLES AND FITTINGS. 

1. GENERAL PRINCIPLES. 

The circulation of water through a system of boilers and pipes is due to the 

expansion of the water by heat (which is received from the boiler placed at the 

lowest point of the system), and to the contraction of the water as it gives off 

some of this heat during its passage through the pipes. The heated water, being 

lighter than the cold, rises, whilst the colder and denser particles gravitate 

towards the source of heat at the lowest point. To have a brisk circulation of 

water, the heat given off should be sufficient to lower the temperature in the 

return-pipe. The greater the difference in temperature between the water in 

the flow and return pipes, the greater will be the volume of water flowing 

through them. The nearer the temperatures approach each other at the com¬ 

mencement of the flow and at the extremity of the return pipes, the more 

sluggish will be the circulation. 

When water is heated in a vessel, no matter whether it be a glass flask, an 

open pan, or a steam boiler, the heat absorbed by the vessel is conducted to and 

taken up by the water in contact with it. During the process convection- 

currents are set up, the heated particles of water rising to the surface and 

returning to the bottom by flowing down the sides of the vessel. Thus a con¬ 

tinuous movement or circulation is kept up until the water reaches the boiling 

point, when ebullition takes place. Up to this point the surface of the water 

has apparently remained stationary, as it is not disturbed by the movement of 

the whole body of water beneath it. 

In small vessels, such as a glass flask, containing only a few inches in depth 

of water, and heated at the bottom, the convection currents appear to revolve in 

circles, gyrating in all directions from the source of heat in the centre. After 

removing the source of heat and allowing the particles of water to become 

stationary, the currents may be started again by cooling the upper part of the 

flask. Thus we see that if water is heated at the bottom, the heated particles 
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rise to the top, and if the water is afterwards cooled at the top, the cooler 

particles fall to the bottom to be replaced by the hotter ones from beneath. 

In both cases convection-currents are set up, causing a circulation or movement 

in the whole body. These currents are set up by the expansion of the water by 

heat, and as the heated particles are lighter bulk for bulk, and occupy more 

space than the colder particles, they rise to the top, while the latter sink to 

the bottom and are in turn heated and rise again. 

A body of water becomes heated throughout partly by convection, as just 

explained, and partly by conduction, for, in addition to the heat “ conveyed ” by 

the currents set up, the whole of the particles forming the body of water are in 

intimate contact with each other, and a small proportion of heat is transmitted 

or “ conducted” from one particle to another. 

To illustrate the practical application of the foregoing principles in heating 

water for domestic use, the drawing of a model of a hot-water apparatus 

(cylinder system), shown in Plate "VTII., will be useful. The cold water from the 

cistern is led by the pipe a to the bottom of the cylinder e, and by the return- 

pipe B to the boiler c. On the application of heat to the boiler c by means 

of a small bunsen-burner, gas-jet, or spirit-lamp, the heated water will commence 

to flow through the flow-pipe D to the upper part of the cylinder e, and, after 

the water in the cylinder is warmed, it will rise up the expansion-pipe F, and 

return to the cylinder by the return circulation-pipe G. The expansion-pipe 

F is open to the atmosphere, no other air-pipe being necessary. The flow-pipe 

to the coil or radiator H is connected at one side, and when the pin or tap at i 

is opened to let out the air, the water rises and passes through the pipes, as 

indicated by the arrows, and returns again to the return circulation-pipe G by 

the pipe J. The towel-rail at k is supplied from the descending return-pipe G. 

No air-cock is necessary in this case, as the rail is supplied from the top, and 

the course of the water is downward, not upward as before. The return-pipe 

from the rail is connected with the return-pipe L, which may have a number 

of branch-pipes taken from it to the various fittings, and these branches may 

be returned to pipe l in the same manner as pipe l is taken from and returned 

to pipe G. The rows of pipes m are placed here to show that the water can be 

taken through the three pipes and returned to pipe l, or to pipe G as shown by 

the dotted lines. An air-cock or air-pipe must be provided, as shown at N. 

The circulation-pipe l is continued and carried downwards at t, and is then 

taken up to u, at which point an air cock or pipe must be fixed. When the 

air is removed from the crown of the bend at u, the water will flow as shown 

by the arrows. The flow to the towel-rail at o is taken from and returned to 



Plate VIII. 

DIAGRAM OF HOT-WATER CIRCULATION—CYLINDER SYSTEM. 

A. Cold-water supply from cistern to 
cylinder 

B. Return-pipe from cylinder to 
boiler. 

D Flow-pipe from boiler to cylinder. 
E. Cylinder. 
F. Expansion-pipe. 
G. Return circulation-pipe. 

H. Coil or radiator. 
I. Air-cock on radiator. 
J. Return-pipe from radiator to circu¬ 

lation-pipe. 
K. Towel-rail. 
L. Branch return-pipe. 
M. Branch-pipe returned to L or G. 
N. Air-cock. 

O. Towel-rail or radiator. 
P. Faulty connection of return-pipe 

shown by dotted lines. 
S. Tap. 
T. Dip in branch return-pipe. 
U. Upward bend with air-cock. 
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the expansion-pipe f, and no air-cock is required. The return-pipe g should be 

connected with the cylinder not more than 8 inches from the top. This ensures 

a constant supply of hot water at any tap on the system. Sometimes the 

secondary return-pipe is connected to the cylinder at a point lower than the 

primary flow or into the primary return-pipe B, as shown by the dotted lines, 

but neither of these is satisfactory. When a tap is opened as at s or (say) T, 

water flows to it from the cylinder in two directions (i.e. by way of the expan¬ 

sion-pipe and the upper part of the secondary return, and also by way of the 

lower part of the secondary return), and unless the latter is connected near the 

top of the cylinder, the water passing up it to the tap will be comparatively 

cold. A check or non-return valve in G near the cylinder might stop this, but 

these valves are nearly always unreliable and often noisy. 

The branch-connection for the return circulation-pipe should be about 5 

feet or 6 feet below the level of the water in the store-cistern, as otherwise 

air may be drawn into the system, owing to the insufficient head of water, 

when any tap near the radiator h is opened. The course of the water through¬ 

out the model is shown by the arrows. 

When there is no cylinder, the flow and return pipes B and D are continued 

up to a closed tank at a higher level, or to a hot-water cistern on a level with 

the cold-supply cistern. All branches are in this case taken from the flow F or 

from the closed tank and returned to the flow, forming a loop. 

The materials required for a model circulation-apparatus, like that illustrated 

in the plate, include sheet-lead (weighing 6 lbs. per square foot) for the boiler, 

cylinder, and cistern; -|-inch pipes of copper, brass, or lead for the pipes and 

connections; and water-gauge glasses (as used in steam boilers) cut to length, 

and inserted between the lead pipes, the connections between the glass and lead 

being made with short pieces of india-rubber tube. The size of the boiler may 

be 2 inches by inches by If inches, and that of the cylinder 3f inches by If 

inches. Two glass panels are inserted in the cylinder on opposite sides, so that 

the convection-currents inside the cylinder may be seen. The cistern may be 

3 inches by 2 inches by 2 inches. The heat applied to the boiler should be well 

regulated and not too strong, or bubbles of steam will be formed in the pipes 

and the results be exaggerated. With a steady even flame the water can be 

heated to within a few degrees from the boiling-point, and it can be distinctly 

seen that the water is circulating through the whole set of pipes. Cork dust, 

oak saw-dust, or raspings of amber put into the cylinder will be carried with the 

water and indicate its course through the pipes. 

The rate of flow through circulation-pipes varies considerably, according to 
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the heating surface of the boiler, the intensity of the fire, the size of the pipes, 

the number of bends, the height of the supply-cistern, and the amount of 

radiating surface. The difference between the density of the water in the 

flow-pipes and that in the return-pipes is an indication of the rate of flow; but 

an allowance has also to be made for the expansion of the water as it enters the 

cylinder from the boiler. In ordinary systems the speed is from 30 to 50 feet 

per minute; but where there is a very high head of water and the boiler is 

strongly heated, the expansion of the water is far greater, and the circulation 

may be at double the speed mentioned. This may be noted in the model by 

carrying the expansion-pipe F about 9 inches above the cistern. 

2. BOILERS. 

Boilers used for heating water for domestic purposes are sometimes made of 

cast iron, and under certain conditions such boilers last fairly well, viz. where the 

pressure is not great or the quantity of water used is not excessive. They are 

Fig. 160.—Wrouglit-welded Iron Boilers for open Range. 
No. 2, with arched Flue. 

Fig. 161.—Wrouglit-welded Iron Boiler 
for closed Range. 

mostly fixed in open ranges, and are supplied from small feed-cisterns fixed near 

the same level. One or two patterns of domical high-pressure boilers are some¬ 

times used, but cannot be recommended, as a fracture in them is serious and 

may be caused by frost or a scarcity of water. Wrouglit-iron boilers are exten¬ 

sively used in the South of England and London; they are generally made of 

f- to ig-inch plates welded together, with access hand-holes for cleaning pur¬ 

poses, and tapped for the connecting pipes. Nos. 1 and 2, fig. 160, are for 

fixing in an open range; they are mostly used for low pressure, and contain a 

large body of water. Sometimes a smaller boiler of similar shape is fixed in the 

same fire for heating a circulating system through the house, but with only 

limited success. Fig. 161 is a common type of boiler in London for good cottage 

property; it often has an arched flue to increase its heating surface. If periodi¬ 

cally cleaned from incrustation, it is a good serviceable boiler and lasts many 

years. The boot-boilers (fig. 162) are used where a larger quantity of water is 

used for baths and domestic purposes; their heating surface is much larger than 
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No. 1 

No. 2 

With Bevelled Toe, and 
Front and Back Flue. 

With Round Toe. 

Fig. 162.—Wrought-welded Iron Boot-boilers, 
for close Ranges. 

the block-boiler, and can be increased by having arched and recessed flues as 

shown in No. 1. These types of boiler are dependent on the kitchen range fire, 

and as frequently hot water is most in 

demand when the fire is wanted for 

cooking, a certain amount of incon¬ 

venience is caused. 

In many large houses in town and 

country the range boiler is either dis¬ 

carded or supplemented by an indepen¬ 

dent boiler, which is invariably found to 

be more efficient and economical than 

the range. They are made of strong 

wrought-iron plates welded together, presenting a large heating surface and thus 

securing a good service of hot water with a 

consequent saving in fuel. The patterns shown 

in fig. 163 are types of the best in common use. 

The first may with safety be used where there is 

little fur deposited in the boiler. Nos. 2 and 3 

have a water bottom which rarely gets heated; 

the fur drops into this and accumulates till it 

is removed at the periodic cleaning. No. 3 has 

No. 1. No. 2. 

Fig. 163.—Independent Boilers. 

No. 3. 

a water front over the furnace door, where fur deposits as in a pocket, which 

is difficult to empty, often causing fracture. No. 2 has an open cast-iron front,, 
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and no place in the boiler that is not accessible. The cross tubes in No. 3 

greatly increase the heating power, and are accessible through the hand-holes 

shown in the plan. 

The manlids for all hand-holes are a most important detail in boilers, and 

require exceptional care and skill to make and keep them water-tight where they 

Fig. 164. — Manlids for Boilers. 

have to be periodically used to remove deposited fur from hard water. Where 

water has no solid deposit they may be dispensed with and a sludge cock fixed 

to empty out any soft muddy accumulation that may form. The manlid 

shown at A, fig. 164, is fixed with set-screws, and may be round or oval 

in shape. The pattern shown at B has the washer outside the boiler and the 

bridge inside, and is difficult to make water-tight, as not only the joint between 

the manlid and the boiler, but the hole through which the bolt passes, must be 

made good. C and D have the manlid and joint inside the boiler, and the 

bridge outside or sunk in the manlid; in these the pressure of the water tends to 

keep the joint secure, and no bolt joint is required. The jointing material may 

be red and white lead cement with chopped hemp mixed through it, a fold or 

two of cord being embedded in the cement; this is a good joint when carefully 

screwed up. Rubber rings are sometimes 

used, but are apt to harden and burn 

out. Asbestos fibre cloth makes a secure 

joint. Whatever is used must be care- 

fully fixed, as any leakage quickly cor¬ 

rodes both boiler and manlid. 

In the North of England and in Scot¬ 

land copper boilers (fig. 165) are in 

general use, the water being unsuited to 

iron. They are made of stout material 
Fig. 165.—Copper Boot-boiler. Fig. 166.—Coiled-pipe Boiler. 

and brazed together, and where fixed in 

a range fireplace must have a cast-iron plate facing the fire to protect them 

from the aggressive poker. 

Tube boilers (fig. 166) are sometimes used, and are useful for quick heatin S’ 
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but are easily choked up and burnt out; they ought never to be used where the 

water has any solid deposit. 

A double system of heating’ has been tried to combat the incrustation from 

hard water, an illustration of which is given in fig. 170. This retains all the 

incrustation in the cylinders, where it cannot do any harm. The water in the 

boiler, and that in the cylinder (from which the domestic hot-water supply is 

drawn), are kept separate, and as the water in the boiler can only deposit once, 

hard water may be used without danger; but it would, of course, be better to 

reserve a small quantity of rain-water for the boiler-supply. Anyone can remove 

the cylinder and clean it out thoroughly, after unscrewing the cover, and the 

kitchen fire need not be put out during the time the work is being done. No 

deposit takes place in the boiler, so that it will not burn away as rapidly as 

ordinary boilers where the sides are incrusted with deposits. 

Ordinary range boilers are usually set on two fire-bricks placed flat on the 

bottom of the grate, one at each side of the boiler, with the ends of the bricks to 

the fire. With a 12-inch boiler this gives a flue nearly 4 inches wide and nearly 

the same in height, and with a 14-inch boiler the flue will be nearly 6 inches 

wide. These flues answer well where good fires are kept up; but where the fires 

occasionally get low it is better to make the flue less in height and greater in 

width. This is done by using ordinary fire-tiles, 2 inches thick, thus placing the 

boiler down in the fire instead of above it. When a bath-boiler with arched 

flues is set on bricks laid flat, the top of the flue is from 6 to 7 inches above the 

fire-bottom; in this case, when the fire is low, cold air passes over the top of the 

fire under the boiler and cools instead of heating it. The air, to be thoroughly 

heated, must pass through the fire or source of heat, otherwise it will not heat 

the boiler. The boilers for most inclosed and made-up kitcheners and ranges 

have a 2-inch flue, like boot-boilers. The latter are also made with flues passing 

through them; they can then be set on the grate-bottom. Boot-boilers with 

flues of various kinds are intended to present a little more heating surface, and 

when kept clear, they answer well. 

Dampers should be fixed to the flues of all boilers to regulate the heat, 

especially where there is much cooking done. In open fire-grates, boiler- 

dampers are easily regulated; but where wrought-iron or steel boilers are used 

in closed ranges, there is often great difficulty in regulating the draught under 

the boiler. It is frequently impossible to heat the ovens without closing the 

boiler-flue; in such cases, an iron plate with a 1-^-inch, or 2-inch hole bored in it 

should be placed over the flue, immediately under the damper frame, and the 

draught can then be easily regulated by the damper in the usual way. 
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Noises of a more or less disquieting character are frequently heard in con¬ 

nection with boilers. They are caused in several ways. Sometimes boilers 

are fixed unevenly, although there is generally a level base to start from. If 

they are so fixed, and as a consequence contain an air or steam space at the 

top, there may be a sudden condensation of the steam and a consequent 

thumping of the water against the inside of the boiler. These noises are more 

frequently heard in the pipes immediately above the boiler, owing to the end 

of the flow-pipe inside the boiler not being free. Noises are also produced when 

the boiler is too rapidly heated and the circulation-pipes are long, or when the 

boiler is furred up and the flow-pipe is stopped with the accumulated deposit 

from hard water. 

Mud-taps are necessary when the water-supply is obtained from a river or 

small reservoir likely to be disturbed during heavy rains. The overflow- at 

such times generally passes directly to the mains, without any pretence of 

filtration or even settlement, and boilers become charged with mud, deposited 

as the water passes through. In such cases mud-taps should be fixed to drain 

away the accumulations. Boilers with arched flues should not be used for 

dirty water, as only one side of such boilers can be emptied. The ordinary 

plain range boiler (fig. 161) is most suitable, and the mud-tap should be fixed 

low down at the end, or on the bottom near the end. If there is a basement 

below, the mud-pipe and tap will be carried down, so as to be handy for 

emptying; but in most cases they are brought through the jamb in the kitchen. 

3. CISTERNS AND CYLINDERS. 

When a feed-cistern is fixed to supply the hot-water apparatus, independent 

of the store-cistern, it should be of sufficient capacity to supply the largest 

quantity of hot water required at one time. The quantity of hot water required 

for an earthenware or stoneware bath is from 15 to 20 gallons, and for an iron 

bath about 15 gallons, so that a feed-cistern should be capable of holding at least 

15 gallons. As water may at the same time be drawn from another tap, it is 

seldom that tanks of less capacity than 50 gallons are used, and in large houses, 

a capacity of 100 or even 150 gallons may be necessary. The supply to the feed- 

cistern is often taken from the store-cistern, and only a very low head of water 

is allowed, possibly only 2 or 3 feet; it may happen, therefore, that the water 

is not supplied to the feed-cistern as rapidly as it is withdrawn. If the circu¬ 

lation-pipes in the tank-system are improperly connected, it is possible to with¬ 

draw the water from the tank, stop the circulation (as hereafter explained), and 
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turn the system for the time being into a high-pressure one. Feed-cisterns 

should be of some incorrodible material, such as earthenware or slate, but most 

frequently they are of galvanized iron. For reasons already given, it is best to 

confine the number of metals used in a circulation-system within the narrowest 

limits. 

Closed cisterns, usually termed “ tanks ”, vary in size and shape, according 

to requirements, and range in storage capacity from 20 to 100 gallons. They 

are made in various strengths out of thin sheets of black iron, and are gal¬ 

vanized inside and outside after manufacture. The better class of cisterns are 

made of iron plate -g- inch thick, and are suitable for fixing under heads up to 

10 or 12 feet. The poorest of these tanks are tested by the best makers up 

to 1 lb. per square inch, and the best tanks, which are of -j^-inch metal, are 

submitted to a strain of 10 lbs. per square inch, equal to a head of water of 

about 24 feet. 

Copper cylinders vary in size from 30 inches by 12 inches up to 72 inches by 

24 inches, and in capacity from about 12 gallons to 120 gallons. They are made 

of various strengths, but the weakest are usually capable of sustaining more 

pressure than most cast-iron boilers. These cylinders never burst from internal 

pressure, but the weaker kinds frequently collapse, and sometimes tear slightly, 

when subjected to a quick reversal from internal to external pressure. 

There are various methods of making copper cylinders: some have all the 

seams welted and brazed; some have the seams l’iveted and brazed; while othei’s 

have the top or bottom welted and brazed. The top or bottom of the cylinder 

may also be bolted on, and those so treated are the best. A well-hammered 

copper cylinder is much stronger than one only slightly or poorly hammered. 

Cylinders having a capacity of 40 gallons and upwards should be provided with 

hand-holes, so that they can be cleaned without being removed. Copper 

cylinders can now be obtained with rings brazed on to them, in order to stiffen 

them and prevent their collapse. 

Corrugated cylinders are unnecessary and valueless for the purpose for which 

they were intended; for though they are stronger than the straight-sided ones, 

the additional strength is not required. The ordinary cylinder will resist more 

internal pressure than the boiler, so that the purpose of the corrugated cylinder 

can only be to prevent collapse. This cylinder is not unlike the bellows of a 

concertina, and in the event of its being subjected to a quick reversal from 

internal to external pressure, it is liable to shut up like the bellows. Corrugated 

cylinders have never been looked upon with favour, and are not likely to be 

extensively used. If the sides of a cylinder are increased in strength, for which 
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there is no necessity, the bottom of the cylinder may be blown down, and an 

excessive strain put on the seams. 

Galvanized-iron cylinders vary in size and strength, being made from thin 

sheet-iron, and from iron plates varying in thickness up to inch. They 

range in capacity from 20 to 100 gallons. These cylinders seldom collapse like 

those made of copper, and where used in liard-water districts give every satis¬ 

faction. They are strong, and when well made and galvanized, last many 

years. All makers of galvanized cylinders fix strong wrought-iron flanges for 

the various connections. The flanges are riveted to the cylinder, and tapped 

and screwed to receive the pipes. Where the water is of a nature that deposits 

chalk, an access opening with manlid is provided in the side. The top of the 

cylinder is convex (domed) and the bottom concave. 

Cylinders must be of sufficient strength to withstand the pressure of water, 

which, of course, varies with the heights of buildings and the positions of the 

cylinder and cistern. When the cylinder is in the basement and the feed-cistern 

in the attic, there is a head of water varying from 25 feet to perhaps 70 feet, 

and a severe strain is put upon cylinders of the common kind. The cheapest 

galvanized-iron cylinders may be used for a head of water not exceeding 20 feet, 

but if the height is from 20 to 40 feet, the metal should not be less than inch 

thick; and above 40 feet, it should be from inch to -j inch thick. It is usual 

for makers to increase the thickness of the plate with the size of cylinder, and 

where there are high heads of water, there are generally large cylinders. It is 

possible, however, that a small cylinder may be required where there is a high 

head of water, and in that case great care should be taken that the cylinder is 

strong enough to sustain the pressure. A copper cylinder, 36 inches by 12 

inches, holding 14-^ gallons of water and weighing 36 lbs., is capable of resisting 

the pressure of all ordinary heads of water. A cylinder of a better quality is 

made the same size but 4 lbs. heavier. Cylinders to hold 40 gallons, measuring 

48 inches by 17| inches, should weigh from 76 lbs. to 84 lbs., and those to 

hold 50 gallons, measuring 48 inches by 20 inches, should weigh from 95 lbs. 

to 112 lbs. These are stock sizes, and the weights are suitable for all pressures 

met with in ordinary practice. 
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CHAPTER IV. 

HOT-WATER SUPPLY: SYSTEMS. 

1. THE CYLINDER-SYSTEM. 

For small micldle-class houses, 

the cylinder-system (fig. 167) is 

most frequently adopted. The 

example shown has a copper or 

iron boiler 12 inches by 10 inches 

by 10 inches, a copper or iron 

cylinder 42 inches by 16 inches, 

containing 30 gallons, and a 

feed-cistern, holding 50 gallons. 

The pipes are usually of lead 

f inch in diameter, weighing 9 

lbs., 10 lbs., or 11 lbs. per yard, 

but sometimes 1-inch pipes are 

used, weighing 10 lbs., 12 lbs., or 

14 lbs. per yard; or 1-inch gal¬ 

vanized-iron steam tubing. All 

the joints in lead pipes are wiped 

and a clear-way stop-cock is fixed 

at the side of the store-cistern. 

The pipe A supplies the cylinder 

from the feed-cistern, and is shown 

to be connected to the side of the 

cylinder, but a better plan is to 

dip it below the cylinder and to 

connect it to the bottom; the dip 

prevents the warm water rising 

from the cylinder to the cistern, 

and a draw-off tap is usually fixed 

at the bottom of the dip to empty 

the cylinder for repairs. The 

branch-pipe B supplies all the 

hot water drawn at the fittings. 

Other branches, however, may be 
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taken from the expansion-pipe c to other fittings, but no branch is fixed below 

the crown of the cylinder. The reason for fixing the cylinder at a level lower 

than the feed-cistern is to secure a constant reserve of water for the boiler 

(which cannot be drawn off at any of the fittings), and to keep the circulation- 

pipes D and e as short as possible. The heated water from the boiler rises 

through the flow-pipe e, which is usually turned up inside to about half the 

height of the cylinder, and the cold water from the bottom of the cylinder 

flows to the boiler by the return-pipe D, the end of which dips into the boiler 

6 inches. The heated water rises through the cylinder and up the expansion- 

pipe c. The hottest water, being at the top of the cylinder, is drawn through 

the pipe B when a draw-off cock is opened, but the “ dead ” water in the branch 

must first be drawn off, as in this example the branch is not returned to the 

cylinder. The cylinder is usually fixed in the kitchen, to keep the circulating- 

pipes as short as practicable, as the water in the pipes may otherwise be frozen. 

When there is no risk from frost, it may be fixed in the bath-room, or in a linen- 

closet. The safety-valve (not shown in the illustration) should be of the 

dead-weight type, and may be carried to any desired position by a pipe; it 

is sometimes brought through the coving above the hob-plate, or through the 

front of the chimney-piece, or on the top of the mantel-shelf, but the position 

to be preferred is on the boiler, unless the water is hard, in which case a safety- 

valve thus placed will quickly fur up, and a better position would be at or 

near the point marked e on the flow-pipe. 

This system is suitable for houses up to £40 or £50 rental; but a 40-gallon 

cylinder, with a 14-inch boiler and 1-inch pipes, should be used for houses of £50 

to £70 rental. In large residences, both an open and a closed kitchen-range are 

often fixed, either alongside or back to back, and it is usual to fix two boilers (one 

to each range) with separate circulation-pipes between them and the cylinder, as 

shown in Plate IX. Stop-cocks are almost always fixed on these pipes, so that 

one range can be worked whilst the other is undergoing repairs. The fixing of 

stop-cocks in such positions appears to be a very dangerous practice; but the 

number of explosions occurring where this class of apparatus is used is greatly 

exaggerated, probably owing to the frequency of explosions where commoner 

systems are adopted, and in which stop-cocks have also been fixed on the 

circulation-pipes. The stop-cocks are of the kind known as “ Peet’s ” valves, 

and have a clear way through them. Where it is considered dangerous to fix 

stop-cocks on the circulation-pipes, separate air pipes of f-inch bore should be 

carried from each of the flow-pipes to above the level of the water in the feed- 

cistern, to relieve the boilers in the event of the fires being lighted when the 
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HOT-WATER APPARATUS WITH TWO BOILERS—CYLINDER SYSTEM. 
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stop-cocks are turned off; or safety-valves may be fixed on the boilers, but they 

will always be a fruitful source of trouble and annoyance, on account of constant 

leakages when fixed on an apparatus like this. These leakages may be due to 

a variety of causes. In a large installation, two or perhaps more taps may be 

open at one time, and as each tap is closed, one or other of the valves may be 

forced from its seat by the shock. In addition to this, the rapid variation in 

the temperature of the water causes the valves to leak, and when one of the 

boilers has been thrown out of use for a month or two, the corroding influence 

of the water standing in it often destroys the seating of the valves. 

The block-boiler shown in the plate measures 16 inches by 12 inches by 12 

inches, and the boot-boiler 14 inches by 7 inches by 6 inches. The circulation- 

pipes are of copper, 1^ inches diameter, and are strongly screwed. The cold-water 

supply-pipe from the feed-cistern to the cylinder is of lead, l£ inches diameter. 

The expansion-pipe is 1^ inches diameter, and the return circulation-pipe 1 inch 

or l£ inches diameter, and is of light copper. The cylinder contains 60 gallons 

of water, and the slate feed-cistern 100 gallons. The branch-pipes to the fittings 

are taken at any convenient point, from the return circulation-pipe, which also 

supplies the towel-rail and radiator. If these branches are long, they should 

be returned to the cylinder; they will then form secondary circulations, 

and hot water can be drawn immediately a tap is opened. The flow-pipe from 

the boilers is connected with the cylinder well up the body, so that hot water 

can be drawn from the upper part soon after the fire has been lit. The best 

point for connecting a return circulation-pipe with a cylinder is about 8 inches 

from the top; if the connection is too low, the water flowing up the return-pipe, 

when a tap is opened, will often be insufficiently heated, and a direct current of 

cold water may pass across the cylinder from the supply-pipe to the return-pipe. 

For a large building, containing a considerable number of fittings, and with 

return-pipes connecting the various branch-pipes with the main circulation-pipes, 

the cylinder would be too bulky and give off too much heat for convenience and 

comfort if placed in the kitchen. The degree of heat required for a suitable 

apparatus for such a building could not be obtained from an ordinary kitchen 

fire, so that an independent boiler becomes a necessity. When an independent 

boiler is fixed in the basement or an adjacent outhouse, the cylinder can be fixed 

alongside. A good place in the basement is between the chimney jambs, where 

it may be fixed after the grate has been removed, and the flue may be utilized 

for the boiler. When this can be done, the cylinder may be fixed horizontally 

on metal brackets or bearers, and the front boarded up and filled with non¬ 

conducting material, or the boiler and cylinder may be covered with an asbestic 
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non-conducting composition, which can be brought to a smooth surface and 

enamelled. An apparatus fixed in this way is shown in fig. 168, the branches 

and rails being omitted. The arrows indicate the direction of the flow of water 

through the pipes. The boiler is of the independent type. The cylinder contains 

80 gallons. The flow and return pipes to the boiler, and the expansion-pipe are 
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of copper, 1^ inch diameter. The pipe conveying cold water to the cylinder is 

of lead, 1-j inch diameter, and the return circulation-pipes of the same diameter 

are of copper. The two-main circulation-pipes have stop-cocks affixed at the 

point where they are taken from the expansion-pipe, and also where they ter¬ 

minate near the cylinder; the stop-cocks so arranged are a great convenience, 

allowing repairs to be effected on either side without interfering with the other. 

The small circulation-pipe has only one stop-cock. The three cocks are con¬ 

veniently placed over the cylinder, and can be used to stop or regulate the 

circulation, as in summer-time the heat may not be required throughout the 

house. Fig. 169 shows an independent boiler connected with an upright cylinder 

standing on a stone base, and having the flow and return pipes, connecting the 

boiler and cylinder, affixed at the proper places. The expansion-pipe is taken 

from the top of the cylinder, the cold supply-pipe is fixed near the bottom, and 

the return circulation-pipe is connected with the cylinder a little above its 

centre. A hand-hole is provided near the bottom of the cylinder, so that the 

cylinder can be cleaned out when necessary. 

It is well known that boilers sometimes explode, and that cylinders occa¬ 

sionally collapse. The causes of these catastrophes will be explained hereafter; 

suffice it to say here that both can be prevented by adopting a system of boilers 

and pipes, which will heat the water up to but not above the boiling-point at 

atmospheric pressure. With such a system there is no need to fix any safety- 

valve or other contrivance to prevent explosion. In the double-cylinder appa- 
VOL. I. 19 
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ratus shown in fig. 170, the water in the outer cylinder supplied from the 

store-cistern can only be heated to 212°, and the water in the boiler and inner 

cylinder, supplied from the lower feed-cistern, can only be heated to 214°, on 

account of the small head of water. The boiler is in free communication with 

the atmosphere by the two pipes H and G. This apparatus will supply the 

same quantity of water, at a temperature a little below boiling-point, as the 

ordinary systems which are liable to explosions. The boiler in this system 

cannot under any circumstances explode, for if the whole of the water in the 

apparatus is frozen solid, and a fire is lighted, the safety-pipe H in the boiler- 

flue will have thawed, before the ice in the boiler will have been melted, and 

heated sufficiently high to again fill the boiler. Thus, this apparatus is proof 

against explosion from the effects of frost. It has already been pointed out 
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that before an explosion can take place in the cylinder-system, the expansion- 

pipe must be frozen or blocked up in some way. So long as it remains free no 

explosion or collapse can take place, for it rarely happens that the circulation- 

pipes in the cylinder-system are frozen. The main cylinder in the system under 

notice cannot collapse, as the water contained in it cannot be heated above 212°; 

and as it is under a head of water from the store-cistern, it will require more 

than 212° to raise it to its boiling-point; therefore it cannot give off steam to 

displace the water, and so long as the water cannot be displaced the cylinder 

cannot collapse. The diameter of the inner cylinder is too small for this to 

collapse under any ordinary pressure. The boiler cannot be furred up with 

incrustation, as the water drawn at the fittings and supplied from the store- 

cistern never enters the boiler; all the incrustation will be deposited in the cylin¬ 

der, from which it can be easily removed. The system is just as safe with the 

cylinder full of incrustation as when full of water. The water supplied to the 

boiler from the lower feed-cistern is used only as a heating medium. A draw¬ 

off tap may be fixed to the pipe H or to the boiler, to change the water occa¬ 

sionally. The outer cylinder and the feed-cistern are supplied with water from 

the store-cistern. All hot water drawn at the fittings is supplied through the 

outer cylinder. The heated water from the boiler circulates through the flow 

and return pipes to the inner cylinder and back to the boiler, and gives off any 

excess of heat through the two pipes H and a. The water in the outer cylinder 

is heated by the absorption of the heat transmitted by the water in the inner 

cylinder. 

This system is proof against boiler-explosion from any cause, and collapse 

of the cylinders cannot occur. The one drawback is that there is no proper 

circulation of water in the service-pipes, and consequently a considerable 

quantity of cold or lukewarm water must be drawn from them before hot 

water can be obtained. 

A draw-off tap (not shown in the illustration) should be so placed that 

it can be used to empty the cylinder; these taps are only occasionally used, 

and should be connected with the cold-water supply-pipe, or with the bottom 

of the cylinder. Where there are a large cylinder and an independent boiler,' 

the tap is usually fixed in the side of the boiler. In some districts a pipe 

and tap are required for the purpose of drawing off the dirt, which may 

have accumulated in the boiler. This pipe may be connected with the end 

or bottom of the boiler and carried to any desirable point. 

An alternative system of indirect heating is shown in fig. 171. In this 

case a copper coil is placed inside the cylinder, the flow from the boiler being 
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connected to the upper end of the coil, and the return being taken from the 

lower end. This arrangement is useful for heating water for domestic use 

by means of a branch circulation from a low-pressure hot-water heating 

apparatus, but can also be used in connection with an ordinary range boiler. 

The primary circulation must be treated like a heating apparatus circulation, 

and must have an expansion pipe carried up to a convenient level and con¬ 

nected to an open tank. To this tank water must be laid on, and in it a 

ball-valve must be fitted to supply the loss 

of water by evaporation, &c. The boiler, 

of whatever kind it may be, ought to have 

a safety-valve, and also a draw-off for 

emptying the primary circulation. The 

secondary circulation supplying the hot- 

water taps consists of the usual rising 

main or expansion - pipe taken from the 

top of the cylinder and left with an open 

end above the level of the supply tank, 

and a return-pipe taken from the expansion- 

pipe and returned to the cylinder, to which 

it is connected at or above the middle of 

the height. The cold supply from the 

storage tank is connected to the cylinder 

in the usual way by means of a dipped 

pipe, to which a draw-ofl“ tap can be con¬ 

nected for the purpose of emptying the 

cylinder and pipes. 

An apparatus of this kind ought never to be used unless the water is very 

hard, and even in such a case it is questionable whether the advantages gained 

are not more than counterbalanced by the disadvantages inseparable from such 

a system. The apparatus is as free from danger as any ordinary system, and 

deposits in the primary circulation pipes and boiler are almost entirely pre¬ 

vented, as the water in these is never drawn off except when repairs are 

required, and even in the cylinder the deposits are very small, as the tempera¬ 

ture of the water is always many degrees below boiling-point. The low tem¬ 

perature of the water in the secondary circulation is indeed the great defect of 

this system, and a further defect is the slow rate at which this water is 

heated. 

When the cold-water service-pipes are of lead, the connections to the branch- 
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pipes are made by wiped soldered joints. When the hot-water pipes are of lead, 

the branch-pipes should be connected by means of a T-joint of brass or copper. 

The brass Tees with unions and tail-pipes are much better than the plain copper- 

pipe Tees, for when the tinned surface has been destroyed and the solder lost 

its grip, the joint leaks, and if 

a copper T has been used it 

has to be cut out, and this 

necessitates the making of six 

joints to replace it; but when 

a brass T with unions is used, 

and one of the ends loses its tin, 

it can be made good with two 

joints. With copper pipes the 

ordinary screwed Tees are used. 

For iron pipes, all fittings 

should be tested and stamped 

“ steam’’. 
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The tank-system is usually 

adopted for the poorer class of 

houses, as the materials em¬ 

ployed only cost about one-half 

those used in the cylinder-sys¬ 

tem. The tank is placed in an 

elevated position in the system, 

as it is incapable of sustaining 

a pressure of more than ten feet 

of water for any length of time, 

and sometimes with even a less 

weight of water the sides of the 

tank bulge out. In no case is the tank used as a reserve to supply water to the 

boiler, as in the case of the cylinder. The hot-water branch-pipes are usually 

taken from the flow-pipe, between the boiler and tank, as shown in fig. 172, so 

that the tank can be drained empty when the supply fails. When this occurs the 

circulation is stopped, as the two circulation-pipes are not in communication with 

each other at the top; and as the boiler and the pipes above are still full of water 

the system is changed from a circulation-system into a high-pressure one—that 
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is, a system which consists merely of a boiler with a cold supply-pipe and a hot 

exhaust-pipe, and in which, therefore, no circulation of water takes place. The 

end of the exhaust-pipe is carried above the feed-cistern, or through the roof. 

When the tank becomes empty the fire should always be put out. The water 

from the feed-cistern flows by the pipe A 

to the tank b, and by the return-pipe c to 

the boiler, where it is heated, and then 

rises by the flow-pipe d back to the tank 

B. It will be noticed that the flow-pipe 

D is carried up some distance inside the 

tank, which is necessary if the branch- 

pipes are fixed below the tank, as shown 

in the figure, for if ten gallons of hot 

water were drawn off1, and the pipe D ter¬ 

minated at the same level in the tank as 

pipe c, then, when the draw-off cock was 

opened, the cold water from the bottom 

of the tank and a portion of the hot 

water from the boiler would be drawn 

together, and a lukewarm supply would 

be the result. By carrying the flow- 

pipe d up inside the tank, the hot water 

from the top of the tank is drawn off 

at the same time as that supplied from 

the boiler. One of the greatest faults of 

this apparatus is that the circulation- 

pipes c and D are often very long, on ac- 

countof the tank being fixed near the feed- 

cistern, and the water in them is liable to be frozen. The circulation of the water 

in this system is slow, being only about fifteen feet to twenty feet per minute. 

The system shown in fig. 173 is a modification of the tank-system, known as 

the hot-cistern circulation-system. The liot-water cistern is fixed on a level 

with the cold feed-cistern, and the circulation-pipes are usually longer than in 

the tank-system, but the principle of the two systems is the same. A cast-iron 

hot-water cistern, having a loose cover, is used, or a galvanized-iron tank. 

The branch-pipes are taken from the flow-pipe, which is carried up inside 

the cistern. This system, which often has stop-cocks fixed on the circulation- 

pipes, is one of the most dangerous in use. 

Fig. 173.—Hot-water Apparatus: Hot-cistern 
Circulation-system. 
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The proper places for connecting circulation and supply pipes to boilers, 

cylinders, and tanks are shown in the illustrations, but other places are some¬ 

times necessitated by the exigencies of position, &c. 

CHAPTER V. 

BOILER-EXPLOSIONS AND CYLINDER-COLLAPSES. 

Boiler-explosions are caused by—1st, Stop-cocks placed on the circulation- 

pipes; 2nd, Frost, the water in the two circulation-pipes, or in the supply-pipe 

or expansion-pipe, becoming frozen; and 3rd, Incrustation, and consequent 

stoppage of the circulation-pipes. An insufficient supply of water is often given 

as one of the causes of boiler-explosions, but it has been proved by exhaustive 

experiments that boilers do not explode from this cause. 

If we suppose that two stop-cocks at a A (fig. 173) are turned off, and the 

draw-off taps on the branches are closed, there will be water in the boiler and 

pipes up to the stop-cocks. If the draw-off cocks are opened, the wrater will run 

out to the level of the bottom branch, leaving the boiler and a portion of the 

pipes full. If there is water in the pipes up to the stop-cocks, and a fire is 

lighted under the boiler, the water will be heated, and as it cannot expand,—for 

the pipes and boiler are already full,—there will be increased pressure on the 

boiler and pipes, and the more heat is taken up by the water the greater will be 

the pressure. No steam can be given off by the water, although it may have 

been heated considerably above its boiling-point, 212°, as there is no space to 

contain it, so that the pressure exerted is that of super-heated water. If the 

circulation-pipes are of lead, f inch diameter, weighing only 8 lbs. per yard, 

the pressure they will bear before bursting is 1680 lbs. per square inch. It is 

obvious that these pipes will not burst, unless they are in a very poor condition; 

but the boiler will at last yield, and if it is of cast-iron it will explode, flying in 

pieces. When the boiler yields to this extra pressure, there is not a particle of 

steam formed until after the rupture takes place, when all the heat stored up in 

the water is thrown off as steam, thus giving rise to the erroneous idea that 

steam is present in the boiler before the explosion. If the draw-off taps have 

been opened and a portion of the pipes drained, then the portion of the pipes 

above the water-level will be filled with steam, of the same temperature and at 

the same pressure as the water beneath it; but the boiler will explode in the 

same manner as before. 
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Explosions through frost do not occur when only one pipe is frozen up, as a 

boiler is safe if it has one free outlet. The water in both pipes must be frozen 

solid at some point to cause an explosion. We will suppose that the circulation- 

pipes are frozen at a a, fig. 174, as they pass through the bath-room on their way 

to and from the cistern. It will be seen that the boiler and pipes are full of 

water up to the ice in the pipes. When a portion of the pipes is 

once filled with ice, a little additional pressure has been brought 

to bear on the water below, by the expansion of the water on 

solidification. This extra pressure lowers the freezing point of the 

water in the pipes and boiler to such an extent that it is almost 

impossible for it to be solidified in a climate like ours. If we 

had an elastic vessel, instead of a rigid boiler, the freezing of the 

water might continue in a downward direction; but with a cast- 

iron boiler and good metal pipes, no downward expansion can 

take place. The only way in which the water in the pipes 

between the boiler and the frozen portion at a a can become solid, 

is by the bursting of either the pipes or the boiler. Unless the 

boiler or pipes yield to the pressure caused by the expansion of 

the water on forming ice, it is impossible for the water in a boiler 

to become frozen. If the frozen portion of the pipes is imme¬ 

diately over the boiler, the water in the boiler cannot solidify without rup¬ 

turing the boiler, and if a boiler yields to this pressure, it is not a case of 

explosion. If the water in the pipes is frozen across at any part between the 

boiler and cistern, and the fire is lighted, the explosion of the boiler is as certain 

as in the case of the stop-cocks previously mentioned. There is the same danger 

in all hot-water apparatus. If the water in the two pipes is frozen at some point 

or blocked up in any way, on lighting the fire the pressure increases, until an 

explosion takes place. 

If a dead-weight safety-valve has been fixed on the boiler (see figs. 167 and 

168), and the water in the pipes above becomes frozen, it will continue to freeze 

in both directions, for when the additional pressure, caused by the expansion 

of the water as it freezes in the pipes, is exerted on the water below, the safety- 

valve, if in an efficient condition, will be lifted, and the water will issue from the 

boiler, allowing that in the pipes as well as in the greater portion of the boiler 

to solidify. It is therefore possible for the water in boilers supplied with safety- 

valves to be frozen solid, without the boiler itself being ruptured; but if the 

boiler fire is then lighted, and the boiler rapidly heated, there may be an 

explosion, especially if the ice above and surrounding the safety-valve is not 
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melted. This, however, will rarely happen, because as the ice is melted in the 

boiler, the valve will become liberated and thus prevent an explosion, even 

although the water in the pipes above the boiler remains in a frozen state. 

Incrusted boilers are often burned through or crack. When the boiler 

and pipes become incrusted, the supply of water through the hot-water pipes 

is diminished, and this gives warning of the danger. Hammering noises 

in the pipes also give warning of a partial stoppage. The boiler and pipes 

should then be taken out and cleaned. A system which is slightly incrusted is 

not as liable to be affected by frost as one free from incrustation, because the 

incrustation, which is a non-conductor of heat, serves as a good protective 

covering. Still, there is always some 

danger with incrusted boilers, but it is 

diminished by the use of the “ Octo¬ 

pus” (fig. 175), an appliance placed in 

the boiler to collect the fur or incrus¬ 

tation. There is no doubt that these 

appliances serve the purpose for which 

they are intended, at least for a time; 

but they have a tendency to rot and fall to pieces. If these pieces collect at the 

elbows and bends in the pipes, as they may when the pipes are partially corroded, 

a serious explosion may be the result. Incrustation is almost invariably due to 

the use of hard waters containing lime in solution, and to prevent the ill effects 

of incrustation, the water must be purified before entering the feed-cistern, or the 

boiler must be regularly cleaned at intervals varying with the nature of the 

water and the quantity used, say, from three to twelve months. 

Cylinders collapse more frequently in summer than in winter. There are 

several causes of collapse. The expansion-pipe may be trapped, or it may run hori¬ 

zontally or at only a slight incline for several feet. The bore of the pipe is often 

too small, but the most frequent cause of collapse is that the expansion-pipe is 

too long. If the water in the expansion-pipe is frozen, or the pipe is otherwise 

blocked, the cylinder may collapse. Fig. 176 shows the ordinary cylinder-system. 

The water supplied by the feed-cistern enters the cylinder, and the cylinder is in 

communication with the boiler by the usual flow and return pipes. The expan¬ 

sion-pipe may terminate at any height above the cistern, but is usually carried 

through the roof or turned over the cistern. The water in the expansion-pipe 

may be from 6 inches to 12 inches higher than that in the feed-cistern, as it 

depends upon the height of the cistern above the boiler, and the temperature of 

the water contained in the cylinder and pipes. If, for instance, the cistern is 

Fig. 175.—“Octopus”, for collecting Deposits in Boilers. 
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33 feet above the boiler, and the cylinder is 6 feet above the boiler, the boiling- 

point of the water will vary 

m considerably at different points 

in the system, namely from 212° 

at the top of the expansion-pipe 

and at the water-level in the 

cistern, to 240° at the cylinder 

and 246° at the boiler. The 

water in the boiler can take up 

and retain 246° of heat. Of 

this heat 6° have been given off 

when it reaches the cylinder, 

as it can only retain 240° at 

this point. The tendency of the 

water is to expand still more as 

it rises up the expansion-pipe, 

and the additional heat above 

r 

mmL 
BOILER 

Fig. 176.—Hot-water Apparatus: Cylinder-system. 

212° is thrown off as steam, 

which usually commences to 

form at the cylinder, and some¬ 

times even at the boiler when 

it is very strongly heated. 

When this occurs, water and 

steam are spouted from the 

end of the expansion-pipe, 

and as long as this pipe is 

filled with a mixture of steam 

and water lighter than the 

column of water in the cold 

supply-pipe, all is well; but if 

the weight of this column of 

water and steam is greater 

than the weight of the column 

of water in the cold supply- 

pipe, the former will over¬ 

come the latter, and the water 

in the cylinder will be forced back to the cistern by the superior force of the 

column in the expansion-pipe, until at last an outlet for the steam in the 
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cylinder is found in the same direction. As soon as a puff of steam passes 

through the cold-water supply-pipe the pressure in the cylinder is suddenly 

diminished, and the water from the expansion-pipe falls back, together with 

a small quantity of cold water from the supply-cistern. The latter con¬ 

denses the steam in the cylinder, causing a partial vacuum, and as this cannot 

readily be supplied with sufficient air through the expansion-pipe, the ordinary 

atmospheric pressure on the outside of the cylinder forces the sides inwards, 

causing them to buckle up and sometimes to tear slightly. If the expan¬ 

sion-pipe is trapped by the pipe bagging down, as shown by the dotted 

lines in the figure, steam accumulates in the crown of the bend and forces the 

water up to a higher level, thus overcoming the column in the cold-water supply- 

pipe, and the displacement of the water in the cylinder occurs as before. If the 

expansion-pipe is not carried high enough above the cistern to overbalance the 

weight of water in the cold-water supply-pipe, collapse cannot occur from this 

cause, and it is impossible to displace the body of water contained in the cylinder 

in any other way except by frost. It is sometimes said that if all the water in 

the expansion-pipe is blown out, the cylinder may collapse in consequence, but 

this is not the case. 

When the expansion-pipe is 1 inch or more in bore, the cylinder cannot 

collapse, for the increased bore of the pipe facilitates the escape of the steam, 

and prevents the water in the pipe being raised to the same extent that occurs 

in the smaller sizes, as in a f-inch pipe. In fig. 176 the dotted line c represents 

the water-level in the cistern and expansion-pipe when cold. The freezing-point 

at this level is 32° Fahr. Nearer the boiler a greater degree of cold is necessary 

to freeze the water, the freezing-point varying according to the pressure. If the 

water in the cistern and that in the expansion-pipe are submitted to the same 

degree of cold, the small column in the expansion-pipe will solidify first, and 

continue to freeze downwards. The water in the cistern will take longer to 

cool down to the freezing-point, and then only a thin crust of ice will be formed, 

whilst the water in the expansion-pipe may be frozen for several inches. If the 

boiler-fire is then lighted, the water in the boiler and that in the cylinder are 

heated and expand. As the expansion-pipe is blocked by ice, the expansion of 

the water will force back the water in the supply-pipe, which is not frozen. If 

the water in the cylinder is heated beyond its boiling-point, steam will be given 

off and accumulate in the crown of the cylinder, forcing back the water beneath 

it in the cylinder to the cistern as before, and the cylinder will collapse. When 

the expansion-pipe and the cold-water supply-pipe are run together, the water 

in the expansion-pipe will freeze down to a point on a level with that where 
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the cold-water supply-pipe is taken from the cistern, before the water in the 

cold supply will commence to freeze. If both these pipes are frozen and the 

fire is then lighted, either the pipes or the boiler will burst from the increased 

pressure caused by the expansion of the water. 

Fig. 177 represents a copper cylinder after collapse; the sides are bent and 

puckered until they almost meet. The extent 

to which the sides of a cylinder are forced in, 

depends upon the thickness of the copper and 

the extent of the vacuum created by the sud¬ 

den condensation of the steam; the latter 

varies according to the head of water from the 

feed-cistern. 

The numerous kinds of safety-valves pro¬ 

vided for fixing on the boilers of domestic hot- 

water apparatus may be classed under four 

heads: lever, spring, dead-weight, and (the 

most recent) spring-valve, with liquid seal. 

A safety-valve should be carefully and accurately fixed, the load on the lever or 

spring correctly calculated, a working allowance being added to keep the valve 

water-tight when in use. New valves may be tight when the correct load is put 

upon them, but they will not long remain so. Additional pressure is obtained by 

screwing up the spring, moving the weight on the lever, or by 

adding other weights as required. Safety-valves are always 

loaded until they remain 

tight. It is useless to 

attempt to regulate any 

valve at present in the 

market by the head of 

water. The lever safety- 

valve (fig. 178) may be fixed 

on a boiler and loaded 

Fig. 177.—View of a Collapsed Cylinder. 

Fig. 179.—Spring Safety- 
valve. 

until it is just water-tight, and, at the expiration of three months, the plug 

may have become as fast as though it and the seat formed one piece of metal. 

If the plug is loosened it is impossible to make it tight again without adding 

more weight; but it is customary to leave these plugs leaking, as they soon 

become fast again. It is the same with the spring-valve (fig. 179), for after 

a time the screwed cap and the spring may be removed, while the plug remains 

fixed. These valves are much worse than the lever ones, for it is possible to 
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calculate the load in the case of the lever, but it is impossible to do so in the 

case of a spring-valve which has been in use for some time. Both spring and 

lever valves are liable to become corroded and rendered inoperative. 

The dead-weight valve (fig. 180) is much better than the 

others, and more reliable in regard to the load, as the outer 

case and the three bottom rings balance a column of water 

equal to a weight of 10 lbs., and the separate rings to 5 lbs. 

each. The valves should be made tight by adding an addi¬ 

tional ring over and above that required to balance the column 

of water. Dead-weight valves have, however, faults of their 

own. The long stem often becomes corroded, and the valve 

will leak if disturbed, and cannot afterwards be made tight. 

Safety-valve makers state how valves should be tested to see if 

they are in working order, but they do not explain how they 

may be made tight after the test. Much has been heard of the spring liquid- 

seal valve (fig. 181), which has recently been patented and is largely advertised. 

It appears to be the natural offspring 

of the preceding valves. This valve is, 

for all practical purposes, the same as 

the spring-valve (fig. 179), except that 

the spring is in tension instead of com¬ 

pression from the cap to the seating of 

the plug. Below the plug B, there is the 

liquid-seal M (water or glycerine), and 

an air-space K between the liquid and 

the plug; and between the liquid-seal 

and the water in the boiler, there is 

another air-space H. Plumbers know by 

experience that it is impossible to have 

an air-space at H; that a plug on a seat, 

as shown, is not air-tight, though it may 

be water-tight; and that the liquid-seal, 

by the pressure at J, will be forced up the air-space k, and the liquid will come 

in contact with the plug and seat. 

It has been demonstrated over and over again that “safety-valves”, so called, 

cannot aways be relied upon to prevent explosions. They may, indeed, lead to 

explosions by inducing a false sense of security in the servant or householder, 

and leading these to light fires in frosty weather, under the delusion that it 

Fig. 181.—Keith’s Tension-spring Safety-valves. 

A, With liquid seal. B, Without liquid seal. 
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does not matter if pipes are frozen—the safety-valve will prevent mishap. 

Safety-valves must be of good design, and so placed that they can be inspected 

without trouble; and they must be inspected at the beginning of every winter, 

especially if the water is one which 

leads to incrustation. 

There are fittings known as fusible 

plugs, which are supposed to melt when 

the temperature reaches a certain point. 

In one case recently, when an explosion 

occurred and the fusible plug was for the 

time being infusible, the Board of Trade 

Commissioners fined the man who fixed 

the plug £30. Further comment is un¬ 

necessary. 

Before leaving the subject of safety- 

valves, it will perhaps be as well to show 

an appliance which is far more reliable 

and delicate, more easily fixed than those 

named, and which will not leak when 

once fixed. This appliance cannot be 

overloaded, become jammed, or become 

fast. This mercury regulator is designed 

to overcome the difficulties experienced 

with all the contrivances called safety- 

valves. A column of mercury 30 inches 

high will support a column of water 

about 33 feet high, giving approximately 

an inch to every foot-head of water; in 

ordinary houses, therefore, a 30-inch or 

36-inch mercury regulator will be ample, 

and it can always be relied upon to 

liberate any additional pressure, which Fig. 182._Mercu,T Regulator for Hot-water Apparatus. 

may accumulate in the boiler or pipes. 

Fig. 182 shows the apparatus complete and under pressure. It consists of an 

inverted syphon, which is coupled to a pipe branched from the hot-water 

circulation-pipe. The syphon is placed in a tube of oval section, which is 

closed at the bottom and provided at the top with a small reservoir or cup. 

The normal pressure in the circulation-system balances a column of mercury 
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in the syphon, such mercury being supplied by the outer oval tube. When 

the pressure in the boiler or pipes rises above that for which the regulator is 

arranged, the mercury is ejected from the syphon into the reservoir of the 

outer tube, and this tube being counterbalanced by weights and chains, sinks 

under the additional weight of mercury and water, leaving the mouth of the 

syphon free for the escape of water or steam from the boiler. By turning 

off" the water by closing the stop-cock on the branch-pipe, opening the small 

pet-cock at a, and allowing the water to drain out of the reservoir or cup 

through the hole provided, the oval container with its complement of mercury 

is then raised by its counterbalance weights into position for recharging the 

syphon with the mercury ejected from it. The mercury in flowing into the 

syphon forces the water contained in it out through the open pet-cock. To 

complete the resetting of the apparatus, it is only necessary to see that the 

pet-cock is turned off, and the stop-cock on the branch-pipe above turned on. 

CHAPTER VI. 

APPARATUS HEATED BY GAS AND OIL. 

Geysers heated by gas or oil are often used to supply hot water for a bath 

or group of fittings, where the installation of a complete domestic hot-water 

system is unnecessary or too costly. In some geysers the products of com¬ 

bustion come in contact with the water, with the result that the water is 

fouled. Fig. 183 shows a gas-heated geyser in which the water chambers have 

no communication with the heating chamber. The water in this case passes 

out of the geyser at the rate at which it enters. To prevent accidents the 

taps ought to be so arranged that the gas cannot be turned on before the water, 

and all gas-heated geysers ought to have proper flues to the open air. Geysers, 

similar in general appearance, are made for heating water under pressure, but 

must be fitted with expansion-pipes like ordinary cylinders; from the expan¬ 

sion-pipe branches can be taken to a number of fittings above or below the 

geyser. 

An oil-heated geyser is shown in fig. 184. 

The gas-heated boiler shown in figs. 185 and 186 can be used independently 

or be fitted into the lower part of a kitchen range. Special ranges for gas or 

coal fuel are made to receive the boiler. Fig. 185 shows the boiler connected 

to a cylinder, the special feature being the thermostatic valve for controlling 
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Fig. 186.—View of Potterton’s “Victor” Boiler. Fig. 187.—The Patent Tip-up Bath Co.'s Boiler. 

the supply of gas. The valve can be regulated to shut off the gas (with the 

exception of a pilot light), when the water in the return-pipe attains a certain 

temperature, say 120° Fahr. On water being drawn from the system, the 

temperature of the return-pipe falls, and the gas is automatically turned on. 

A small gas-heated boiler, suitable for a cottage, is shown in fig. 187. 
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SECTION V-SANITARY PLUMBING. 

CHAPTER I. 

INTRODUCTORY. 

As defined by the Plumbers’ Registration Bill, “Sanitary Plumbing- means 

the art of plumbing as commonly understood, and such knowledge of sanitary 

appliances and their proper construction and adjustment, as may enable plumbers 

to prevent contamination of water and air in dwelling-houses and other build¬ 

ings by emanations from drains and sewers”. The subject of sanitary appliances 

will be treated in the following section; it is our province to consider the 

practical details of the proper adjustment of these and of their accessories. 

Undoubtedly rapid advance has been made, during the last twenty years, in 

the direction indicated in the foregoing definition; but though much has been 

done, much remains to be done, particularly among the rank and file of the 

craft, and in the smaller towns and villages. Many workmen are sufficiently 

skilful in the practical details of plumbers’ work, but are sadly ignorant of the 

principles underlying that work. Of course, it may be said that it is the archi¬ 

tect’s province to study principles and to promulgate a scheme embodying them, 

while it is the plumber’s duty merely to carry out the scheme. This is true to 

some extent; but there are thousands of buildings erected every year, on which 

no architect ever sets foot, and even when an architect is employed, it is infinitely 

better, both for him and the house-owner, that his requirements should be carried 

out by a workman who has sufficient skill and intelligence to carry out in 

the best possible way the instructions given to him. But knowledge, how¬ 

ever important, is not everything; care and attention to detail are equally 

necessary, if the workman is to be worthy of his craft, and if his work is 

to be dignified with the name of Sanitary Plumbing. Ignorance is bad enough, 

but carelessness, in such important work as plumbing, is almost criminal. 

The system of apprenticeship in the plumbing trade has almost disappeared. 

The apprentice has been to a great extent displaced by the “ mate”, or 
301 
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plumber’s labourer, who has had to pick up the trade in a builder’s yard, 

and anyone who knows what work in a builder’s yard is, knows that little 

encouragement is given by foreman or plumber to the “ mates” in their efforts 

to acquire a knowledge of the craft. The opening of technical schools all over 

the kingdom has, however, done much to aid willing workmen to learn the 

main principles and many of the details of their business. 

The City and Guilds of London Institute has assisted largely in removing 

the ignorance of plumbers, by promoting classes and examinations in centres 

of population throughout the country. After each examination, the written 

papers, and the specimens of practical work, are judged in London. No can¬ 

didate can obtain a certificate for practical work until he has satisfactorily 

passed an examination in the theory of plumbing, the great aim of the Institute 

being to educate the plumber in the principles of his trade. The certificates 

are in three grades, Preliminary, Ordinary, and Honours, and those who gain 

all three may safely be trusted with plumbing work, as the practical and 

theoretical tests are a guarantee of competency. 

The Worshipful Company of Plumbers in London, after an existence of 

several centuries, awoke to a sense of its responsibilities in this matter, and 

has devoted a good deal of its energy and money to benefit the craft to 

which it had for long only nominally claimed kinship. Thanks to the efforts 

of the late Mr. George Shaw, a system of registration was instituted by it, 

and by co-operation with the trade and local municipal authorities, an impetus 

has been given to the craft during the past twenty years that has raised 

its status in the public estimation. 

In good sanitary plumbing, the following points will be observed:— 

All lead pipes will be of perfect shape, with bends of uniform shape and 

curve, and will be exposed to view on backboards, so as to be easily accessible 

for repairs. When pipes must be hidden by wood or other casing, they will 

be carefully secured and fixed in straight lines. All joints will be strongly 

wiped, and will be both air-tight and water-tight, and placed in good positions 

away from the bends. 

Every fitting will be separately trapped. 

Waste-pipes and traps will be properly ventilated, and the lower ends 

of all waste-pipes will be open to the atmosphere, and will discharge over 

or under the grids of disconnecting traps or gullies, while the upper ends 

will probably be carried above the roof. 

Soil-pipes will be outside the building, generally connected directly with 

the drain, and always carried up full size above the roof. 
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CHAPTER II. 

TRAPS AND WASTE-PIPES FOR BATHS, LAVATORIES, AND SINKS. 

The object of fixing1 traps to fittings is to prevent bad air from waste-pipes 

and disconnecting traps from entering the house. The interior of a waste-pipe 

in course of time becomes coated with a slimy substance, which decomposes and 

gives off stale and musty odours. These are not so dangerous as sewer-gases, 

but they are capable of causing severe headaches, nausea, sore throats, &c., and 

it is to prevent their entrance into the house that traps are fixed. 

A good trap consists of a pipe bent in such a manner that the smallest 

quantity of water will give the greatest depth of seal. The seal should not be 

less than 2 inches, but where there are tiers or ranges of fittings, the depth of 

the seals may be slightly increased with advantage. A trap should be so con¬ 

structed as to clear itself, and on no account should it retain any of the solid 

portion of the discharges. There should be no corners or angles in which dirt 

can accumulate, and in all cases the trap should be constructed so as to show a 

water leakage in the event of any portion being corroded away. Traps should 

not on any account have any moving parts. There are only two traps which 

fulfil these conditions, the one known as the round-pipe trap, and the other as 

the anti-D trap. 

The Mason’s dip trap, shown in fig. 188, is now deservedly obsolete. It 

favoured the accumulation of foul matter, and was scarcely ever proof against the 

passage of sewer-air. No amount of water 

passing down the waste-pipe could possibly 

keep it clean. Indeed, it may be called the 

most faulty and dangerous of all traps. A 

trap of this kind would often hold two 

bucketfuls of coagulated filth, while still 

permitting the flow of water. It became, in 

fact, a small cesspool, and the waste-pipe 

might just as well have been connected 

directly with the drain. It was usually constructed of bricks with stone bottom 

and cover, and mid-feather of stone or slate, and the joints were often formed 

with clay. 

The D-trap (fig. 189), being constructed of lead, is more cheaply and more 

easily made with a rounded bottom, and this gives it some advantage over the 

mason’s dip trap in point of efficiency. If we examine the section of the 
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dip trap (fig. 188), and note the shape of the interior,—the top, the sides, 

the curved line formed by the accumulation of filth, and the position of the 

outgo,—we shall see that they correspond with the cheek and outgo of the D- 

trap, the only difference being that the inlet to the D-trap is at the top. The 

D-trap was at one time the usual form of trap adopted 

for lavatories, sinks, and water- 

closets. Like the mason’s dip trap, 

it becomes a cesspool, although on 

a smaller scale. Some improve¬ 

ment has been effected in the D- 

trap by reducing its capacity, and 

r Water TfL 

i r 
rue 

Fig. 189.—Section of Old D-trap. Fig. 190.—View of Improved D-trap. 

by sloping the side towards the 

outlet, as shown in fig. 190, but no amount of improvement can make it satis¬ 

factory. Its one good point—that it cannot be unsealed by syphonage—does 

not counterbalance its foulness and its other defects; for example, the dip-pipe 

may be corroded through above the water-level, and a passage for foul air be 

formed, all the more dangerous for being entirely out of sight. This form of 

trap should never be used, and wherever one is found, it should be taken out 

and replaced by a round-pipe trap of modern form. 

The mansion-trap (fig. 191) is an improvement over the D-trap, but the body 

is square and larger than the inlet, so that it cannot possibly be kept clean by 

the ordinary flow of waste-water, and deposits therefore take 

place on the bottom and sides. The smaller the quantity of 

water held by a trap, the more frequently will it be 

changed; and the smaller the water-way the more rapidly 

will the water pass through it, and the more thoroughly 

therefore will the trap be scoured out by the passing water. 

At the best, the flow through a mansion-trap is slow, and 

the water held in it is much greater than is desirable, while 

the square angles seem to invite the deposit of filth. 

The anti-D trap was devised by Mr. Hellyer for the purpose of securing a 

self-cleansing trap, holding only a small quantity of water, but having a sufficient 

depth of seal, and being so formed at the outgo as to reduce or prevent the risk 

of unsealing by syphonage. The body of this trap is contracted to half the area 

of the inlet, so as to increase the velocity of the discharges passing through it, 

and obtain a great depth of seal with a smaller volume of standing water. Fig. 

192 is a view of the medium size anti-D trap. The square angle at a helps to 

prevent unsealing by syphonage. This size is sufficiently large for slop sinks. 

Fig. 191.—Section of 
Mansion-trap. 
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The “largest” size of anti-D trap (fig. 193) is used for valve closets. It has 

an inlet of inches, and an outlet of 3-j inches, and is not very much unlike 

the mansion-trap in appearance. Fig. 194 is a view of the 1 J-inch trap, with 

enlarged mouth for baths and sinks, while a trap of the same size but without 

Fig. 192.—View of Medium-size 
Anti-D Trap. 

Fig. 193 —Section of Large-size 
Anti-D Trap. 

Fig. 194.—View of lj-incli Anti-D 
Trap, with enlarged Mouth. 

the enlarged mouth, is used for lavatories. The anti-D trap has a greater depth 

of seal than the ordinary round-pipe trap, and this is of course a great protection 

against unsealing. 

Round-pipe traps are those most commonly used. If not too large for their 

work, they are quite self-cleansing, and when properly ventilated they cannot 

be unsealed by syphonage or momentum. The round-pipe traps, known as the 

“ Dubois drawn traps” (figs. 195 and 196), are of a suitable form for all purposes, 

and when ventilated their seals are 

efficient. They are self-cleansing, unless 

the trap has a larger bore than the inlet. 

These traps have the same bore through¬ 

out, and are a little too easy at the 

bends. They would be improved by 
ng. 195.-section oi Dubois having an enlarged inlet, and by keep- rig. m-section of Duboia 

ing the inlet and outlet closer together, 

while the bottom curve of the outgo as well as the dip should be made straighter, 

like the outgo and dip of the mansion-trap. The section of the trap below the 

dip, and also the section of the outgo, should not be true circles, but segments, 

as shown at B in fig. 197. By thus straightening the bottom of the dip in a 

2-inch trap, the depth of seal is increased inch without increasing the 

quantity of water in the trap, and at the same time the contraction of the bore 

at this point tends to prevent deposit. The straightening of the outgo reduces 

the surface-area of the water, and therefore lessens evaporation. 

The round-pipe trap shown in fig. 197 has a square dip and an enlarged inlet, 
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and the outgo is of the weir type and not curved. Anyone is at liberty 

to make this form of trap, as the various features are public property. The 

illustration gives the dimensions required for w.c. traps of this form. These 

traps can be made by hand, in one or two pieces, and will be found to be very 

serviceable, although some people may object to them on account of the seams. 

Undoubtedly, however, a good seamed pipe or trap is better than badly-worked 

solid-drawn pipes and traps. 

Bell-traps were at one time extensively used for sinks, as well as in yards and 

cellars. Fig. 198 illustrates the form of bell-trap for sinks. It consists of a cup 

with the outlet-pipe jutting through it, and covered with a brass or iron grating 

Fig. 197.—Round-pipe W.C. Trap, with 
square Dip and enlarged Inlet. 

Fig. 198.—Section of Bell-trap 
for Sink. 

Fig. 199.—Section of the 
Bower Trap. 

beneath which an inverted cup or bell is attached. When the grate and bell are 

in position and the trap is filled with water, the rim of the bell dips into the 

water contained in the trap, and thus forms the necessary water-seal. Bell-traps 

are not self-cleansing, but retain filth very largely. The grate and bell are often 

removed, and at once the gases from the outlet-pipe are free to enter the room 

in which the trap is placed. They are condemned by all sanitarians, and ought 

not to be used in any situation whatever. 

All mechanical traps sin against one of the first principles of a good trap, 

namely, that it shall have no moving parts. On this account alone they must be 

condemned. The Bower trap (fig. 199) is a mechanical trap which has been much 

used. It has an india-rubber ball, which is floated by the sealing water against 

a brass seating on the end of the lead inlet-pipe. In use these traps are very 

dirty, the interior soon becoming furred up, while the cup at the bottom 

retains a considerable quantity of dirt. In Buchan’s mechanical trap, the ball is 

placed on the end of the outlet-pipe, which is so arranged as to form the seat. 

This trap is not intended to be proof against syphonage, but its object is to 

prevent the gases from passing through the trap when it is syphoned. In the 
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Bower trap the ball falls away from the seat when the water is syphoned out, 

and gases can pass from the outlet pipe up the inlet, but in Buchan’s trap the 

ball rests on the seat, and is more effective. The slightest dirt—even a tea leaf 

—will, however, prevent it from properly seating itself so as to prevent the 

escape of gases. There are also traps with flaps on the outgo, as well as traps 

with mercury seals, all of which are unnecessary when the waste-pipes are dis¬ 

connected and ventilated. As these traps were designed to prevent sewer-gases 

from passing through them into the house, they have become obsolete, that end 

having been attained by the compulsory disconnection and ventilation of waste- 

pipes. 

The depth of seal required to resist the action of syphonage, or a combination 

of syphonage and momentum, must always depend on the kind of fitting used, 

and its position, particularly in regard to the position of other fittings served by 

the same waste-pipes. A trap that would be perfectly safe if fixed to a sink on 

the ground-floor, would not be so if the waste-pipe from the ground-floor sink 

were connected with the waste-pipe from the bath on the floor above. A trap 

fixed to a bath might be perfectly safe in regard to the discharges from the bath; 

but if it be connected with the waste-pipe from a lavatory or sink on the same 

floor, there may be a failure of the trap to the bath owing to the discharges from 

the sink or lavatory sucking the water out of the bath-trap, or vice versa. In 

sinks, large volumes of cold water are often succeeded by a pail or two of hot 

water, and if a small quantity of cold succeed a discharge of hot water, the 

traps will be unsealed more readily than by a heavy discharge of water. 

Temperature plays an important part in trap-syphonage; a slight increase 

or decrease of pressure, due to a rapid expansion or contraction of the air 

contained in the waste-pipes, is not readily enough counterbalanced by the 

external air. When a stack of waste-pipes receives the discharges from (say) a 

sink on the fourth floor, a bath on the third floor, and a couple of wash-basins 

on the second floor, it will be readily seen that a discharge of hot water from 

the sink will cause the air in the main waste-pipe to become rarefied, and the 

rarefied air will rise up the pipe and out at the top, whilst some air is also 

carried down with the discharge; so that the supply of air to the waste-pipe will 

often be drawn through the traps of the fittings. The sink-trap may not lose 

its seal, for the tendency of the current is to keep it charged, but the traps of 

the fittings below will supply the air required to fill the partial vacuum which 

has been created. The coating which forms on the inside of waste-pipes prevents 

the hot water from coming into direct contact with the metal, and thus dissipat¬ 

ing the heat, which goes to increase the temperature of the air in the pipes. 
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The depth of seal necessary for the different kinds of traps can only be 

indicated in a general way. The plumber who decides the question will take into 

consideration the class of fitting, the number of fittings on the waste-pipe, their 

position, the size of the main waste-pipe, and the size of the ventilating pipes 

from the traps. If the seals of traps are made too deep, they will probably 

become blocked up, or they will not cleanse themselves at each discharge. Seals 

should not, as a rule, exceed 2\ inches in depth, and in any case the discharge 

should be sufficiently large to cleanse the trap thoroughly. 

A tier of three water-closets, having a 4-inch main soil-pipe, with 3-^-inch 

branches and traps, and 2-inch ventilating pipes from the traps, should have 

a seal 2 inches deep for the first, If inches deep for the second, and 1-| inches 

deep for the third. If the main soil-pipe is reduced from 4 inches to 3-| or 3 

inches, the depth of seal should be increased by -§• inch or f inch, so as to make 

the traps capable of holding their sealing water, notwithstanding the greater 

strain caused by the momentum of the falling discharges, which may completely 

fill the main soil-pipe, and descend in the form of a plug or piston, driving the 

air below it into the drain or out at the foot,—where foot-ventilation exists. If 

there is the slightest resistance to the free passage of the air, such resistance will 

be exerted on the seals of the traps below the discharge, forcing the water up 

into the inlet, and immediately the discharge has passed the end of the branch, 

the slight pressure on the sealing water is at once changed into a slight vacuum, 

and as the water falls back again to its original position, some portion will be 

waved, or sucked out, even when the trap-ventilation is good. The coating of 

fur inside waste-pipes increases the risk of syphonage, for, in all pipes up to 

2 inches in diameter, the bore is materially decreased by the coating. It has 

been supposed that full discharges and rapid delivery will not only cleanse the 

trap and scour out the waste-pipe, but prevent the coating from adhering to the 

pipe, and this is true where the area of the outlet from each fitting is larger 

than the area of the main waste-pipe, but under other conditions furring is 

almost certain to take place. For tiers of sinks, the traps should have from 

2 inches to 2\ inches depth of seal, and for lavatories the seals should be from 

lj to 2 inches deep. 

Where there is a range of (say) three water-closets on each of three floors, 

the depth of seal to each trap must be considered in its relation to each of the 

others in the same range, and also in relation to the whole number; some con¬ 

sideration must also be given to the sizes of the branch and main soil-pipes and 

the ventilating pipes. The traps of the three lowest closets should have seals 

of 2\, 2}, and 2 inches in depth, the deepest seal being in the trap nearest to 
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ABC 
Fig. 200.—Sections of Traps to illustrate Syplionage. 

the soil-pipe; the seals of the two ranges above should be 2, If-, and if inches 

deep. If the depth of seal is not graduated in this way, the seals of the traps 

nearest the soil-pipe will always be broken. The object to be aimed at, is to 

put all the seals under the same strain as nearly as possible, so that, instead of 

the seal being broken in the trap nearest the soil-pipe, the depth of seal in all 

the traps will be equally but only slightly lowered. 

The section a in fig. 200 represents a round-pipe trap properly sealed, the 

water standing at the level of the outgo, b shows the same trap with the seal 

lowered half an inch, the water in the two legs of the trap standing at an equi¬ 

librium as before, c shows the seal¬ 

ing water held up to the level of the 

outgo, and as half an inch has disap¬ 

peared out of each leg in B, the level 

of the sealing water in the inlet-leg 

in c will be 1 inch below that in the 

outgo, and the water in the outgo-leg is not counterbalanced by a corresponding 

height of water in the inlet-leg. It will be seen that the lower the level of 

the sealing water in the inlet-leg, the greater must be the vacuum to support the 

water in the outlet-leg; in c the amount of the vacuum is represented by the 

1 inch of water held above the level of that in the inlet-leg. To break the 

seal of this trap, the water-level in the inlet-leg must sink to the dip, which 

would represent a vacuum equal to 1^ inches of water. 

Traps may be unsealed in at least three different ways:—-first, by momen¬ 

tum, i.e. the velocity acquired by the water in passing from the fitting to the 

trap carries too much of the water through the trap, the quantity remaining 

being' too little to seal it; second, by syphonage, caused by the falling discharge 

from some other fitting on the same waste-pipe drawing the water from the trap; 

and third, by evaporation. Momentum and syphonage often combine to unseal 

a trap, even with the discharge from its own fitting alone. A fourth cause of 

unsealing is sometimes added, known as waving This is the movement of 

the sealing water in one trap, caused by discharges of water from other fittings, 

or by currents of air from ventilating pipes, &c. When waving occurs, part of 

the water is of course carried over the outgo of the trap, but it is seldom that a 

trap is quite unsealed in this way. The unsealing of traps by discharges pass¬ 

ing through them seldom occurs in connection with sinks, baths, and lavatories, 

as the drainage from the large surface of these fittings is sufficient to recharge 

the traps. In by far the greatest number of cases, unsealing of a trap is due to 

a discharge from some other fitting on the same waste-pipe; but as a trap may 
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be unsealed by the discharge from the fitting to which it is attached, every trap 

should be protected from this danger by adequate ventilation on the outgo side 

of the seal. 

Sinks and lavatories on the ground-floor should have an air-pipe, equal to 

half the area of the waste-pipe, carried from near the crown of the trap through 

the outside wall. The waste-pipe should be fixed to deliver into a receiving 

head, or over a disconnecting trap. The air-pipe 

serves a double purpose, supplying air to the waste- 

pipe during the discharge, and allowing a current 

of air to pass through the pipe. The latter tends to 

oxidize and dry up the coating on the inside of the 

waste-pipe, and it is then more easily washed off by 

succeeding discharges. Two unventilated traps, 

connected with separate fittings but with the same 

waste-pipe, destroy the seals of each other, and the 

same effect is produced where there are two unven- 
Fig. 201.—Waste-pipe and Air-pipe to Sink. 

tilated traps with one fitting. A separate air-pipe 

to each will remedy the evil. The ends of air-pipes should terminate above the 

level of the fittings, as in fig. 201, which shows the waste-pipe and trap con¬ 

nected with a sink, the same arrangement being suitable for a lavatory. 

The main waste-pipes from fittings on the first floor, and all floors above, 

should be continued up as ventilation-pipes, full size, from the disconnecting 

traps to the height of (say) 2 feet above the eaves, and left with open ends, 

or provided with ball gratings. In such a case the main waste-pipe may 

receive the discharges from sinks and lavatories on the first, second, and third 

floors; each trap must, however, be ventilated, the vent-pipe being carried up 

and branched into the main vent-pipe above the level of the highest fitting. 

The connection of the trap-ventilating pipe with the main ventilating pipe, as 

shown in fig. 202, is much better than having it carried up separately to the 

same level as the main vent-pipe, the object being to get the supply of air for 

the trap from the nearest point, and to benefit by the inrush of air down the 

main vent-pipe following a discharge. If the trap-ventilating pipe is carried up 

separately to the level of the main vent-pipe, the value of the sudden inrush of 

air will be lost, and there is nothing gained by so doing, to set against this loss. 

Waste-pipes of sheet-lead, weighing 5 lbs., 6 lbs., and 7 lbs. to the square 

foot, were at one time in common use. The sheet-lead can be made up by hand 

into the various sizes required, the pieces used being united by soldered seams. 

The seams are of two kinds—copper-bit seams and wiped seams. In old houses, 
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the waste-pipes and traps are of this 

description, but in new property, 

drawn-lead pipes are generally used. 

These seamless pipes are manufactured 

m lengths of 10 feet, 12 feet, and 14 

feet. To outsiders, drawn pipe appears 

to be much superior to hand-made 

seamed pipe; but experience proves 

that this is not always the case, for the 

drawn pipe yields to the action of hot 

water more readily than hand-made 

seamed pipe of the same strength. 

Drawn pipes may be found having 

innumerable small cracks throughout 

their length, after they have been in 

use a few years, while the seamed pipe 

has stood in the same position for 

thirty years. It is customary 

to denounce hand-made pipes 

and traps, chiefly because the 

sewer-gases attack and cor¬ 

rode the seams. The lead 

itself, however, is often corroded 

away, the corrosion depending 

solely upon the nature of the 

gases which attack the pipe. If 

this is carbon dioxide (CO.,), the 

lead will be corroded away, and 

the seam remain good; but if it 

is sulphuretted hydrogen (SH2), 

then the seam will be corroded 

away first, and the lead, though 

thinned, will rarely be corroded 

through. But when the pipes 

and traps are discon¬ 

nected from the sewer, 

and the drain is ven¬ 

tilated, there can be no 

- > 

Fig. 202.—Tier of Fittings on one main Waste-pipe, 
with all the Traps ventilated. 
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question of gases, for if given off from decomposing matter in the drain, they 

are at once dissipated, so that there is no reason except the cost why seamed 

pipes and traps should not be used. If the seamed pipe is made from good 

sheet-lead, it is more durable than drawn pipe of the same size and strength, 

for the lead used in the manufacture of drawn pipes is not as a rule so good 

as that used for the manufacture of sheet-lead. 

Some drawn-lead traps crack after they have been in use for a short time, 

but of late years a great improvement has taken place both in the making 

and in the material from which they are drawn, and they are now the best 

in the market. The chief faults of the drawn traps are that they are too 

wide between the legs, and the bottom of the dip and the edge of the outgo 

are not straight enough. 

Hand-made traps crack in the bends sometimes, but more usually they fail 

at the soldered seams, not, as some suppose, on account of the seams having 

been badly soldered, but owing to the lead having been thinned at that point 

in the making. The^ hand-made round-pipe traps are always made perfectly 

upright, and have a sharp outgo; both the dip and the outgo weir are made 

straighter than in many other kinds, and the space between the legs is kept 

narrower. 

Cast-lead traps often crack; they are unevenly made, are rough internally 

and externally, and are often faulty at the trap screws. The cast-lead round- 

pipe trap with the outgo running away from the inlet, and having an easy 

curved outgo, is one of the worst forms of trap for holding its seal. 

Brass and nickel traps are often used for bathroom and lavatory fittings. 

The best kinds are quite smooth inside, and when made in a good self-cleansing 

and ventilating form are very efficient. They are strong and can be left 

exposed, and have a smart appearance when plated. Cheaper sorts are rough 

internally, full of sand holes, and cannot be properly flushed. The ordinary 

brass trap for baths and sinks is durable, and should have an enlarged inlet 

to make it self-cleansing. 

Iron traps are made and used for water-closets, slop-hoppers, sinks, and as 

disconnecting and drain traps. The iron round-pipe traps, enamelled inside, 

are about equal (as regards cleanliness and resistance to unsealing) to a drawn- 

lead trap, being made on the same lines, but are less costly. Iron discon¬ 

necting traps, especially if enamelled, are superior to those of earthenware 

for disconnecting traps, as there is no danger of the bottoms becoming cracked 

or broken by prodding. When fixed near the ground-level, they are not so 

liable to be broken by frost. If such traps are not enamelled, they should have 
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periodic attention to keep them from furring up by corrosion as well as by the 

accumulation of deposit. 

Inspection-screws should be fitted under all traps beneath sinks, baths, lava¬ 

tories, and urinals. By their means the traps can be thoroughly cleaned in a 

few moments, whenever a stoppage occurs. The traps of water-closets and slop- 

hoppers do not need them, as the discharges are heavy enough to keep the traps 

scoured out. 

The connection of a lead trap with a stone sink is usually made as in fig. 203. 

The trap, cup, and flange are 

wiped together by a flange-joint 

as before. The cup is bedded in 

red-lead cement, and tafted back 

into position in the groove; the 

brass grating is then covered with 

pasted brown paper and the edge 

tinned previous to being secured 

in position, which is done by turn¬ 

ing some of the lead against the edge to hold it whilst being soldered. It is, of 

course, impossible to solder lead to stone, but the grating is soldered to the cup 

to make a neat and strong finish. Some plumbers burn the cup in by pouring 

in molten lead, and support it in position by using clay, the connection still 

remaining as shown, with the exception of lead being used instead of solder. 

One method of connection with a lead-lined sink is shown in fig. 204, which 

Fig. 204.—Connection of Lead-lined Sink and Trap 
(grating outlet). 

Fig. 205.—Connection of Lead-lined Sink and Trap 
(sunk-plug outlet). 

exhibits a grating outlet, while fig. 205 shows a sunk-plug outlet. In each case 

the mouth of the trap is enlarged, so that the quantity of water passing through 

the grating will be capable of filling the trap and waste-pipe to cleanse them. 

A good connection for the common type of lavatories and wash-basins is shown 

in fig. 206. The brass connection consists of a plug and washer with screwed 

thread, and a heavy ring, A, for screwing up beneath the fitting. The ring 
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is inserted in a lead flange, B; the inlet of the trap is placed over the ring, and 

the three are wiped together by a strong flange-joint, c. The lead flange is 

scored and bedded in red-lead cement, the washer being screwed up from the 

inside. Such a connection never leaks and cannot be broken. There is no 

union-connection, and no reduction of the water-way. Lavatories with standing 

Fig. 206. —Connection of Lavatory Basin and 
Trap. Fig. 207.—Connection to Lavatory Basin with Brass Union. 

wastes have l^-inch and 1^-inch brass unions, and the tail-pipes are wiped 

to the lead trap, as shown in fig. 207. The brass union is filed the length 

required, and afterwards tinned with resin and copper bit, using fine solder. 

The best connection for stoneware and earthenware baths will be as described 

for lavatories (fig. 206). For iron baths, the connection will be by brass union 

and tail-pipe as shown in fig. 207, the only difference being that the tail-pipe 

for the bath will be bent, and not straight as shown in the figure. 

The usual diameter of waste-pipes from baths is 1-| inches, but where there is 

no flushing tank at the head of the system of drainage, the waste-pipe from the 

bath may be employed for the purpose, in which case a pipe 2 inches in diameter 

may be used, being carried directly to the drain and treated in every way like a 

soil-pipe. It would not be advisable to have any other waste-pipes connected 

with that from the bath, when this is used for flushing the drains, as the heavy 

and continuous discharge might destroy the seals of their traps. The diameter of 

the waste-pipe from a single lavatory, whether long or short, should be inches. 

A tier or range of three lavatories should have a 1-g-inch main waste-pipe, 

and 1^-inch branches and traps. Where a range of three lavatories is provided 

on each of three floors, in such a manner that one main waste-pipe will serve 

them, this main should be 2 inches in diameter, the branch waste-pipe from each 

range 1-j inches in diameter, and the branches and traps to the fittings should 

be lj: inches. The ventilating pipe, from the lowest range to the point at which 

it is connected into the main vent-pipe above the highest range of fittings. 
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should be inches in diameter, and the branch vent - pipes inches. 

Traps and waste-pipes for sinks vary in diameter from inches for a butler’s 

sink, to 2 inches for a housemaid’s wash-up sink (the latter being larger on 

account of the presence of soap), and from 2 to 2-g- inches for a large kitchen- 

sink. 

The weight of waste-pipes varies with the size, the nature of the fitting, and 

the kind of pipe, but at the present time drawn pipes of the following weights 

are generally adopted:—1^ inches diameter, 9 to 11 lbs. per yard; 1|- inches 

diameter, 12 to 14 lbs. per yard; and 2 inches diameter, 18 to 20 lbs. per yard. 

Drawn pipes are equal in thickness to sheet-lead weighing 8 and 10 lbs. per 

square foot. The ordinary drawn pipe made in rolls is much superior to 

the seamed pipe, and is also much cheaper, as it can be bent to almost 

any shape by a skilled plumber. It is sufficiently strong to be secured by 

means of clips or hooks. Lead seamed pipes are always secured by lead stays 

or tacks, single or double according to position. The bends are made separately 

and afterwards jointed up, making the work rather costly. 

One way of bending a stout lead pipe is by using a spiral steel spring. The 

pipe is straightened on the bench by driving a drift mandril through it to 

remove any dents. When the spring has been pushed up the pipe to the posi¬ 

tion where the bend is required, the pipe can be bent over the knee to the 

desired angle. It is then laid again on the bench, and with a soft dresser the 

slightly bulging sides are driven back to the outside radius of the bend. This 

loosens the lead round the spring, which is removed by means of an iron hook; 

by twisting it inwards the hook can be easily withdrawn. These springs should 

not be used on thin pipes, as they are apt to fracture the pipe at the outer 

radius. Another way is to fill the pipe with hot sand and to seal both ends. 

The pipe can then easily be bent, and the surplus lead worked on the sand core 

to the back of the bend. A third way is to flatten the pipe where the bend is 

required; on bending the pipe, the flattened sides will bulge out to nearly their 

original position. This may be repeated several times, till the bend is formed to 

the proper curve. At each operation a well-lubricated hardwood bobbin, with a 

cord attached, is driven through the bend. The throat or thick part, being- 

heated, is forced out, and the plumber, twisting the cord round a hammer 

handle, pulls the bobbin out. In this way a bend at any angle, and of equal 

thickness, can be made on any pipe up to 2 inches in diameter. 

A simple method of fixing lead waste-pipes is shown in No. 1, fig. 208, the 

lead clip being soldered to the pipe, front and back. Lead stays or tacks are 

often soldered to the sides of the pipes and screwed to the backboards, or nailed 
VOL. I. 21 
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to the walls. The tacks may be single, as shown in No. 2, fig. 208, or double, 

as shown in fig. 209. 

In fixing1 external lead waste-pipes through which hot water has to pass it 

is necessary to have expansion joints, whether the pipes are exposed to the sun 

or not, and the fixing must not interfere with their free action. The ordinary 

way is to cut a 12-foot length into two equal lengths for vertical use, and to 

open out one end for a depth of 6 inches, forming a socket wide enough to hold 

the end of the next length and a rub¬ 

ber ring. Round the socket a pair of 

Fig. 209.—Waste or Soil Pipe secured by 
Double Lead Tacks. 

astragal bands are soldered, and two strong two-holed tacks are wiped to the 

back. The lowest length is fixed to the wall and allowed to hang freely, and the 

spigot end of the next length, with the rubber ring, is slipped into the socket or 

faucet, but not allowed to reach the bottom by at least lb inches. Each length 

is thus free to expand downwards in the socket, rolling the rubber ring with it, 

and to contract upwards. A loose collar is generally slipped over the joint to 

keep out dirt. Where the pipes are horizontal they must be in shorter lengths. 

Where possible, pipes inside houses should be fixed in casings when upright, and 

laid on boards or gangways when horizontal, and not rigidly fixed anywhere. 

For a branch, a short stump with an expansion joint should be soldered to the 

main waste-pipe. Expansion joints are not needed on ventilating pipes. 

It is often advantageous to connect the branch waste-pipes into a main 

waste-pipe. The waste-pipes from baths, lavatories, and sinks (other than 

Fig. 208.—Waste-pipe Fixings. No. 1, Lead Clip; 
No. 2, Single Lead Tacks. 
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scullery sinks at which a large quantity of grease is produced) may be con¬ 

nected with a main waste-pipe, as shown in fig. 202. Where there is only one 

fitting on a waste-pipe, an air 

pipe carried through the wall will 

provide sufficient ventilation; but 

where two or more fittings are 

connected with one waste-pipe, 

separate air-pipes, or trap-venti 

lation, should be carried out as 

shown in the figure. If several of 

these fittings are connected, and 

the trap-ventilating pipes omitted, 

musty-smelling air from the waste- 

pipe will pass through the broken 

seals of the traps into the house. 

The lead lining's of wood sinks 

vary according to the size of the 

sink, and the upstand required 

above the back or ends. Small 

sinks may be lined with sheet- 

lead in one piece, the vertical angles being either bossed or worked up, or (more 

commonly) soldered. Fig. 211 shows the lead for soldered angles, prepared for 

folding and putting in position. All measurements must be accurately taken, 

and the lead cut, straightened, tarnished, 

and shaved; and the portions cleansed for 

the soldering must then be greased to pre¬ 

vent them being oxidized or soiled by hand¬ 

ling. A strip of lead § inch wide must be 

left at each seam for turning in behind the 

lead at the ends, but care must be taken 

that the ends do not fold round on to the 

front or back, as such folds weaken the 

seams. The front lead must finish in the 

angle, and not past it, or the seam will be 

much stronger on one side than the other. 

The section of the corners (fig. 212) shows the lead in its proper position. 

The ends of sinks are frequently put in separately, the lead being prepared as 

shown in fig. 213, which shows the bottom, front, and back in one piece, and 

Fig. 210.—Expansion Joints in Waste-pipe. 

Fig. 211.—Lead for Small Sink, ready for folding and 
putting in position. 
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one of the ends ready for putting in position. The sides are sometimes 

specified to be 6 lbs. to the foot and the bottom 8 lbs., or the sides 7 lbs. 

and the bottom 10 lbs. In such cases the lead is in three pieces, the front 

and one end, the back and one end, and the bottom. Sometimes sheet-copper 

is used for the bottoms of lead-lined sinks with good results, the copper being 

tinned and soldered to the lead. _, 

B 

Fig. 212.--Finished Angle of Lead- 
lined Sink. 

Fig. 213.—Lead for Large Sink. 
A, lead for front, bottom, and back; b, lead for one end. 

In lining- wood sinks with copper, the whole of the seams must be welted, 

and the inside afterwards tinned. This sweats up the welted seams, making 

them water-tight. Copper linings are, of course, made out of their place, and to 

fit as tight to the wood sink as possible. Such work is often unsatisfactory, 

unless done by good workmen. 

Copper sinks without wood easing are always round or elliptical, with dished 

bottoms. To work the copper to these shapes, it must be well hammered, which 

stiffens it, so that it requires no support except from the flanged rim. These 

sinks are not usually made by plumbers, as special appliances are required for 

making them. 

CHAPTER III. 

SLOP-SINKS. 

Where a suitable pedestal w.c. basin is provided, a special fitting for slops is 

not imperatively required, except in very large houses, hotels, and similar build¬ 

ings. Such a fitting is, however, always convenient and useful, preventing 

droppings in the water-closet; and the room in which it is placed provides a 

suitable receptacle for bedroom utensils of various kinds. A tap for cold water 

should be fitted to every slop-sink, so that utensils can be easily rinsed. 
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Slop-sinks are of various forms, some being not unlike ordinary sinks, while 

others are of the hopper shape, like many water-closets. The sink should be of 

stoneware, complete in itself, and fixed after the manner of a pedestal closet, and 

must have a flushing rim, and be connected with a syphon cistern. Some adap¬ 

tation of the now well-known syphonic closet would be better still, as the shape 

of the basin is admirably suited for the reception of slops, and the flushing 

arrangements are almost perfection. The large body of water held by the 

syphonic-closet basin, together with the flush of water from the cistern, would 

cause the slops to be thoroughly diluted, and this is just as important as their 

actual disposal. 

The waste-pipe from a slop-hopper should be treated in every way like a soil- 

pipe. It should not have a hot-water tap fixed over it, if the soil-pipe is of lead, 

and must not be connected with the waste-pipes from baths, lavatories, or sinks, 

but may be connected with the soil-pipe from a w.c. if the traps of both are 

properly ventilated. It is sometimes said that there is no valid reason against 

the connection of the waste-pipes from baths, lavatories, &c., with the slop- 

hopper waste-pipe, but this is an erroneous statement. Not only is there 

increased danger of furring within the slop-hopper waste-pipe on account of 

the presence of soapy wastes from the other fittings, but there is considerable 

danger of the small traps on these fittings being unsealed by the rapid discharges 

through the slop-hopper, and in this way the foul air from the slop-pipe may 

pass into the house. Indeed, the waste-pipes from baths, &c., might be con¬ 

nected with soil-pipes with equal reason, for there is very little difference between 

a slop-pipe and a soil-pipe; of the two, the soil-pipe is generally the cleaner. 

The diameter of the waste-pipe from a slop- 

hopper is frequently 4 inches; but this size is 

excessive, presenting a large surface for the 

accumulation of deposit and the generation of 

foul odours. The waste-pipe and trap from 

any receptacle for slops need not exceed 3 

inches in diameter, but of course the trap 

must be properly ventilated. 

The arrangement of the trap and waste- 

pipe may be seen in fig. 214. The inlet of the 

trap is shown prepared for the reception of an 

enamelled-iron hopper. The trap is ventilated, 

and the branch waste-pipe is connected with a main waste, which is fixed 

outside the building and carried up above the roof. The hopper above the 

Fig. 214.—Waste-pipe from Slop-hopper. 
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trap should, be flushed in exactly the same manner as a water-closet. A cold- 

water tap may be provided to rinse out the utensils, which should afterwards 

be dealt with over the housemaid’s sink provided for this and similar pur¬ 

poses. Sometimes a hinged brass or galvanized-iron grid is fitted in the 

hopper to serve as a stand for utensils, and also to prevent cloths and brushes 

being washed into the waste-pipe. 

CHAPTER IV. 

WATER-CLOSETS.1 

1. WASH-OUT AND WASH-DOWN CLOSETS. 

In fixing water-closets, particularly pedestal basins of the wash-out or wash¬ 

down form, great care must be taken to set the basins level, as otherwise the 

flush may be unsatisfactory and the seal of the trap reduced. Many wash-down 

basins,2 if inclined towards the outgo, lose their seals, not only during the flush, 

but afterwards; and if inclined in the opposite direction, may not be properly 

cleared with a single flush. If a wash-out basin3 leans back, the flushing water 

will probably not have sufficient energy to clear out the basin at the commence¬ 

ment of the flush; and when a sufficient weight of water has accumulated to 

carry the soil out of the basin, there will be none left to clear the discharge out 

of the trap. In this class of closets, the soil is rarely pushed over the weir into 

the trap before one-half of the flushing water has passed away. The greater the 

depth of water standing in the basin, the heavier will be the flush required to 

remove the soil. In most of these closets the soil leaves the basin too late to be 

floated away through the trap by the flushing water. If, on the other hand, the 

basin is tilted towards the outlet, to enable the flushing water to remove the soil 

expeditiously, the basin may contain too little water to receive and drown the 

soil, and bad odours will be given off from the evacuations. For these and other 

reasons the wash-out basin is now condemned as insanitary. 

In all water-closets, the flushing-rims to the basins, the flushing-cisterns, and 

the flush-pipes play a most important part, and the method of fixing should 

always be a matter of careful consideration. Plumbers too often take it for 

granted that certain kinds of basins and cisterns are perfect in every way, and 

*For illustrations and descriptions of different kinds of obsolete and modern water-closets see Section VI., 
Chapter V. 2 Figs. 293 and 294, page 391. 3 Fig. 292, page 390. 
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that all they have to do is simply to connect the supply-pipe with the cistern, 

fix the flush-pipe, and connect the basin with the soil-pipe; they do not consider 

that the success of an apparatus is largely due to the skill with which the several 

parts are fixed. 

For example, the height of the flushing-cistern above the basin cannot be 

properly determined without due consideration being given to the mechanism of 

the cistern, the shape of the basin, and the diameter of the flush-pipe. If the 

cistern is fixed too low, the basin and trap will not be adequately flushed; if too 

high, the water may splash on to the seat and floor. As a general rule, it may 

be said that no two-gallon cistern is too powerful for cleansing a wash-out basin 

unless it is fixed more than 6 or 7 feet above the basin, but as the basins of 

this class vary considerably in shape and size, as well as in the quantity of 

water allowed to stand in the basin, some judgment is required on the part of 

the plumber. 

Some manufacturers now supply, with their w.c. basins and cisterns, flush- 

pipes of brass or galvanized iron, made of the exact diameter and length to give 

the best flush. These have certain advantages over the lead pipes which are 

commonly used, being more sightly and less liable to bulging; but iron pipes are 

apt to corrode, the result being that the flush is retarded and the basin stained. 

Light solid-drawn copper pipes are largely used in good work; they are usually 

filled with lead before being bent to their position, and the lead is afterwards 

melted out. Brass and copper pipes are frequently nickel-plated, and the latter 

are also sometimes tinned. 

The diameter and construction of the flush-pipe are also important. Some 

syphon cisterns will not work satisfactorily with l-j-inch pipes, while others 

work better with 1-^-inch pipes than with 1^-inch. As a general rule, that 

size of pipe should be used which will be fully charged with water when the 

cistern is in action. When the water supplying the cistern will only rise a 

short distance above the basin, the diameter of the flush-pipe must be enlarged 

accordingly; in such cases pipes 2 or 3 inches in diameter may be necessary, 

but in every case as much height as possible should be obtained, as it is the 

momentum of the falling water which is required to cleanse the basin and 

trap, rather than the actual volume of water poured into them. At one time 

pipes f inch or 1 inch in diameter were generally used, but the most common 

size of flush-pipe to-day is lj inches The height of the cistern above the 

basin will greatly modify the size of the flush-pipe. When the height is under 

4 feet, the pipe cannot well be less than 1-| inches in diameter; from 4 to 8 

feet, lj-inch pipe may be used; and above 8 feet, 1-inch pipe will probably be 
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Fig. 215.—Flush 
pipe properly bent. 

ample. In a good flush the standing water and soil will be carried out of the 

basin and trap by the first half of the discharge, and the second half will cleanse 

the basin and recharge the trap with clean water. The number of bends in the 

flush-pipe must also be considered. Sometimes syphon-cisterns fail in conse¬ 

quence of the number or shape of the bends in the flush-pipes. No intelligent 

plumber would connect the flush-union of a syphon-cistern with the flush-pipe 

by a knuckle joint, as the probability of success would be considerably reduced 

by having the square connection. The curves of all bends in flush- 

pipes should be “easy”, as shown in fig. 215. The flush-pipe should 

never dip below the flushing-arm of the closet, so as to form a trap 

or hold water, but the bend to the arm should be free. 

The supply of water to the flushing-cistern should be obtained 

through a service-pipe from the store-cistern, so that the reserve of 

water in the store-cistern will keep the w.c. cistern supplied if the 

water in the street main is turned off for a few hours. The pipe 

is usually \ inch in diameter, weighing 6 lbs. per yard. The water- 

way through the ball-cock is never more than \ inch in diameter, 

owing to the length of lever and size of copper ball required to 

close it against a given pressure. These have to be regulated before the ball- 

cock can be stamped. Some ball-cocks begin to close as soon as the cistern 

begins to fill, so that a long time is occupied in drawing the last inch or two of 

water, and as most syphon-cisterns cannot be started till they are filled to 

a certain level, a considerable interval must elapse after the closet has been 

used before it can be used again. To obviate this drawback, ball-cocks have 

been designed which allow the water to run full bore until the cistern is 

practically full, when about another pint of water suffices to close the ball-cock. 

The overflow from a flushing-cistern is usually carried through the outside wall, 

in accordance with the water company’s rules; but when fixed in basements, 

overflows are sometimes placed over the seat of the w.c., so that any leakage 

from the ball-cock will throw the closet out of use until the defect is made 

good. 
In fig. 216 a well-designed syphon-cistern is shown, a being the inlet, B the 

overflow, and c the flush-pipe. When the chain is pulled, the disc or piston d 

forces a quantity of water over the bend of the syphon, and this starts the 

syphonic action. In fig. 217 a tube a is carried down from the ball-valve nearly 

to the bottom of the cistern, thus reducing the noise made by the water in filling 

the cistern; the disc in this case works up and down, and a copper ring takes the 

place of the usual ball. 
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The method of flushing1 the basin varies in the different types of closet. 

The tendency in the wash-down basin is to concentrate the flush, by means of 

jets, on to the surface of the standing water in the trap, less water being sent 

round the flushing rim and down the sides of the basin than in other types. No 

intelligent plumber would try to regulate a flush to wash the fouled surface of 

an upright back, and much less would 

Fig. 216.—Syphon-cistern. Fig. 217.—Syphon-cistern with Silencer, A. 

Wash-down basins with lead traps, similar to that shown in Plate X., are, 

as a rule, superior to those in which the trap is of the same material as the 

basin, in so far as a better joint can be made between the outgo of the trap 

and the lead branch to the soil-pipe. In many closets of this kind, however, 

the area of the water in the basin is too small. A better shape of basin can 

be obtained when the outgo only is of lead, the joint between this and the 

pottery being below the level of the standing water, so that a defect in the 

joint cannot fail to be detected. The objection to the earthenware trap has, 

however, been partially overcome by the “ metallo-ceramic ” joint. 

2. VALVE-CLOSETS. 

Valve-closets require more care in fixing than either of the preceding 

closets, although the same general rules apply. It is customary to fix the 

centre of the trap 14 inches from the external wall, as shown in No. 2, fig. 218. 

The trap is a 3^-inch round-pipe trap, enlarged at the inlet to receive the 

outgo of the closet. From the outgo of the trap a 3~-inch branch-pipe leads 
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to the soil-pipe, while from the branch a 2-inch trap-ventilating pipe is carried 

up and connected with the soil-pipe at a higher level. The joints A, b, and c 

are made in position, the branches d and E having been connected with the 

soil-pipe before fixing it, if this is of lead, or with lead branch-pieces, if the 

soil-pipe is of iron. The upright joint at f is also made in position. G is the 

lead safe under the closet; the waste-pipe from this must be carried through 

the wall, and finished with a brass flap, so that a current of air will not pass 

Fig. 218.—Valve-closet. 

No. 1, Ordinary Valve-closet with Bellows-Regulator; No. 2, Lead Trap with connection to Soil-pipe, &c. 

of the basin, so that in the event of stoppage, the vent-pipe will not become 

an outlet for water. A vent-pipe of this kind is shown in Plate X. The over¬ 

flow from the basin must be trapped as shown in No. 1, fig. 218, and connected 

to the valve-box, and in the best closets a portion of the flush is discharged into 

the overflow to cleanse it and to keep its trap properly sealed. 

The valve-closet has many advantages: it has a large water area, and the 

water is rapidly discharged, and thus the soil-pipe is kept free from deposits; 

the best types are securely trapped, and the pedestal varieties are as free from 

smell as any other type of closet. Valve-closets are, however, proscribed by 

some water companies, being regarded as unsuitable for connection with a 

domestic water-supply on account of the waste of water which may occur. 
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These closets are usually flushed by a service-pipe from a store-cistern, 

through the special valves provided with them. This cistern should not be 

used for supplying water to the draw-off taps in the house. The valves for 

regulating the flush to the closets are of two kinds. The ordinary valve will 

allow the water to run as long as the handle is held up, and a bellows-regulator 

(No. 1, fig. 218) supplies the quantity of water required for the basin, after the 

handle is let down. The other kind of valve (fig. 288, page 386) is known as 

a water-waste preventer, and is constructed to allow a 2-gallon flush each time 

the handle is raised, and an after-flush for the basin when it is lowered. There 

is often great trouble and annoyance with some of these valves, for when once 

thrown out of order they are difficult to set right, and require special washers. 

The size of the flush-pipe and valve must be in accordance with the head of water 

from the store-cistern. When the head of water is under 3 feet, the flush-pipe 

should be 2% inches in diameter, and the supply-valve 2 inches. With a foot or 

two more head of water, a 2-inch pipe and 1^-inch valve will give a good flush. 

With 8 or 10 feet head of water, a 1^-inch pipe and l-j-inch or 1^-inch valve 

are necessary; from io feet to 15 feet, a l^-inch pipe and a 1^-inch valve 

should be provided; and above 20 feet, a 1-inch pipe and a 1-inch valve. 

Instead of supplying a valve-closet with a greater head of water than 30 feet, 

it is better to fix a small cistern over the closet. 

In connecting1 the service-pipe to the cistern there is little to do beyond 

fixing the pipe, making a joint to the cap and lining of the ball-valve, and 

covering the pipe with a good non-conductor to prevent the water from freezing. 

Where there are tiers, or ranges, of valve-closets, much annoyance is sometimes 

caused by the singing or chattering of the valves; this can be relieved by 

having air-vessels fixed close to the valves. 

If a separate cistern is fixed to supply a valve-closet, it should hold not less 

than 6 gallons. Some water-authorities refuse to allow more than 2 gallons 

of water for each flush, and this quantity is sufficient for clearing the contents 

from a good wash-down pedestal closet, and also from some of the other closets 

described, although it certainly is not enough to keep the soil-pipes and drains 

free from deposit. 

3. SYPHONIC CLOSETS. 

The need of a large area and depth of water in the basin to receive and cover 

the soil, together with the restrictions placed on the quantity of water to be 

used for flushing purposes, have resulted in the invention of syphonic closets. 

Neither the insanitary wash-out closets nor the more useful wash-down closets 
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hold sufficient water in the basin, the valve and 

syphonic closets being the only ones that are really 

satisfactory in this respect. The syphonic closets, 

however, were not so successful as was anticipated, 

many of the earlier kinds having serious faults, 

either in regard to the supply, the discharge, the 

form, the combination of traps, the air-pipes, jet 

and puff pipes, butterfly valves, or the necessity 

for from 4 to 6 gallons of water for each flush. 

Some syphonic closets will discharge themselves 

three times with a 2-gallon flushing cistern, and 

others, with the same quantity of flush, refuse to 

take a heavy deposit, and even leave the paper 

behind when the deposit is light. In another closet 

some portion of the flushing water is used to create 

a vacuum between the traps, without being passed 

through the basin. 

The method of fixing- syphonic closets varies with 

each kind, as the syphonic discharge is obtained in 

different ways. In some, the air is expelled by 

means of a jet of water, in others the air is sucked 

out, or exhausted by induction. In all cases the 

basin and cistern work in combination, so that the 

closet and cistern must be bought 

together. The provision of two 

traps for one closet rendered it 

difficult to flush the apparatus 

with a small volume of water, 

but in the new closets of this 

type the difficulty has been over¬ 

come, and several syphonic closets 

work efficiently with a 2-gallon 

flush. 

The syphonic is a pedestal 

closet, and as such must be 

capable of receiving a heavy discharge of slops without losing its seal; it 

is by trying to prevent this loss of seal that its construction has become 

a little complicated. Many of those at present in the market require special 

Fig. 219.— Doulton’s Syphonic Closet with two Traps. 
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contrivances, such as butterfly-valves, air-pipes, puff-pipes, and ejectors, which 

add to their cost and make them very troublesome. The principle on 

which the syplionic closet works will be understood from fig. 219, which 

shows a well - known type with two traps, one in the basin itself and the 

other behind it. The basin has a large water area, and the whole of the 

water from the cistern discharges into the basin, the air in the syphon being- 

carried through the small pipe which is shown by the side of the flush-pipe. 

The contents of the basin are rapidly syphoned out and the basin scoured 

by the first part of the flush, sufficient water being left to reseal the trap 

after syphonage has ceased. This closet 

works well with a 2-gallon flush, though, 

of course, 3 gallons are better for clean¬ 

ing the soil-pipe. The outlet pipe is 

3 inches, and it may be ventilated in 

the usual way behind the lower trap. 

There is no difficulty in fixing the 

closet, as the pedestal has only to be 

fixed level and the joints made water¬ 

tight. 

The closet shown in fig. 220 has 

one trap only, but the depth of the 

seal is no less than 8 inches. The 

water area measures 13 inches by 11 

inches. The syphon is 3 inches in diameter, and is made of lead, and can 

be soldered direct to the soil-pipe, the joint to the basin being under water. 

The branch to the main soil-pipe must have a distinct fall, and may be 

ventilated under the syphon. The main soil - pipe must also be well ven¬ 

tilated. The discharge from the flush-pipe starts the syphon almost at once, 

and rapidly carries away the contents, the basin being at the same time well 

flushed. It is hardly possible to syphon out the w.c. by emptying into it a 

pailful of slops. 

In another pattern of the same type, shown in Plate X, the outlet of the 

basin is at the back. The back is flat and upright, allowing a wide, shallow 

trap, with a wide weir. The force of the flushing water down the back, 

and the wave formed by the meeting of the flushing water at the front, 

start the syphon. The contents of the basin are floated to the outlet and 

drawn out by the syphon without having to dive to pass round the 

dip of the trap, the bottom edge of the dip being in line with the 

Fig. 220.—Shanks’s Syplionic Closet with one Trap. 
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basin bottom. The advantages of this form of basin are:—it can be discharged 

and refilled with 2 gallons of water; it presents a large surface of water (14 inches 

by 12 inches, and 2 inches deep); the seal of the trap is 3-§- inches when full, and 

when discharged by a pail of slops it is 1-j inches; the basin will discharge by 

syplionage, independently of the soil-pipe branch or its connection, thus doing 

away with special bends, and allowing the branch soil-pipe to be connected in 

any suitable way; the branch soil-pipe may be ventilated by means of the usual 

trap-ventilating pipe, without interfering with the syphonic discharge from the 

basin, thus rendering it possible to fix these closets in tiers or ranges, or in com¬ 

pany with closets of other form. The soil and paper pass out of the basin and 

through the trap with the first part of the discharge, leaving a good supply to 

cleanse the basin, and bring the water up to its normal level in the basin. It is 

impossible to break the seal of the trap by the discharge of slops, owing to the 

peculiar formation of the bottom and the shape of the trap. The urine passing 

through the pipes is thoroughly diluted. There is no need of a second trap, and 

there are no jets, air-pipes, or valves to become deranged and so interfere with 

the syphonic discharge from the basin. The fixing of the basin is a simple opera¬ 

tion, as there is no complication of parts. A 2-j-inch soil-pipe is provided, and 

works satisfactorily. The smallest soil-pipe allowed in London is, however, 

3^ inches in diameter, and in many towns a 4-inch pipe must be used. 

CHAPTER V. 

SOIL-PIPES AND THEIR CONNECTIONS. 

The position of soil-pipes is a matter of considerable importance. In the early 

days of water-closets the soil-pipe was almost invariably built into the wall, or 

let into a chase formed in the wall. But the dangers of internal pipes soon 

became manifest: the joints were often scamped, as inspection was difficult or 

impossible; sewer-air, or foul air generated in the soil-pipe itself, escaped through 

the joints, and pervaded the closet and the house; and repairs were difficult, 

troublesome, and costly. Even if the soil-pipe was perfect when fixed, it might 

eventually be corroded through, and sewer-air might pass into the house for 

months or years, until the illness of one of the members of the household drew 

the medical officer’s attention to the danger. To-day internal soil-pipes are 
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seldom used in new buildings. External soil-pipes have undoubtedly certain 

disadvantages,—chief of which is the liability to injury from heat and frost,— 

but, on the other hand, they are constantly open to inspection, and all the joints 

between the w.c. and the drain, with the exception of the joint at the outgo of 

the closet, are outside the building, so that the danger of air-pollution within 

the house is reduced to the lowest possible limit. External lead pipes, when 

fixed on the sunny side of a house, are frequently drawn out of the perpendicular 

between the fastenings, or injured in some other way, by the alternate heating 

and cooling to which they are subjected. The same effect is sometimes due to 

repeated currents of hot water. Some sanitarians, who advocate the use of 

external soil-pipes, appear to be content with internal anti-syphonage pipes, 

even though these must run through two or three stories to ventilate the traps 

of a tier of closets. While, of course, these pipes are not so foul as soil-pipes, 

currents of foul air undoubtedly pass through them, and the external soil-pipe 

logically demands the external anti-syphonage pipe. The multiplication of 

pipes on the outside of buildings is an architectural misfortune, but by skilful 

planning they can be placed in retired positions, so that they will not obtrude 

themselves upon the sight. Soil-pipes should be carried, whenever possible, 

above the ridge of the building, and should terminate not less than 10 feet 

from every window and skylight, nor should they be fixed with their open 

ends near the top of chimney stacks. 

The size of a soil-pipe for a single closet, or for two closets, fixed one over the 

other, or for a range of three closets, should be 3^ inches if of lead, and 4 inches 

(on account of the internal corrosion) if of heavy cast-iron. A 4-inch lead soil-pipe 

is large enough for connection with six or more w.c.’s, and in no case'is it 

necessary to go beyond inches, although it may be advisable in the case of 

iron to increase the size, according to circumstances, up to 5 inches, for a 5-inch 

iron pipe is only equal to a 4-§-inch lead one, after it has been in use a short time. 

Occasionally smaller pipes than those now suggested have been used, some 

persons even advocating 2-^-inch pipes. The tendency of our fathers was 

undoubtedly towards excessive size, both of drains and soil-pipes, but we must 

be careful that we do not run to the opposite extreme. 

Soil-pipes, whether used as drain-ventilators or not, must always be carried 

up full-bore above the roof, so as to act as ventilation-pipes. Frequently a 

2-inch ventilation-pipe is carried up from a 4-inch soil-pipe. This is a mistaken 

economy, and may lead to the unsealing of the closet-trap and the consequent 

pollution of the air of the house. Bends in vent-pipes should be avoided wher¬ 

ever practicable, and the top of the pipe should be as far removed from windows 
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and skylights as possible. The purpose of a ventilation-pipe is not only to allow 

free escape for the vitiated air in the pipe and branch drain, but also to afford 

a supply of air in order to prevent the syphonage of traps when closets are 

discharged. Separate trap-ventilation pipes must, however, be provided for 

closets in tiers. 

Soil-pipe terminals ought to be of such a kind as to prevent as little as 

possible the free supply of air to the traps connected with the soil-pipe. Mr. 

Hellyer’s tests clearly demonstrated that, for extracting purposes, certain cowls 

are superior to the simple open pipe, but they also showed that the open pipe is 

better than one-half of the cowls tested. It has also been proved that some 

cowls are better for preventing a downcast than inducing an upcast. Those 

cowls, however, which exert the most influence in creating an upcast, or are 

most efficient in preventing down-draughts, are unsuitable types of cowls for 

fixing on stacks of soil-pipes, having traps and trap-ventilating pipes attached. 

If a cowl is selected and fixed on the soil-pipe, on account of its powerful 

influence in inducing an up-current, it follows that, if a downward current of air 

is required, the very efficiency of the cowl will exclude it. If a cowl creates an 

upcast, the resistance it offers to a downward current must be overcome, and it 

is here that a slight hesitancy in the supply of air required to maintain the seals 

of traps may be looked for. The free ingress of air, at the desired moment and 

in sufficient volume, is more important than the extraction of a large amount of 

air. In Mr. Hellyer’s tests, the open pipe comes out fairly well as an extractor, 

and, all things considered, the open pipe, with a ball grating, or a plain cone 

cap fixed well above the end of the pipe, is much superior to any cowl ever made 

or te'sted. Good extracting cowls should, however, always be fixed on separate 

drain-ventilating pipes, when these are intended to act solely as exhaust pipes 

for ventilating the drains. 

There are two advantages gained by fixing a disconnecting trap at the foot 

of a soil-pipe. It is impossible, when properly trapped off from the drain, for 

the soil-pipe to convey drain-air into the house, and the soil-pipe, being open 

at both ends, will have a current of fresh air always passing through it. Mr. 

Hellyer asserts, on page 164 of The Plumber and Sanitary Houses, that the 

disconnecting trap “ has been found quite free from any offensive odours, and 

the atmosphere has been passing freely into the discharging end of the soil- 

pipe at this point, and not out of it”. It appears from this that the science 

of foot-ventilation is practically complete if you use a little judgment, and up- 

to-date self-cleansing traps. But one is led to make further inquiry after 

reading on the next page, that to get rid of the “ vitiated air”, induct-pipes 
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must be fixed, and removed some little distance away; and that, if there is 

much traffic over an induct-pipe, “it should be taken up 15 feet or more above 

the ground-level, so as to prevent anyone inhaling the air which would be sent 

out through the pipe when any of the water-closets were in action”. 

The objections to the foot-ventilation of soil-pipes, in my opinion, more than 

counterbalance the advantages. They may be briefly stated. Whenever a 

closet is used, a certain amount of vitiated air will necessarily be driven out at 

the open foot of the soil-pipe, and in many places this will undoubtedly prove a 

great nuisance. The provision of an additional trap between the closet and the 

drain is not an unmixed blessing, as it will frequently retain foul matter, and 

give rise to more or less unpleasant emanations. The fixing of an induct-pipe 

and mica-flap valve will go a long way towards preventing any nuisance from 

this cause, but in many cases the valve would have to be fixed so far away 

from the soil-pipe (on account of doors and windows), that the air might as well 

be supplied to the soil-pipe through the manhole or inspection-chamber and along 

the branch drain in the usual way. Certainly where the drains are properly 

disconnected from the sewer, and where the closet traps are properly ventilated, 

there is no necessity for the foot-ventilation of soil-pipes. Cases may occur 

where such ventilation is desirable, but they are certainly the rare exception 

and not the rule. For example, when a soil-pipe is fixed in connection with 

an old, filthy, and unventilated drain, it may be advisable to disconnect it, but 

undoubtedly the better and only safe plan in such a case would be to take up 

the old drains and replace them with a new system in conformity with modern 

sanitary knowledge. 

Earthenware and stoneware are both unsuitable and unsightly materials for 

soil-pipes. The number of joints, the probability of the cement giving way 

owing to settlement or the action of frost, the liability of the socket to break, 

the clumsy appearance of the pipes and fastenings, the risk of stoppage, and the 

fact that the joints and pipes yield to light blows or moderate pressure, show 

that there is good reason why these pipes should not be used. They cannot be 

considered suitable for any position in which a plumber can work, and even 

underground, cast-iron pipes are much superior, owing to their strength, and the 

smaller number and greater strength of the joints. 

Cast-iron pipes have almost superseded lead soil-pipes, not because they are 

better, but because they are cheaper. Cast - iron pipes may be classified as 

light, medium, and strong. The light pipe, which is about -§• inch thick, is 

scarcely suitable even for the conveyance of rain-water, and totally unsuitable 

for soil-pipes. The medium pipe is inch thick, and is a good pipe for rain- 
VOL. I. 22 
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water, but as it is not strong enough to stand a good caulked-lead joint being 

made, it is unsuitable for soil-pipes. The strong cast-iron pipe is ^ inch thick, 

and is suitable for a soil-pipe, if well fixed and the joints properly caulked. 

These pipes have, however, a very clumsy appearance, and are only suitable for 

fixing outside the house. The branch pipes and all internal work should always 

be of lead. The weights of cast-iron soil-pipes, required by the London County 

Council, are (per 6-feet length and one socket) 48 lbs. for 3^-inch pipe, 54 lbs. 

for 4-inch, 69 lbs. for 5-inch, and 84 lbs. for 6-inch. Modifications of the by¬ 

law respecting these are, however, now contemplated, so that the thickness of 

metal in 3-j- and 4-inch pipes may not be less than ^ inch, and not less than 

Yq inch in 5- and 6-incli pipes; these modifications will bring the weights of the 

6-feet lengths of pipes up to 65 lbs. for 3^-inch pipe, 73 lbs. for 4-inch, 121 lbs. 

for 5-inch, and 142 lbs. for 6-inch 

To prevent external and internal corrosion, the pipes should be protected 

by a coating of Dr. Angus Smith’s solution. This solution is a composition of 

pitch, resin, and oil, heated in a boiler to a high temperature. Into this com¬ 

position the pipes are immersed, and are thus thoroughly coated inside and out. 

The coating forms a fairly good but not permanent protection, as it lasts only 

for a time; but while it does last, the pipes are certainly clean inside. There is 

also the Bower-Barff process, in which the pipes are submitted to the action of 

superheated steam, a black coating of oxide being formed on the pipes, which 

prevents them from rusting for a time. There is no permanent protective 

covering for iron soil-pipes, for to whatever process they are submitted the 

coating will come off in a few years, and the pipes will corrode. Both the 

solution and the coating, however, protect the outside surface of the pipes 

whether fixed above or below ground. Although such coatings are not per¬ 

manent, no iron soil- or drain-pipes should be fixed without them. 

Glass-enamelled iron pipes have been recently introduced for soil-pipes. If 

the enamel is perfect and will stand the extremes of heat and cold without 

cracking, then it is a good coating; but neither porcelain nor glass-enamel will 

stand such a test. If there is the slightest flaw in the surface of either, the 

enamel will be forced off by the corrosion of the metal behind. The surface of 

the glass-enamelled pipes fouls in a way opposite to that of lead and iron pipes. 

Both lead and iron, no matter how treated, become covered with a film or 

coating of slime, which, as long as the pipes remain moist, prevents them from 

being fouled by the adherence of excrementitious matters. In the case of glass- 

enamelled pipes, no such film or coating will be formed, and the internal surface 

of the pipes is fouled by the contact of the soil as it passes through the pipe. 
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Such matter cannot readily be scoured off, especially during the summer when 

the warmth of the mass of metal holds it to the surface. These pipes require 

great care in fixing, and as cutting cannot be thought of, they must come from 

the manufacturers in exact lengths. 

Cast-iron pipes lined entirely with lead are now made, and are well adapted 

for use as soil-pipes and drain-ventilating pipes. 

Cast-iron bends at the feet of soil-pipes should be of long radius and 

good pitch, and should be provided with strong wide foot-rests (as in fig. 221), 

cast on the bends directly under the upright length of 

the pipes. Such a bend should be set on a good bed 

of concrete, the flange being also covered with con¬ 

crete to prevent it being moved. The bend should 

be firmly fixed, and the drain and soil-pipe connec¬ 

tions to it should be made by expansion-joints. When 

the soil-pipe is in a shady corner, it may be con¬ 

nected by the usual caulked lead joint, but the drain 

should always be connected by means of an expansion- 

joint. 

Junctions should be cast on the soil-pipe, so as to 

save the cutting of the pipes and the large number 

of joints such cutting entails. All junctions should 

enter the main soil-pipe curved in the direction of the 

flow of water or air; they should never be straight or 

mitred. The curved connection gives a much greater 

area at the mouth of the branch-pipe than any other, 

and there is much less probability of the solid plug 

covering the whole length of the opening in the side of the main soil-pipe. 

The jointing of cast-iron pipes (light, medium, and strong) is as shown in 

fig. 222. Light pipes can only be jointed with red-lead and chopped hemp, or 

marine glue, but the top length standing above the roof is often run in with lead 

to hold it securely in position, when no iron stay is fixed. The lead cannot be 

caulked without splitting the socket, and as the space between the surfaces of the 

metals is so small, it is almost impossible to run the lead in so as to make a good 

joint. In some towns and cities, the Health Department fixes 6-inch light iron 

pipes as sewer-vents up the face of public buildings and houses, the joints being 

made with red-lead. Two such stacks of pipes are just under the notice of the 

author; one horizontal pipe is cracked, and has a long patch wired along its 

upper side; the joints are generally cracked and open, and when remade they 

Fig. 221.—Cast-iron Bend with Foot-rest, 
and Connection with Lead Soil-pipe. 

A, lead soil-pipe; B, wiped joint; 0, 
brass or copper thimble; D, caulked lead; 
E, spun yarn; F, cast-iron bend; G, foot¬ 
rest on bend. 
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do not last a month. The building on which they are fixed has recently been 

in the hands of sanitarians, who have disconnected the drains from the sewer, 

and although typhoid fever has broken out, it was not considered worth while 

to remove the two 

stacks of sewer-ven¬ 

tilating pipes. The 

Health Department 

should have fixed 

heavy lead vent-pipes 

with the joints wiped. 

Medium pipes have 

larger sockets, and a 

much better joint can 

therefore be made, but 

as they cannot be 
Fig. 222.—Joints of Iron Soil-pipes. A, light; B, medium; c, strong. 

caulked strongly and 

tight, the joints may become slack after a time. The fixing of these pipes is 

the same as for the light pipes, both being held up by nails driven through the 

lugs into the walls, or suspended on brackets. 

Heavy iron soil-pipes allow a good and strong joint, as shown in the illustra¬ 

tion. Two rings of spun yarn are caulked down first to prevent the lead from run¬ 

ning through the joint into the pipe, and the remainder of the socket is filled up 

with molten lead, and caulked whilst warm. Some authorities say that the 

spun yarn used in the joint may be saturated with foul ^matter in the event of 

the pipe being stopped up. It is now customary to use rope made up of 

thin strands of drawn lead; these are caulked into the joint instead of yarn 

and molten lead. The heavy cast-iron pipes are fixed to strong cast-iron 

brackets, and owing to the thickness of the metal forming the pipe, and the 

bulky socketed joint, they have a very ugly and heavy appearance. 

The advantages of iron soil-pipes of good quality are that nails cannot be 

driven into them, that they are not bulged by light blows, and that, if waste- 

pipes from sinks, &c., are connected with them, the hot water does not affect 

them to the same extent as it does lead pipes. Other advantages of iron are 

that it is cheaper than lead, and does not require the same amount of skill in 

fixing. 

The disadvantages of iron soil-pipes may be summed up as follows:—1. Cast- 

iron is a rigid and intractable material; all bends and junctions must therefore 

be specially cast, and the several parts cannot be “humoured” in fixing without 
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throwing the joints crooked. 2. The metal is apt to corrode, both internally and 

externally. 3. The thickness of the metal necessary for good work renders the 

pipes and sockets heavy and unsightly. 4. The crust of the pipes often varies 

considerably in thickness, and may contain flaws and even small holes. 5. The 

pipes may be cracked by a hard blow. 6. The sockets are often too small and 

too weak for a proper joint to be made in them. 7. Cast-iron pipes require 

regular painting to preserve them from external corrosion. 

The testing1 of a stack of soil-pipes ought never to be omitted. Several 

methods are available, but the water-test is the only suitable one for ascertaining 

the soundness of cast-iron pipes and the effectiveness of their joints. In the 

event of a stoppage the pipes would be subjected to the same amount of pressure 

up to the level of the first w.c. From that point to the top, the pipes may be 

subjected to a chemical or a smoke test. The smoke test is the better of the two, 

as the smoke can be seen. It may be forced into the pipes under a little pres¬ 

sure, though this should not be sufficient to break the seals of the traps. If, 

however, the traps are plugged up, much more pressure may be used. 

Lead hand-made seam-pipes have been referred to in the chapter on waste- 

pipes. They were formerly much used for soil-pipes, but experience showed that 

the seams were apt to give way and cause leakage. Probably this was largely 

due to the hot water from baths, sinks, &c., which in those days were com¬ 

monly connected with the soil-pipe. Undoubtedly seamed pipes are more 

durable, when hot water is kept from them, and when they are properly ventilated. 

Used for rain-water only, seamed pipes will last for a great number of years; the 

writer has seen many which have been in use for nearly a hundred years, and 

which appear to be still quite satisfactory. The superiority of drawn-lead pipe 

is not very great when both are fixed under favourable conditions. A seamed 

pipe and bend made from one piece of sheet-lead, is of the same substance 

throughout, while the metal of a drawn pipe is sometimes thicker on one side 

than the other. Frequently, too, the sheet-lead is better than the lead used for 

the drawn pipe. The seams may be either “burned” or “wiped” (sometimes 

known also as “ swabbed ”), and great care is necessary on the part of the work¬ 

man to ensure that the joint is thoroughly “ tight” throughout. 

Solid drawn-lead pipes are now in high favour, and as they are made ready 

for use, and in suitable lengths, they are much used for soil-pipes, and also for 

rain-water pipes when such pipes are fixed on the face of an important building. 

The bad conditions under which the old seamed pipes were fixed have done more 

to bring this pipe into general use than anything else. The well-made drawn- 

lead pipe forms undoubtedly an excellent soil-pipe, being smooth both internally 
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and externally, and not easily cracked. On the other hand, drawn-pipes of 

inferior quality are not uncommon. There may be deep scratches and inden¬ 

tations almost through the substance of the lead, and the outside and inside of 

the pipes may be scored with lines throughout their length. The metal of the 

pipes may, possibly, be equal in thickness to only 6-lbs. sheet-lead on one side, 

while the other side is equal to 8-lbs. or 9-lbs. They are sometimes made of 

very hard and inferior lead, which increases by about one-half the length of 

time required to make a bend; and when the bend is made it is a poor one, as 

the lead is too hard to be driven from the front to the back of the bend to bring 

it to an even thickness. Drawn pipes should be free from blisters and thin ragged 

ends of lead. They should not be heavily greased, as grease hides the imperfec¬ 

tions; and they should be as soft as ordinary sheet-lead of the same strength. 

Drawn-lead pipes are rarely used in full lengths, and are usually cut up to 

suit the job in hand, so that in ordering care should be taken to get the lengths 

most suitable for cutting up advantageously. The lengths for outside work are 

usually about 6 feet or 7 feet, but in some classes of work the full length of 

10 feet, 12 feet, or 14 feet is used. 

Before being fixed, the pipes are straightened by hand- 

pressure on the bench, and afterwards by a small piece of 

soft wood. The pipe is then warmed, and a wood straight- 

ener of the shape shown in fig. 223 is driven through it, 

which brings it once more into shape. The wood mandril can now be put in 

and the pipe slightly dressed up, when it is ready to be prepared in the usual 

manner for fixing, unless there are bends to be 

worked on it, or tacks to be soldered to it. 

To make a bend, take the length of pipe re¬ 

quired, allowing about 3 inches extra for the bend. 

First round up the pipe, and then select suitable 

wood mandrils, one for each end of the pipe, and 

also the dummies required for working the bend. 

The wood mandrils may be 3 feet and 4 feet long, 

and the dummies required are shown in fig. 224. 

No. 1 will be used first, and as the bend is being- 

formed No. 2 will be required, to reach where No. 1 

fails. No. 3 is a straight, round-ended dummy, 

used to lift up the straight part of the pipe, and 

No. 4 is a flatter dummy, for rounding up and taking out some of the marks 

caused by the other dummies. It is shown in section in No. 5. No. 6 is a 

Fig. 223.—Wood Pipe-straightener. 
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Fig. 224.—Wood Dummies for Pipe-bending. 
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double-ended dummy suitable for making offsets. Nos. 7 and 8 are short 

hand-dummies. A smooth soft-wood dresser, slightly rounded on all the faces 

and edges, is used for flattening the pipe preparatory to bending it, and for 

driving the surplus lead towards the back; a skilful plumber will do this work 

without marking or damaging the pipe. The pipe should be first flattened for 

a distance of 6 inches on each side of the place marked for the bend. The 

mandrils should then be driven in tight, up to the flattened portion. The 

throat of the bend may be heated with a blow-pipe, bunsen-burner, or spirit- 

lamp. The worker should place his 

felt against the pipe, and his knee 

against the felt, and pull the man¬ 

drils towards him. The pipe being 

placed on its side, the bulged-up 

lead on the sides should be driven 

to the back, and then the pipe may 

be bent a little more. The mandril 

should then be taken from one end, 

and dummy No. 1 should be driven 

up the throat, whilst the pipe is held 

as shown in fig. 225. The dummy is passed over a piece of wood, which serves as 

a fulcrum in front of the pipe, and by means of which a heavy blow can be 

struck. If the pipe is kept warm, there will be little difficulty in lifting up the 

lead which is forced inside during the bending of the pipe. The pipe must be 

held firmly up, or the blows from the dummy will cause it to open out again 

nearly straight. The sides must be flattened, and the process repeated as before, 

all the spare lead being driven to the back, as shown in fig. 226; and the throat 

should be worked up from each end with dummies. It is better not to bend 

too much at each operation, and after each bending the pipe should be worked 
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Fig. 227.—Bobbin. 

out to the full diameter. If the dresser of soft wood has been properly used 

to drive the surplus lead to the back, the metal at this part will be as thick 

as the unworked pipe, if not thicker. Hard-wood dressers should not be used, 

as they “ work” the lead instead of driving it bodily, and the bulk of the 

spare metal will be found on the sides of the 

bend instead of at the back. 

It is often necessary to make a bend in 

the centre of a 10-foot length of soil-pipe, or 

a set containing five or six bends may be re¬ 

quired to fit into a particular place where joints 

would be unsightly. In these cases the mandrils 

cannot be used with the same effect. When two or more bends are required 

in the same length of pipe, they must be made carefully, one at a time, the 

pipe being laid on softening on the bench. As it is more difficult to work 

the dummy when at a distance from the end of the pipe, and to dress the 

bend out to a smooth and even surface, it is customary to work it out 

roughly, and then to use a bobbin (fig. 227) through which a cord is passed 

with a weight or follower attached (fig. 228). The bobbin is formed with 

two pieces of hard-wood screwed together, a knot being first tied on the cord 

so that the bobbin is kept in 

position. The weight is also 

attached to the cord so that it 

can be used as a hammer to 

drive the bobbin through the 

pipe, which has previously been heated for the purpose of softening the metal. 

All the marks and dents are dressed out on the bobbin, and the pipe is left 

quite cylindrical. This method saves much hard work, and produces a good 

job. 

Fig. 228.—Bobbin and Follower. 

To make a junction between the soil-pipe and branch-pipe, the branch-pipe 

should be bent as near the end as possible, and worked up with hand-dummies. 

One throw of the pipe should be enough. The pipe should then be placed on 

the bench, with the branch end inclined to the proper fall, and the line across 

the bend should be marked with the bench square, and cut. After the end has 

been rounded-up and rasped, it is ready to be fitted to the main soil-pipe. The 

length and shape of the hole required in the main-pipe can be marked on placing 

the end of the branch-pipe on it. Cut out from the main soil-pipe, lengthways, 

a strip U inches wide, commencing inch from the top side of the proposed 

hole, and continuing to nearly 1 inch from the bottom side. The socket must 
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Fig. 229.—Wiped Branch Joint. 

now be formed with the hand-dummy, and the branch-pipe be fitted into it. 

The pipe should then be chalked, tarnished, and afterwards shaved and greased, 

when the joint is ready for soldering, as shown in fig. 229. The metal is splashed 

or thrown on the pipe, from the ladle, by the splash-stick 

or spitter,—a piece of wood of any convenient size and 

shape. The ends of the pipes are usually stopped up, 

to prevent a current of air from passing through and 

cooling the pipes. The pipes are so fixed that the fallen 

solder will remain in contact with the bottom part of the 

pipe, to assist in getting up the heat, and some of the 

molten solder is lifted up now and then and placed on 

the joint. When there is a good body of solder on the 

pipes, and it is molten at all parts, the heat is then “up”, 

and the plumber may take the hot plumbing-iron and 

shape it roughly all round; he must then commence to “wipe” from a point as 

far round the back as he can reach, bringing the surplus metal round the front, 

and on to the point where he first commenced to wipe. A good body of solder is 

necessary for the joint to be finished off smoothly, so that 

the joining cannot be seen. A poor wiper leaves his joints 

roughly finished, and of a bad colour near the point where 

the joint is finished off. 

A branch joint may be made (as shown in fig. 230) to 

give the branch-pipe a good pitch. The method of making 

is the same as in the case already described. There are, 

of course, many different shapes of branch connections for 

the sides of main soil-pipes, some having short bends and 

others long. It will serve no good purpose to illustrate 

them, as all the branch joints are the same in so far as the 

practical work is concerned. 

To make underhand and upright joints requires much more skill on the part 

of the plumber than to make the branch joints just described. Both these joints 

are prepared and socketed in the same way, the difference between them depend¬ 

ing wholly on the position in which they are made. “ Underhand ” joints range 

from horizontal to an angle of 45°, and from this point to the perpendicular they 

may be termed “uprights”. These joints should be 3^ inches long. The spigot 

end should be shaved for a length of If- inches, and the socket end for 1-f inches, 

the depth of socket being from £ inch to f inch. The ends of the pipes are 

shown prepared for putting together in fig. 231, and the joint is shown finished 

Fig. 230.—Wiped Branch Joint of 
quicker Pitch. 
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Fig. 231.—Wiped Underhand Joint: Pipes ready for joining. 

Fig. 232.—Wiped Underhand Joint complete. 

in fig. 232. In making the joint, the solder is poured over the pipes, and 

received in the solder-cloth, which is held beneath the pipe to keep a quantity 

of solder against the bottom of the joint, and also to regulate the quantity 

used. The solder is manipulated and pushed round the joint from one position 

to another, until the pipes become so hot 

that there is some difficulty in keeping 

the requisite amount of solder on the 

pipes to make the joint. When the pipes 

are heated to this stage, the whole of 

the metal will be in a molten condition. 

The ladle may then be put down, the 

cloth taken in both hands, and the joint 

wiped. A good wiper will often change the position of the solder by bringing 

the bottom solder to the top, and pushing that at the top to the bottom, whilst 

he is shaping the joint, and regulating the quantity of solder on it, previous 

to wiping it. A much simpler and a better method of wiping is to use the 

plumbing-iron, by which the whole of the solder on the joint can be brought 

to a more even temperature, and the joint can be wiped in stages without the 

hurry and bustle of the other method. It is to be regretted that the use of 

the plumbing-iron is dying out, many plumbers having a foolish notion 

that he is only a poor wiper who uses the plumbing-iron. 

The upright joint is made in exactly the same way as the under¬ 

hand one. In fig. 233 the joint is shown ready for soldering, and the 

thickness of solder required for this and the underhand joint is also 

shown. A lead flange, and also a collar, may be placed beneath the 

joint to receive the solder falling from the pipes, and also to allow of 

some being lifted from it and placed on the joint. The solder which 

collects upon the collar assists to get up the heat. The difficulty 

in this case is to keep the solder from sliding down the pipe, when it 

is almost hot enough to be wiped. Most plumbers throw down the 

splash-stick as soon as this stage is reached, and taking up the cloth 

give a peculiar motion to the ladle, throwing some of the metal on the pipes, 

the surplus metal being caught by the cloth and incorporated with that already 

on the pipes. In this way a sufficient quantity of solder is kept on the pipes to 

make the joint. It is much better, however, to use the plumbing-iron, as it 

allows plenty of time to soften the whole of the solder, and the joint may be 

afterwards wiped in stages. The thickness of solder in the centre of both 

underhand and upright joints should be about f inch. 

Fig. 233.— 
Wiped Upright 

Joint. 
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Fig. 234. 
Flange Joint. 

Fig. 235. 
Block Joint. 

Flange and block joints for internal soil-pipes are shown in figs. 234 and 235. 

When in the angle of a room, the joints are usually made on each floor, and it 

depends upon the height between the floors whether there will be a joint between 

them. Flange and block joints carry the whole weight of the pipes, and stays 

are of little value and are rarely fixed. When the 

pipes are fixed in chases, the joints may be made 

anywhere, and are usually independent of the 

floors. The making of these joints is very simple. 

The solder is splashed on from the ladle, and pressed 

against the sides of the pipe by the use of the 

spitter. When a sufficient quantity of solder has 

been affixed, and it is all soft, the cloth may be 

drawn round, and the joint finished off at once 

without using the plumbing-iron. Some plumbers, 

however, use the iron, and by rubbing it round the joint the solder is heated 

and the surplus flows away, the joint being thus formed in a rough way by the 

iron. The wiping process is a little more difficult when the iron is used, as the 

metal is more fluid, and the wiping has to be repeated several times. 

In fixing lead soil-pipes internally, the lead tacks required are as shown 

in fig. 210, p. 316; but the main support is, as a rule, obtained by the use of 

flange joints, as shown in figs. 234 and 235. When 

upright wiped joints are made, the pipes must be 

wholly supported by lead tacks, which may be single 

or double, and wiped to the back, front, or sides of the 

pipes. If the pipes are in an internal angle, the lead 

stays will be wiped to the sides of the pipe; if they 

are on the flat face of the wall, the stays will be 

soldered to the back; and if the pipes are in a chase, 

the stays will be wiped to the front. The method is 

shown in fig. 210. 
For external work the pipes may be connected P'b. 236.-cianghton^caswead Doabie- 

by the wiped plumbers’ joint, and the lead stays, if of 

sheet-lead, will require to be cut and folded to some pattern to make them neat. 

Cast-lead stays are the best for outside work, and where the wiped plumbers’ 

joint is made, no astragals are necessary. A good strong cast-lead clip and stay 

is shown in fig. 236. It consists of two ears, connected by two bands encircling 

the pipe. It may be used simply as a clip, or it may be wiped on the pipe as 

a stay or tack. The single cast stay or tack is shown, in fig. 237; but it will 
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not look well unless fixed double, one on each side of the pipe. If the pipes 

are put up in 6-feet lengths, cast astragals and lugs may be used, and the 

soldered joint made by a lip joint, as shown at a in fig. 238. The astragals 

will not be alike, the lower one being 

made to correspond with the upper one 

after the joint has been made. The lugs 

are cast separately, and as they present a 

large surface to the side of the pipe, they 

may either be sweated on, or wiped. 

Fig. 237.—Claughton’s Single Cast-lead Stay. 
Fig. 238.—Pipe-stay with Lip Joint and 

Cast Astragals and Lugs. 

The weight and thickness of lead soil-pipes usually correspond with the weight 

and thickness of sheet-lead, and this uniformity should always be adhered to, as 

it allows of the usual standard gauge being applied to the pipes in the same way 

as to sheet-lead. It is then an easy matter to calculate the weight of metal in 

any given size and length of pipe. The thickness of sheet-lead of various weights 

is as follows:— 
5 lbs. per superficial foot, 

6 
7 

8 
10 

J) 

>> 

>) 

>> 

0'085 inch thick. 

0-101 
0-118 

0-135 

0-169 

As the diameters of the pipes made by different firms vary, the weight of 

each pipe requires to be worked out separately in order to arrive at a correct 

result. The inside diameter of the pipe and the gauged thickness of the metal 

should be ascertained and compared with the specification. The lead may prove 

to be the correct thickness while the pipe is too small, or the diameter may be 

full and the lead thinner than specified. 

The effect of hot water on lead soil-pipes is serious, leading to cracks of 

various kinds (on account of the repeated expansion and contraction), and for 

this reason, fittings at which hot water is supplied should never be connected 

with lead soil-pipes. The joints, bends, and junctions of pipes to which hot 

water has had access, are usually the first to exhibit symptoms of distress, but 
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seamed pipes often give way along one side of the seam, the lead tearing away 

at this point owing to the seam being harder and stronger. Besides the effect 

already indicated, hot water appears to change the smooth slimy coating, 

which under ordinary conditions forms inside a soil-pipe, into a very rough 

surface, which catches and retains much more of the solid matters passed into 

the pipe. 

Urine has practically no effect on lead pipes beyond discoloration, but it has 

a direct action on all soldered seams and joints. The finer the solder the more 

it will be corroded, and the coarser the solder the better it will stand, showing 

that it is the tin in the solder which is affected. For this reason the seams of 

soil-pipes and urinal waste-pipes are wiped to get a larger, coarser, and stronger 

body of solder on the seams. Urine will pass through the pores of badly-made 

joints and seams, and often a yellowish bead is seen on the face where there are 

porous places in the soldering. 

The effect of the sun on lead pipes is small, when these are fixed in 6-feet 

lengths with socketed joints; but when solid-drawn pipes are used, and the 

joints wiped, making a continuous pipe, the heat of the sun has a considerable 

effect. Such pipes cannot be expected to keep in a vertical position when the 

sun is shining on one side only of the pipe. The movement is only slight, but 

if repeated often enough, it will probably lead to permanent irregularity or even 

to cracks. The effect of the sun on the astragals is more noticeable, as they 

become slack and droop, unless soldered all round the pipe, and even then the 

soldering is liable to crack on account of its lightness. The heat of the sun also 

causes the pipes to fall away slightly from the walls, often tearing the stays 

if they are of thin sheet-lead. 

It has been customary to protect external lead pipes by encasing the bottom 

length in a heavy cast-iron pipe. These iron pipes were used because the lead 

pipes were unsuitable for the bottom lengths on account of being easily damaged. 

Similar attention has had to be paid to drawn-lead pipes recently fixed in ex¬ 

posed positions, the iron casings having been specially cast to match the lead 

pipes and to suit the position. Lead pipes are now generally turned into 

chases at the bottom, cast-iron guard-plates being fixed in front to protect them 

from damage. When this can be done, it is much better than having a length 

of iron pipe fixed. Cast-iron guards from 2 feet to 3 feet high are often fixed 

to protect the bottom lengths of soil-pipes in passages, yards, or other places 

where they are likely to be damaged. 

The advantages of lead over all other metals for soil and waste pipes are un¬ 

doubted. Even in the matter of cost, its use ultimately proves more economical 
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than that of iron, which is its only recognized competitor. Dilute acids have a 

slight action on lead soil-pipes when first put into use; but in a short time— 

from a week to a month—the action ceases, owing to the formation of a film or 

coating on the inside of the pipes, which serves to protect them from further 

attack. Externally, the action of the atmosphere is practically the same; the 

metal is soon oxidized on its exposed surface, and after this has taken place 

there is no further perceptible change. Lead soil-pipes of good quality are 

impervious, light (in comparison with iron pipes of good quality), durable, neat, 

compact, and suitable for fixing inside or out. They can be fixed in any 

position, the bends and junctions being made on the spot. Lead pipes do not 

fur up to the same extent as iron pipes, neither do they, to the same extent, 

retard the flow of discharges, or the currents of air through them. Lead requires 

no protective coating or lining, and this saving in painting must in fairness be 

considered when comparing its cost with that of iron. The first cost of lead 

may be two or three times that of light iron; but the first cost of iron is never 

the last, and in fifty years it may have cost, in repairs, renewals, painting, &c., 

several times the amount originally paid for it, whereas a stack of lead pipe 

would probably not have cost one penny during the same time. 

Position of Branches.—When the branches from two water-closets on the 

same floor are connected to one soil-pipe, the joints ought not to be made at the 

same level on opposite sides of the soil-pipe. If, for example, another branch 

similar to that shown in fig. 229 were made on the opposite side of the soil-pipe 

at the same level, there would be a danger of a portion of the discharge from 

one branch passing into the opposite branch, and this might ultimately cause 

a stoppage. If the two branches cannot be connected to the soil-pipe on the 

same side, they ought to be at different levels, and the pitch ought to be quicker, 

as shown in fig. 230, so that paper and other matter discharged through one 

branch cannot possibly lodge in the end of the other. 

Access Caps.—Many soil-pipes are now fitted with access caps, which are 

placed in positions to afford means of clearing out deposits in branches, and in 

those portions of the soil-pipes which may have been unavoidably laid in a nearly 

horizontal position. Different kinds of access caps for lead and iron pipes are 

shown in fig. 239. Nos. 1 and 2 show Messrs. John Knight & Sons’ access 

caps, No. 1 being fitted to a straight length of iron soil-pipe, and No. 2 to a lead 

soil-pipe. As shown in No. 2, the access cap is curved inside to the same radius 

as the pipe, so that there are no ledges for the accumulation of filth. The brass 

frame in No. 2 is soldered to the pipe, and the upper part of the frame is 

grooved, a strip of oiled leather being laid in the bottom of the groove. Tallow 
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or other sealing composition can be placed in the groove to afford additional 

security. By means of the locking arrangement, a tongue on the back of the 

cap is pressed firmly into the groove, and makes the joint water-tight and air¬ 

tight. Nos. 3 and 4 show the ordinary brass caps and screws fitted to an iron 

bend and an iron branch respectively, and No. 5 shows Messrs. Burn Brothers’ 

rectangular cap, which is provided with an india-rubber washer, and fixed with 

galvanized-iron bolts and gun-metal nuts. 

CHAPTER YI. 

CONNECTION OF WATER-CLOSETS WITH DRAINS AND SOIL-PIPES. 

The connection of earthenware traps to earthenware drain-pipes is only 

admissible for outside water-closets. Such connections are, however, frequently 

made in the basements of houses; but as this 

necessitates the bringing of the drain into the 

house, it is advisable to disconnect the branch- 

drain outside, so that in the event of the joints 

giving way there will be no harmful results. 

The method of connection is shown in fig. 240. 

As the joint is an upright one, it is advisable 

to caulk it first with a ring of spun yarn satu¬ 

rated with cement, and afterwards to fill up 

the joint with good Portland cement. Where 

only a small amount of fall is available between the closet and the sewer, a 

P-trap must be used, but the connection will be similar to that just described. 

Fig. 240.—Connection of Earthenware Trap to 
Earthenware Drain. 
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There are numerous methods of connecting’ earthenware traps to lead soil- 

pipes. The common socketed connections are shown in fig. 241, but these 

are the worst form of connection it is possible to make, and stringent xules 

Fig. 241.—Connection of Earthenware Trap to lead Soil-pipe by Socketed Joints. 

should be adopted by all Health Departments to secure their abolition. Of the 

two, the position of that shown in No. 1 is the better, as it leaves the joint 

entirely exposed. The use of a socketed connection is solely due to the manu¬ 

facturers of water-closets, who turn out the traps so that no other method 

of connection is available. The best joint of this kind is shown in fig. 242, 

where a is the outgo of the closet, 

B a brass thimble wiped to the 

lead soil-pipe C; the anti-syphon- 

Fig. 242.—Improved Socketed Joint between Earthen¬ 
ware Trap and Lead Soil-pipe. 

Fig. 243.—Socketed and Flanged Joint with India-rubber 
Ring, &c. 

age pipe is shown at D. The joint between the brass thimble and closet is 

usually made with Portland cement. 

The connection shown in fig. 243 is an improved flange-joint. The outgo of 

the trap is specially prepared by the formation of the spigot and flange, and the 

connection is made by means of an india-rubber ring, a, inserted between the 

lead and earthenware flanges, and bolted together by means of a brass collar, B, 

and hooked bolts with set screws. It is a fairly good connection, having the 

valuable recommendation that it is not rigid and unyielding. This is an 

important point when floors or buildings are subject to vibration, but under 
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such circumstances the lead flange will be liable to give as well as the india- 

rubber ring, and the tighter the ring is screwed up, the greater the probability 

of the lead yielding. That the plain india-rubber ring is faulty, is proved by 

the introduction of an india-rubber ring covered with asbestos; this, however, 

will not stand the same amount of pressure even when screwed up tight, and 

has therefore been abandoned in favour of the old plan. It will be noted that 

the spaces between the india-rubber ring and the flange and the pipes, as well 

as the space between the socketed portion of the joint, cannot be filled with 

any kind of cement, so that a dangerous kind of fur can accumulate and find a 

permanent lodgment in and around the joint. This is undoubtedly a defect. 

Screwed connections have also been devised. Messrs. Dimmock & Co. mould 

the outgo of the earthenware trap into the form of a screw, and make the con¬ 

nection to the soil-pipe by an ordinary brass nut and tail-pipe. 

In this joint there is no room 

for accumulations, the joint 

being tight, sound, and as per¬ 

manent as earthenware will per¬ 

mit. Such a joint will remain 

tight until the earthenware 

breaks from vibration or pres¬ 

sure. Freeman’s “Grip” joint 

(fig. 244) is a screwed connec¬ 

tion on the same lines, but the 

connecting nut is of lead instead 

of brass, and the threads are rig. 246.—Quirk, sharp, & co.’s Joint, 

much coarser. 

Messrs. Quirk, Sharp, & Co. have a patented connection which deserves to be 

better known. It is shown in fig. 245 in elevation and section, and will be found 

a permanent and sound connection. The outgo of the earthenware trap, a, has a 

small bead at the end, behind which is placed the split collar, b. The union, c, 

when screwed up to the split collar, tightens the two small washers, one on each 

side of the bead. The brass tail-pipe, D, is connected with the soil-pipe by a 

wiped soldered joint. It will be seen that the connection is better than the one 

shown in fig. 243, as there are no spaces in which foul deposits can accumulate. 

The connection is of the permanent type, and cannot leak after it has been 

screwed up. It is also used for connecting the earthenware outgo to a cast-iron 

pipe by means of a caulked lead joint. 

Robinson’s “Adaptable” (fig. 246) is a suitable connection between water- 
VOL. I. 23 
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closets, urinals, or sinks, and lead or iron pipes. It consists of an earthenware 

collar covered outside with lead, so that a solder-joint can be made between 

it and the lead soil-pipe. The joint is below the water-line, and the bend 

can be turned at an angle to suit the branch 

soil-pipe. In many cases this is a great 

advantage. In another form of joint a 

similar lead bend is used with a special brass 

union, the joint being below the water-line 

as in fig. 246. 

The “ Metallo-Keramic ” joint (fig. 297, page 

394) is very neat, and as perfect as can be 

expected, when such substances as lead and 

pottery are to be connected. The joint is 

not intended to be made by the plumber, but by one specially skilled in 

the work. The joint is a good one, but although the metal has undoubtedly 

•a good grip of the pottery, it cannot be admitted that there is “ an entire 

incorporation of the pottery and metal at the point of junction ”. Most people 

would conclude that the seam is a burned one; but it is plated with the 

copper-bit. The band of solder inside is necessary, as it is next to impossible 

for solder to flow down the socket in as solid a state as shown. Frequently 

the solder is found in wavy layers, partly separated from each other. The 

inside band is therefore necessary to make good the connection between the 

inside end of the trap and the inside edge of the soil-pipe. If this joint fails 

in use, the failure will be due to the soldered band inside the pipe giving way, 

or to slight corrosion of the tin, which may cause a water leakage inside the 

joint. This, at any rate, is what experienced plumbers would expect to take 

place in the course of time. If anything goes wrong with joint or basin, the 

whole has to be renewed, and this fact must be taken into consideration when 

comparing the cost of the joint with that of others. When placing the apparatus 

in its proper position, great care is necessary to prevent the end of the closet 

outgo from being knocked or shaken, for the metal is not incorporated with the 

pottery any more than glue is incorporated with the wood on which it is used. 

This is a very rigid connection, and the slightest movement will in time break 

either the basin or the joint. 

The connection of an earthenware trap with an iron pipe may be made by 

a Portland-cement joint if the trap is unglazed. A rigid joint is formed, and 

it can be relied on when well made with good cement, but there is always some 

danger of the cement breaking. Messrs. Quirk and Sharp’s joint (fig. 245) can 

Fig. 246.—Robinson’s “Adaptable” Joint. 
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also be used, and lias the advantage of being a caulked lead joint, and slightly 

flexible, while it can also be unscrewed for the removal of the basin. 

The connection between a lead trap and a lead soil-pipe is by means of a 

wiped soldered joint—the oldest, and in many respects the best, form of 

connection. It is shown in figs. 231, 232, and 233, p. 340. 

The connection of a lead trap with an iron soil-pipe is made by means of 

a brass collar, which is passed over the lead pipe and wiped to it externally by 

the usual soldered joint, the bottom edge of the lead being turned and folded 

round the end of the brass collar. The usual caulked lead joint is used for the 

connection with the iron pipe. This also forms a good connection between a 

soil-pipe and an iron drain-pipe (fig. 221, p. 333). Another method of connect¬ 

ing lead to iron (shown in fig. 247), is by using Robinson’s 

“ Enable ” connecting collar, which is a double brass collar 

clipping the edge of the socket of the iron pipe. The socket is 

placed in the brass cup, which is then filled with molten lead 

and caulked. The flat top of the brass connection is tinned, 

and the lead pipe is fitted to it, when the usual wiped flange- 

joint can be made with the ordinary plumber’s solder. The 

connection is more suitable for light pipes than the ordinary 

caulked lead joint, as there is no risk of the socket breaking, 

either while the joint is being made or afterwards. 

The connection of a lead pipe with an earthenware or stone¬ 

ware drain-pipe has received but little attention from patentees. It is customary 

to wipe a lead flange to the pipe (as shown in fig. 248), the face of the flange 

being scored and afterwards bedded in red-lead cement, and the pipe-socket 

__afterwards filled up with neat Portland cement. Robinson’s 

“Enable” connection for the same kind of 

joint is shown in fig. 249. The joint of 

cement between the fire-clay block and 

earthenware pipe will be as good as any 

other joint on the drain-pipes. The fire-clay 

block is lined with lead in one piece, which 

is turned round the top and bottom edges. 

The top of the block is specially shaped for 

the making of a good wiped flange-joint. 

The connections between iron traps and iron soil-pipes are the same as the 

joints on the stack of main soil-pipes, and will depend upon the class of iron pipe 

used. If the pipes have turned spigots and sockets, they may be connected 

Fig. 247. — Robinson’s 
“Enable” Connecting Col¬ 
lar for joining Iron and 
Lead Pipes. 

|i lead soil |; 
PIPE jl 

jk SOLDER 

Fig. 248.— Flanged 
Joint between Lead 
Soil-pipe and Earthen¬ 
ware Drain. 

Fig. 249. — Robinson’s “En¬ 
able" Connection between Lead 
Soil - pipe and Earthenware 
Drain. 
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with neat cement. If the pipes and sockets are strong enough for caulked lead 

joints, the connection with the trap will be the same. They may also be con¬ 

nected by means of bolted flange-joints, or by any of the numerous patented 

connections. The best connection is probably the caulked lead joint, shown at 

c in fig. 222, page 334. 

The connection between iron traps and lead soil-pipes should be by means of 

bolted flanges, the lead being tafted back to form a flange. This makes a tight 

joint when properly bolted to a corresponding flange on the iron trap. 

CHAPTER VII. 

WATER-CLOSET TRAPS AND THEIR VENTILATION. 

Most water-closets of the wash-out and wash-down types are provided with 

traps of the same material as the basin, and frequently in one piece with it. 

The principal varieties of closet requiring lead traps are of the valve and 

syphonic patterns. The common hopper-closet is also sometimes fixed over a 

lead trap, but on account of the small area of the water at the bottom of the 

basin, the sides of this are soon fouled; for this reason the hopper-closet cannot 

be recommended. A lead trap is required beneath a pan-closet, but as this 

closet is now a thing of the past, at any rate in this country, nothing further 

need be said about it. 

The D-trap is the form most commonly used in early water-closets, and may 

still be seen under pan-closets fixed a generation ago. It is a most insanitary 

contrivance, as its numerous angles retain the soil, 

and no amount of flushing can possibly cleanse it. 

The addition of a cap and screw, which can be removed 

for cleaning the trap (as shown in fig. 250), increases 

the already excessive cost of the trap, and is no 

remedy for the evil complained of. The sole advan¬ 

tage of a D-trap is that it does not lose its seal, either 

by syphonage or momentum; but as this property is 

also possessed, in a satisfactory degree, by other 

traps which are at the same time self-cleansing, the D-trap ought never to be 

used. 

The hand-made round-pipe trap was a great improvement on the D-trap, and 

Fig. 250. —Lead D-trap, with 4-inch 
Cleaning Cap and Screw. 
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is a safe and clean trap, if a sufficient depth of seal is provided to prevent 

syphonage. Fig. 251 illustrates the shape known as a P-trap; the shape of the 

S-trap is given in fig. 195, page 305. The round-pipe, trap was formerly made 

with a slightly increased diameter at the bends, but this has long been proved 

to be a mistaken variation. About twenty years ago traps began to be made of 

equal bore throughout, and nowadays the tendency is to contract them at the 

bends so as to give greater velo¬ 

city and scour at those places. 

The inlet and outgo legs of a 

Fig. 251. —Hand-made Round-pipe P-trap. 
Fig. 252. -Cast-lead P-trap, with too easy 

Outgo. 

round-pipe trap should be quite straight, and the space between the legs small. 

Fig. 197, page 306, illustrated an improved form of round-pipe trap, the shape 

of the dip and outgo increasing the velocity of the water through the trap, and 

the depth of the seal, and reducing the amount of sealing water required. 

Cast-lead round-pipe traps are made in the P and S 

shapes, but in many of them the outgo is too easy, as 

shown in fig. 252, a fault which may lead to syphonage. 

The walls of these traps are also more liable to contain 

flaws than are those of “ solid-drawn ” lead traps. 

The east-lead “Anti-D’’trap (fig. 253) is suitable only 

for valve-closets, as it requires a large quantity of water 

to overcome the frictional resistance offered by the trap. 
Fig. 253.—caat-iead “Anti-D When there are no heavy discharges, the anti-D trap is not 

perhaps as clean as the round-pipe trap, or the one shown 

in fig. 197. It possesses, however, the great merit of being proof against 

syphonage in ordinary circumstances. 

The “ Dubois ” round-pipe trap, shown in fig. 254, is made in the same way as 

lead pipe, the metal being forced through dies and bent to the required shape. 

It has the same bore throughout, and is a clean and safe trap to use, especially 
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Pig. 254.—Dubois Drawn-lead Round-pipe Trap, with 
Claugliton’s Cast Base and socket. 

when the clip and outgo are straightened. This trap is suitable for all classes of 

fittings. The 3-inch size should be used for water-closets in preference to 4-inch. 

The illustration shows “ Claughton’s ” cast-lead socket and base attached to the 

drawn-lead trap, for the purpose of bring¬ 

ing the trap above the floor, and securing 

a perfect joint with the soil-pipe. ■ 
The thickness of lead for water-closet 

traps varies somewhat according to their 

shape and the form in which the material 

is used. D-traps were made from 6, 7, 

and 8 lbs. sheet-lead. Hand-made traps 

are usually made from 6 and 7 lbs. sheet- 

lead. Cast-lead traps are about equal to 

8-lbs. sheet-lead, and drawn-lead traps to 

6-lbs. and 8-lbs. sheet-lead. The smaller anti-D traps are equal to about 9-lbs. 

sheet-lead. 

The ventilation of water-closet traps is a matter of great importance, particularly 

when two or more closets are connected with one soil-pipe. The possibility of one 

trap being' unsealed by the discharge through another trap connected with the 

same waste-pipe, has already been pointed out in connection with sinks, baths, 

&c., and the method of preventing such unsealing by means of ventilating pipes 

carried from the branch-pipes near the traps, has been explained and illustrated. 

The need for similar ventilatiorf in the case of w.c. traps is much more urgent, 

as the air in the soil-pipe is, as a rule, fouler than that in an ordinary waste- 

pipe, and may indeed be the air from the drain or sewer. In Plate X. the soil- 

pipe and trap-ventilating pipes for a tier of three water-closets are shown.1 

Where there are ranges of closets on each floor, all connected with the same 

soil-pipe, it is by some plumbers considered sufficient to ventilate only the trap 

furthest from the soil-pipe in each range, as at a in fig. 255; but this is a mistake. 

It is quite true that when the branches between the traps and branch soil-pipe 

are short, there is no necessity to ventilate them so far as the discharges from 

fittings on other floors are concerned, but there is every reason why they should 

be ventilated when discharges from other fittings on the same floor pass the ends 

of such branches. If there is only one such range connected with the soil-pipe, 

the trap-ventilating pipe will be connected with the main soil-pipe a little above 

the junction, as shown by the dotted lines, but if there are other closets on the 

i The joint between the three parts of the “ Triune ” closet is not a very good one, and the basin is not well-shaped -T 

a vertical back as in the syphonic closet would be a great improvement. 
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TRAP VENTILATION. 353 

upper floors, the ventilating pipe will be continued up as in Plate X., and 

connected with the soil-pipe above the highest closet. 

The size of trap-ventilating-pipes will be determined by the size of the main 

Fig. 255.--Soil-pipe and Trap-ventilating Pipes for one or more Ranges of three Water-closets. 

soil-pipe and the height of the building. A 4-inch lead soil-pipe carried up a 

four-story building, and receiving a branch soil-pipe from a wash-down closet on 

each of the three upper floors, requires a 2-inch ventilating pipe, with 1^-inch 

branches from the traps on the two upper floors. If valve-closets are fixed, the 

ventilating pipes would be much better if 2-j inches in diameter and the branches 

2 inches. A similar stack of 3-inch lead soil-pipe should have 2-^-inch ventilat¬ 

ing pipe, and 2-inch branches for wash-down closets; and for valve-closets, the 

size of the ventilating pipe should equal that of the soil-pipe, while the short 

branches shouldJbe 2 inches in diameter. The object to be attained is to hold a 

reserve of air in the ventilating pipes ready to supply the needs of the branches, 

and to assist the main soil-pipe. When the soil-pipe is reduced from 4 inches 

to 3 inches in diameter, the discharges more readily fill the pipe and form a plug, 

and therefore there is greater need for a trap-ventilating pipe of increased size. 

It is to replace the air-space lost by reducing the size of the soil-pipe that the 

size of the ventilating pipes is increased, as well as to enable them the more 

readily to withstand the extra strain of discharges passing through small soil- 

pipes. 

No ventilating-pipe should be of a thinner substance than 6-lbs. sheet-lead, 

and where there are sharp bends in the pipe, it would be much better if equal 

to 7-lbs. sheet-lead. These weights apply to all sizes of ventilating pipes, just 

as 8-lbs. and 10-lbs. apply to all sizes of soil-pipes. 



354 SANITARY PLUMBING. 

In dealing with the waste-pipes from various fitting’s, it lias been made clear, 

that in no case should the waste-pipe' from a sink, fixed for the purpose of 

receiving slops, be connected with the waste-pipes from lavatories, baths, or 

wash-up sinks. The pipes fixed for the conveyance of excremental matters, 

both liquid and solid, should not be connected with the ordinary soapy-water 

waste-pipes. On the other hand, no waste-pipe from bath, lavatory, or sink 

should be connected with the soil-pipe, or waste-pipe from slop-sink or urinal. 

There should be a complete severance between the two classes of waste-pipes. 

The waste-pipes from baths, lavatories, and sinks may be termed the hot soapy 

waste-pipes, and should be of small size and strong quality. The wastes from 

water-closets, slop-sinks, and urinals may be termed the cold-water waste-pipes, as 

hot water should never be allowed to pass through them, not only on account of 

the damage done to the pipes, but on account of the excessive amount of furring 

which takes place in the pipes when hot water and soap are allowed to pass 

through them. Slop-sink and urinal waste-pipes may be connected with soil- 

pipes, or they may be carried down separately if this is more convenient. Where 

possible they should be arranged to come near the soil-pipe, as long lengths of 

waste-pipe from such fittings in time become very foul. If the waste-pipes from 

slop-sinks or urinals are carried down separately, they should be treated like 

small soil-pipes. ' 
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